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ABSTRACT 

As one of the most significant postmodern writers in contemporary Germany, 

Libuse Monikova critically explores the political divisions of Europe from different 

perspectives, using an interdisciplinary approach to educate her reader. All her works 

relate either directly or indirectly to her native Czecho-Slovakia. 

This dissertation focuses on four of Monikova's works, Prager Fenster. "Tetom 

und Tuba." Pavane fur eine verstorbene Infantin, and Per Taumel. and examines her 

understanding of the densely layered concept of Heimat. Monikova depicts her Heimat 

construct through the metaphor of disability and disease as a landscape of German and 

Soviet occupations and as a territory of historically and politically rooted power 

struggles. Her analysis of the expulsion of the Sudeten Germans from the former 

Czecho-Slovakia as well as her portrayal of Czech complicity in the totalitarian regime 

redefines concepts of victimization and resistance, and reveals the unstable discursive 

nature of subordination and domination. Monikova's concept of Heimat cannot be fully 

understood without the inclusion of minority and gender discourses as well as art as 

cultural space. 

This study underscores Monikova's analysis of the situation of women and 

minorities in her country of origin. Monikova makes transparent the kind of masculine 

superiority that is comfortably ensconced not only in Czecho-Slovak society, but also in 

western epistemologies. Her dynamic, witty, and politically alert female figures are 
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independent intellectuals with vitriolic humor who offer a fresh alternative to ideological 

and dogmatic idealism that prevails in many feminist texts of the 1970s. Furthermore. I 

attempt to show how Monikova, an author who emphasizes a decentralized perspective of 

writing through otherness and displacement, portrays minorities living in her Heimat. 

Methodologically, 1 include theories of Czech, Slovak, German, and US cultural 

critics in my study. Consequently, 1 seek to not only [rejdiscover Monikova as a writer 

and political activist in the Czech Republic where her texts began to be published only 

recently, but also to engage her critics in a constructive inter-cultural dialogue. 



INTRODUCTION 

It was not in her native Czecho-Slovakia that Libuse Monikova established 

herself as a prestigious, patriotic writer who fiercely fought for freedom in her country of 

origin, but rather in neighboring Germany. Despite the distance or maybe because of it. 

she always had Czecho-Slovakia on her mind. In an interview with the Czech journalist 

Petr Kyncl, Monikova especially emphasized two events of Czech history—the Soviet 

occupation of Czecho-Slovakia and the suicide of Jan Palach. She declared: "Since then 

1 know I am a Czech"' ("Spisovatelstvi"). Further, she confirms that Czech motifs are 

extremely important to her literary production (Stroblova "Cas poklepavani"). Yet, the 

Czech's lack of interest in Monikova's works and the absence of her books in Czech 

bookstores is a poignant reality. When the writer passed away on January 12, 1998, 

almost unknown in her country of origin, Tomas Kafka wrote an obituary with the title 

"Libuse Monikova Or the Loss of Somebody We Have Not Met Yet" (MF Dnes). Jiri 

Grusa, a renowned writer and Czech ambassador to Vienna, added to Kafka's comment: 

"It is high time that we welcomed Libuse Monikova at home. Or better said, it is high 

time that we felt at home in her work" ("Es ist die hochste Zeit, Libuse Monikova in der 

Heimat willkommen zu heifien. Oder besser gesagt, es ist die hochste Zeit, sich bei ihr 

heimisch zu fiihlem") ("Grufiwort" 47). 

' All translations are mine, unless otherwise indicated. 
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In this dissertation I intend to engage Monikova's critics from different countries 

and continents in a fiiiitful inter-cultural discussion.' More importantly, I use my text to 

assist in breaking the ice, crossing the borders and [rejdiscovering the transplanted 

Prague author, by critically exploring the complexity of Heimat discourse inscribed in her 

works. Simultaneously, 1 seek to explore Monikova's career both as writer and as 

political activist. 

Libuse Monikova was bom in Prague on August 30, 1945. She had two elder 

sisters Manena and Marie and a younger brother Josef. The third daughter of the family, 

Monikova went to the gymndzium, a type of Czech high school, in Bila Street in Prague 

where her German teacher Hmcifova soon recognized her talent for languages and her 

exceptional interest in literature. As a teenager, Monikova read Dostoevsky, Kafka, 

Proust, Joyce, KJima, and other writers who shaped her literary taste. Literature 

influenced Monikova to such an extent that she divided her life later on into the epochs 

marked by the authors she used to read. Her teacher Hmcifova opened the door for the 

future writer when she encouraged her to apply to the Filosoficka falailta Univerzity 

Karloxy—School of Philosophy at the Univerzita Karlova—in Prague where she studied 

at the Departments of German and English Studies between 1963 and 1968. Monikova's 

Master's Thesis was a comparative study of Shakespeare and Brecht in which she 

showed her literary knowledge and critical thinking. She expanded this work in 1970 

into a dissertation format. Her dissertation, directed by Eduard Goldstiicker, a Kafka 

" The first seminal event that promoted the collaboration of Czech and German literary critics and 
Germanists was a joint international conferencc in the Moravian town of Znojmo held March 11-13, 1999. 
As a result, a constructive and lively debate came into being that problematizes the inter-cultural and 
patriotic nature of Monikova's work. 
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expert and the first Czechoslovak ambassador to Israel, was later partially published in 

the "Modem Philology Journal" (Casopis pro modemi filologii). 

After her graduation from the University of Prague in 1968, Monikova received 

an assistantship in Gottingen, Germany. At the time of her departure from her native 

Prague, she was deeply disturbed by two tragedies: her mother's death and the military 

invasion of Czecho-Slovakia following the Prague Spring. During this difficult time. 

Monikova met her future husband Michael Herzog in Gottingen and married him at 

Prague's Old Town Hall in 1969. Her husband, a biologist, found a job at the Prague Zoo 

and the newlyweds were ready to settle down in the Czech capital. However, the 

beginning of the normalization period, i.e. the decade of strong persecutions following 

the Prague Spring made them change their plans, and the couple finally took up 

permanent residence in Germany. In her interview with Cramer, Laederach and Steinert, 

Monikova comments on this period of her life, "My husband was a German citizen, 

which was not compatible with the situation in Czechoslovakia. TTiere was a mild 

pressure on me to leave. I did not want to, 1 stayed one more year in [Czecho-Slovakia], 

1 was practically unemployed. Then I thought I would go to Germany for a short period 

of time, after all I was a Germanist, and it is now almost twenty years ago" ("Mein Mann 

war deutscher Staatsburger, und das war nicht zu vereinbaren mit der Situation in der 

Tschechoslowakei, es gab einen leisen Druck, daB ich weggehe. Ich wollte es nicht, ich 

blieb noch ein Jahr im Lande, praktisch arbeitslos, dann dachte ich, ich wurde fiir eine 

kurze Zeit nach Deutschland gehen, schlieBlich war ich Germanistin, und inzwischen 

sind es fast 20 Jahre geworden," 184). 
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The unbearable discrimination against women was the second and more important 

reason for Monfkova leaving her country. In her essay entitled "Semiaride Landschaft 

mit der Kiiste" (Semi-Axid Landscape with Coast, 1990) published in Praser Fenster (The 

Windows of Prague, 1994), she writes: "Subsequently, it became clear to me that I had 

left the country not because of the general political oppression which you could escape to 

a large extent, but rather due to the omnipresent discrimination against women" 

C'Nachtraglich wird mir klar, dafi ich das Land verlassen habe nicht wegen der 

allgemeinen politischen Unterdruckung, der konnte man sich weitgehend entziehen, 

sondem wegen der allumfassenden Diskriminierung von Frauen," 21). 

After moving to Germany in 1971, Monikova took up employment as a literature 

teacher at the Gesamthochschule Kassel. In 1977, she joined the University of Bremen as 

a professor and administrative worker. Besides the fact that the ftiture writer did not 

particularly enjoy teaching, an experience that she depicts with humor in her novel 

Pavane fur eine verstorbene Infantin (Pavane for a Dead Princess, 1983),"' the young 

couple faced economic difficulties. Monikova describes their situation in a letter to her 

colleague and compatriot Alena Wagnerova who lives in Saarbriicken: "My husband is a 

student without a scholarship for a year - and I have a four hour teaching contract at the 

University of Bremen" ("Mein Mann ist Student und schon ein Jahr ohne Stipendium -

und ich habe einen vierstundigen Lehrauftrag an der Universitat Bremen") (Wagnerova, 

"Die Teilung" 130). 

^ See Chapter Three of this dissertation. 
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When Momkova published her first book Eine Schadigung (An Injury) in 1981 

she risked giving up her teaching job to embark on a literary career in Berlin. She had 

aspired to being a free lance writer or a movie director since her teenage years. 

According to Wagnerova, at the beginning of her career Monikova experienced more 

difficulties as a woman than male Czech author writing in exile. While living in Prague, 

she had not participated in any underground organization, nor had she published any text 

that would mark her as a resistance writer. Unlike Milan Kundera and Ota Filip, who 

emigrated to the West as well-established Czech dissident writers/ Monikova had not left 

her country as a political dissident,"^ nor as a writer, thus complicating her literary career. 

Monikova's literary debut Eine Schadigung paraphrases the victimization of 

Czech women and the military rape of Czecho-Slovakia in 1968. Monikova thus makes a 

statement as a feminist writer of the '68 generation, a theme that runs through most of her 

works. Sibylle Cramer sees 1968 as a date "without which Libuse Monikova would not 

have left Czechoslovakia and without which she would not have come to West Germany. 

The date is the key to her work" ("ohne das Libuse Monikova Prag nicht verlassen hatte 

und ohne das sie nach Westdeutschland nicht gekommen ware. Das Datum ist der 

Schlussel zu ihrem Werk") ("Asthetik" 70). 

Monikova opens her first novella with a brutally violent scene in which the Czech 

student Jana is raped by a police officer whom she subsequently kills in self-defense with 

^ Both writers who continued to write their works in Czech even in exile eventually switched to the 
languages of their host-countries—Kundera to French and Fiiip to German. 



his club. Momkova wrote the first pages of the book in Czech, the language for which 

she has unlimited respect and admiration, but the emotionally charged motif that awoke 

many memories made her continue the narration in German. In her interview with Kyncl. 

Monikova comments: "I could not bear [to write] the rape scene in Czech" 

("Spisovatelstvi"). She expands further on the topic of "writing and language" in her 

conversation with Stroblova: "I truly found the topic of Eine Schadigung embarrassing. 

Switching to German reduced the intensity [of sentiment], the text thus became soberer 

and more convincing. [...] Foreign language is a filter that makes me see everything 

from a distance, which enables me to be more precise. Contrary to the mother tongue in 

which I feel everything directly, emotional involvement [in the second language] is not a 

hindrance" ("Cas poklepav^i"). The process of writing in German, a language other 

than her own, was a challenge that allowed her greater objectivity. It was thus a 

conscious decision that set Monikova on her way to become a German writer. 

Monikova spent five years trying to publish Eine Schadigung. Traditional 

publishers found her language beautiful, but the topic too brutal, while more liberal 

publishing houses were struck by the motif, but did not appreciate Monikova's literary 

expression. Additionally, she faced problems with her "exotic" name that for many was 

"too difficult to pronounce and write" (Kyncl, "Kapka vody"). Yet, she firmly refused to 

accept a German pseudonym that, as some publishers suggested, would make her book 

more accessible to German readers. At last, Gabriele Dietze recognized that Eine 

" Wagnerova corrects all those critics who reference Monikova as an exiled author by stating: "The word 
'displacement' seems to me to be more appropriate than the words 'emigration' or 'exile.' I don't think she 
ever saw herself as an exile or emigre" ("Das Wort 'die Fremde' kommt mir fur die Bcschreibung ihrer 
Situation zutreffender vor als Worte wie Emigration oder Exil. Ich glaube, als Exilantin oder Emigrantin 
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Schadigung documents a difficult era from a challenging perspective and made its 

publication possible in the Rotbuch Verlag, Berlin. Publishing the book was a 

breakthrough in Monikova's life since it led to the decision to stay permanently in 

Germany. Monikova reports, "Then I knew that 1 have a place here. Until then 1 was 

living [in Germany] only temporarily" ("Da wuBte ich. daB ich hier einen Sinn habe. Bis 

dahin war es nur eine Obergangsexistenz") (Craemer. Laederach, and Steinert 184). At 

the same time, the tentacles of the Czech secret police reached out across the Iron 

Curtain. She recalls: "Once the reviews of my first literary work had appeared. I did not 

obtain the visa necessary for entering Czecho-Slovakia. No explication was given for 

denying me a visa. Consequently, I did not visit Prague for a long time after this 

incident" (Kyncl, "Kapka vody" ). 

Monikova's groundbreaking novel The Facade: M.N.O.P.Q. (Die Fassade 

M.N.O.P.O. 1987), following her first novel Pavane (see Chapter Three of this 

dissertation), projects a nation-state through architectural representation. In this novel, 

Monikova chooses four male characters—the painters Podolsky and Patera and the 

sculptors Orten and Maltzahn—who reconstruct the facade of a famous castle with the 

fictitious name Friedland in the Czech town of Litomysl. Unlike her first two literary 

works, in The Facade the writer takes advantage of literary masculinity, saying. "Why not 

write about men, make them the object of our literary desire? They used us for their 

creative fantasies for thousands of years" (Monikova, "Some Thesis" 8). Her new 

perspective does not exclude masculine agency, but rather exploits it for feminist 

hat sich Monikova nie vcrstanden") ("Die Teilung" 132). 
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purposes, thus shedding a different light on feminist affairs. Some feminist writers, such 

as Regula Venske,^' do not appreciate this perspective because they read this novel as 

Monikova's adjusting to the masculine literary norm. 

The facade of the Renaissance castle is a perfect stage for Monikova's literary 

burlesque of the Czech National Revival and the normalization period that she cross-

references with Smetana's compositions as well as her numerous literary intertexts. The 

characters become actors who redefine and reinterpret Czech culture and history. 

Furthermore, Monikova decorates her literary castle, an obvious allegory of Kafka's 

novel, with the images in architecture known as sgraffiti that include traffic signs, a 

picture of ham, monsters, and endangered plants, thus adding an element of pop-culture 

to the postmodern, picaresque, European art novel. 

In the second part of The Facade the author sends her characters to Japan. But 

they never arrive there because they "get stuck" in Siberia, which again conveys a strong 

political message. In the deserted regions of Asia they encounter communities with 

whom they share an interest in anti-Soviet resistance. Orten meets an extraordinary 

community of women called Elueneh who use magic in order to transform Soviet 

officials into reindeer. The portrayal of this exclusively female group, that merges 

fantastic surrealism with elements of socialist realism, shaped in a contact zone of 

feminist and resistance discourses, unfolds another layer of Monikova's Heimat 

construct. 

^ In her articic "Das Vcrschwinden dcs Mannes in dcr wciblichen Schrcibmaschine." (The Man's 
Disappearance in the Female Typewriter). Venske recognizes a process of "Bcmannung" or 
masculinization in Monikova's writings. She argues that the male characters played a less significant role 
in Monikova's early works than in her later novels (90). 
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Three years after TTie Facade had appeared, Monikova published a collection of 

theater plays with a witty title Unter Menschenft'essem: ein dramatisches Menu in vier 

Gangen (Among Cannibals: A Dramatic Menu in Four Courses, 1990). The collection 

includes four literary "courses." "Tetom und Tuba" (1987) which was also published in 

Anthropophagen im Abendwind (Anthropophagi in Abendwind, 1988) and broadcast on 

February 11, 1988 as a radio play on SFB, was first staged in the Literaturhaus Berlin on 

July 11, 1987. This extraordinary parody demonstrates Monikova's qualities as a 

feminist playwright (see Chapter Two of this dissertation). The collection further 

includes plays entitled "Caliban Qber Sycorax" (Caliban on Sycorax), "Mozart" and 

"ArAl." 

Monikova's first collection of essays entitled SchloB. Aleph und Wunschtorte 

(The Castle, Aleph, and the Wishfilled Cake, 1990) includes essays on the works of 

Franz Kafka and Jorge Luis Borges. Furthermore, the collection includes the speech that 

Monikova held when she was awarded the Franz Kafka Prize in 1989, and an article "Die 

Wunschtorte" (The Wishfilled Cake) that plays on Karel Capek's children's story about a 

cat and a dog that bake a cake into which they throw everything they like. All essays 

show her exceptional knowledge of literary theory and cultural criticism. 

Monikova's next novel Treibeis (Drift Ice, 1992) depicts two displaced 

protagonists in the process of rediscovering their Heimat. Prantl left Czecho-Slovakia 

twice, first after the fascist take over in 1939. When the communist government came to 

power in 1948, he emigrated again and settled down as an English teacher in 

Angmagssalik, eastern Greenland. Karla escaped her Heimat after the Soviet invasion in 
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1968 and worked as a stuntwoman in movies. Both emigres engage in a relationship that 

is allegoricaily framed by two tragic events in 20*'' century Czech history—the two 

military occupations, both of which changed the profile of their country beyond 

recognition. Prantl's reminiscences of Czecho-Slovakia in both the 1930s and mid-1940s 

have nothing in common with the communist period that Karla remembers. Prantl's and 

Karla's individual memories do not possess a common thread—each preserves an image 

of a different country "that they call Czechoslovakia, with crooked mouth also Heimat" 

("das sie Tschechoslowakei nennen, mit schiefem Mund auch 'Heimat'") (Monikova, 

Treibeis 215)."^ 

In Monikova's last two novels. Verklarte Nacht (Transfigured Night, 1996) and 

her posthumously published fragment Per Taumel (Dizziness, 2000) that I discuss in 

Chapter Four of this dissertation, the author returns to her country of origin. In her last 

completed novel Verklarte Nacht. the reader meets an internationally renowned dancer 

and choreographer Eleonora Marty, who after her successful performance in Prague in 

December 1992, decides to stay in the city and experiences the last moments of the 

Czecho-Slovak Republic before its disintegration. On her walks through Prague, 

Leonora visits the empty Strahov stadium where she used to participate in the 

Spartakidda, and observes sudden changes in her post-totalitarian Heimat that 

considerably reduce its cultural legacy. Furthermore, she dances a requiem for her 

country and hallucinates her transformation into three different female figures, all 

^ In 1994. Monikova directed and produced a documentary entitled Gronland Tagebuch: Wernicht liesst. 
kennt die Welt nicht (Greenland Diary; Who Doesn't Read Doesn't Know the World). In this film she 
travels to Greenland where she visits the places that she describes in Treibeis and that she has never seen 
before. 
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granting her immortality. First, she imagines herself as Emilia Marty/ Elina Makropolus, 

the 337-year-old character from Capek's story The Makropulos Case (1922) that served 

as a basis for Janacek's opera of the same title. Then, she sees herself as the 18"' dynasty 

female Egyptian pharaoh Hatshepsut. Her thrid reincarnation is the almost century old 

German movie director Leni Riefenstahl whose immense legacy includes documentaries 

celebrating the Nazi-regime. Leonora's relationship with Thomas Asperger, a man of 

Sudeten German ancestry, completes the picture of the prevailing troubled Czech-

German relations. 

Although Mom'kova was unfortunately not granted the long life that her 

characters enjoyed, even in her relatively short career she produced works of 

extraordinary literary quality for which she was awarded numerous literary prizes. In 

1984 she received "Ehrengabe des Kulturkreises im Bundesverband der deutschen 

Industrie" (The Honorary Award of the Culture Group in the Federal Association of 

German Industry) followed by a series of prestigious prizes, such as the Alfred Doblin 

Prize (1987) for The Facade, the Adalbert von Chamisso Prize (1991), the "Berliner 

Literaturpreis" (the Berlin Literary Prize), the Johannes Bobrowski Medal (1992), the 

Literary Prize of ZDF and the city of Mainz (1994), the Roswitha-Medal of the City of 

Bad Gandersheim (1995), the German Federal Order awarded by the German President 

(1996) as well as the Amo Schmidt Scholarship (1997/98). Beyond the German border, 

she was honored with the famous Franz Kafka Prize (1989) in Austria and with the 

International Literary Prize in Vilenica, Slovenia (1993). It was only at the end of her life 

that the Czech Republic, the country that she loved, represented, and about which she 
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wrote, acknowledged her endeavors and achievements. Two and half months before her 

death, on October 28, 1997, Monikova received the Order of the White Bohemian Lion 

for Bravery as well as the Masaryk Medal from President Vaclav Havel. When 

Monikova learned that she was going to be recognized "in her country, [she] lost her 

breath" (Kyncl, "Spisovatelstvi"). 

Monikova wrote her texts predominantly for German readers whom she 

meticulously informed about the history and politics of her Heimat. The translation of 

her books into her mother tongue,- according to the writer a rather "absurd" and 

unrewarding task (Kyncl, "Kapka vody") - presupposes a problem related to the structure 

of her novels. Monikova explains; "Translating my books myself or even editing their 

translations basically requires writing them anew, because communicating the 

information about Czech culture and history, which is an important part of my text, is 

redundant for a Czech reader who is already familiar with these facts" (Stroblova "Cas 

poklepavani"). Thus, Zbynek Petracek's translation of The Facade'' (1991) that was the 

first translation of Monikova's work into her mother tongue, ended disastrously. In 

addition to numerous lexical errors, Petracek's translation contains changes in the names 

of characters and the layout of the novel. Monikova concludes: "This text may serve as a 

base for future translations" (Stroblova "Cas poklepavani"). Monikova required 

professionalism and perfection from herself as much as from her translators and 

publishers and expected them to like her books as much as she did. From a potential 

* The book was published in the Sixty-Eight Publishers in Toronto. 
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Czech publisher she not only expected good quality publication, bit also a critical 

selection of texts to be published as well as genuine interest in her work. 

In the year 2000, Petr Dvofacek translated Moni'kova's essays on Kafka in the 

Franz Kafka Publishers, Prague, which is the first official Czech translation of 

Monikova's text. One year later, ten years after the first publication of The Facade, 

Czech readers could read Monikova's novels in their native language. Monikova's 

German publisher Hanser sold the rights to the Czech publishing house Hynek that 

unexpectedly opened the doors to Monikova's writings with the novel Treibeis. Ledova 

tfi'sf in Czech. Renata Tomanova's 2001 translation, so far well received, overtook the 

anxiously awaited translation by Jana Zoubkova's of Monikova's masterpiece The 

Facade. The Czech critic, German professor and translator Pfeiferova sees Tomanova's 

version as promising, but she points to the fact that the translator took the liberty and 

"adjusted" Karla's expressions. Unlike Monikova's text, the Czech speaking Karla does 

not use grammatically correct language. Tomanova's attempt to thus underscore Karla's 

profession of stuntwoman as well as the age difference between both lovers—Karla is 

bom in 1947 and Prantl in 1922—results in an abrupt change of her intellectual profile. 

According to Pfeiferova, Karla in Tomanova's text loses touch with her German speaking 

role model whose graduate studies at the University of Gottingen underscore her intellect 

("Pfibehy"). 

Because Monikova's books have not been translated until recently into Czech, the 

literary reception of her works in the Czech Republic is totally in the hands of Czech 

Germanists. On several occasions, Monikova expressed her dissatisfaction with the way 
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German Studies is conducted in the Czech Republic. She said: "German Studies here is 

far behind. Who would dare [to analyze] Amo Schmidt? There are no adequate studies 

of Heiner Muller's plays. As for my texts, the criteria are missing and the Germanists 

wrestle with their attempt to categorize me. German Studies pays its price for the 

normalization period of the last decades" (Kyncl "Kapka vody"). Monikova was justly 

disturbed by the lack of feminist awareness in her country of origin. German Studies in 

the Czech Republic neglects to address Monikova's feminist conviction that resonates 

throughout her works. Pfeiferova and Vondrackova recognize Monikova's critical 

reckoning with Czech patriarchy ("Kafka mel"), but a detailed analysis of Monikova's 

feminist awareness is still missing. Monikova's numerous feminist declarations 

published in interviews conducted by Petr Kyncl or Sofia Stroblova have gone unnoticed 

to this day. 

Pfeiferova claims that the transplanted Prague author is still unknown in Czecho

slovakia, the country that plays a key role in her works, in spite of several articles 

published in Czech magazines and newspapers that occasionally informed the public 

about Monikova's works."* and despite the literary prizes ±at she was awarded,'" the 

" Frantisck Kafka's "Z Pavany za mrtvou infantku" (From Pavane for a Dead Princess), published in 
Kmen. 1989; Sidonic Dcdinova's "Die Fassade; Cesko-nemecky bestseller" (The Facade; The Czech-
German Bestseller), published in Narodni nolitika. 1987; Kvetoslav Chvatik's "Fasada Libusi Monikove" 
(The Facadc by Libuse Monikova). published in Listv. 1987; and Ales Knapp's reading of Verklarte Nacht 
in his articic "Ceska [ncmecky pisici] autorka o Praze" (The Czech Author [Writing in German] about 
Prague), published in Labvrint. 1996. are only a few examples of Czech articles that offer a review of 
Monikova's work. 

In an article "Ceska vitezkou" (A Czech Winner), published in Telegraf. 1993. an anonymous writer 
announces that Monikova was honored with a literary Prize in Vilenica. Vratislav Farber reports "Cena pro 
Libusi Monikovou na Frankfurtskcm kniznim vcltrhu" (A Prize for Libuw Monikova at the Frankfurt Book 
Fair) in Literami novinv. 1995. David Zellinger writes about the Kafka Award in "Cena Franze Kafky 

Libusi Monikove" in Tvar. 1990. 
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handful of interviews that she gave," and Jana Hadkova's documentary about her life and 

work Scenv ze zivota. literaturv a filmu (Scenes from Life, Literature and Film, 1998). 

In her insightful and witty article "Pfemysl, Sisyphos und die Eishockey-Helden" 

(Premysl, Sisyphus, and the Ice-Hockey Heroes), Pfeiferova explores in detail 

Monfkova's depiction of modem Czech[o-Slovak] history through a multiplicity of myth 

projections, thereby revealing the richness of Czech themes that Monikova weaves into 

her works. At the same time, the critic Pfeiferova shows "that Monikova does not quote 

those myths, but rather varies, changes and questions them" ("Romany") and thus shows 

that Monikova's intriguing style and challenging themes can reveal even for the Czech 

readers an hitherto unknown profile of their Heimat. 

By critically examining and dissecting the densely layered concept of Heimat 

inscribed in Monikova's texts, my dissertation plays on Pfeiferova's angry question 

"When will Czech German Studies understand that next to Franz Kafka Monikova is the 

most significant German writing author from Prague?" ("Romany"). This dissertation 

focuses on four of Monikova's literary works, Prager Fenster. "Tetom und Tuba," Pavane 

fur eine verstorbene Infantin, and Per Taumel and thus offers a literary sample from the 

different genres within which she wrote, pointing to the diverse modes of representation. 

More importantly, it analyzes Monikova's Heimat construct from different anti-

totalitarian perspectives as a multi-layered landscape of German and Soviet occupations 

and as a territory of historically and politically rooted power struggles. 

'' Sofia Stroblova conducted an interview entitled "Cas poklepavani po rameni skoncil" (The Time for 
Shoulder Patting Is Over), published in Mona. 1992. Petr Kyncl published two conversations with 
Monikova, "Kapka vody na horky kamen" (A Drop of Water on the Hot Stone). Tvar. 1991 and 
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Chapter One of my dissertation, entitled "Kde domov muj? Writing Heimat 

Discourse in Monikova's Prager Fenster." explores Monikova's concept of Heimat 

inscribed in her second collection of essays Prager Fenster (1994). This collection 

includes thirteen essays written between 1985 and 1994 that in the course of time evolved 

into novels and theater plays. In other words, this collection forms the basis of 

Monikova's production and therefore plays a vital role in understanding her work. Apart 

from her literary discussions on Kafka, Borges, Klima, Jesenska, Bachmann. and 

Shakespeare, Monikova informs the reader about political events that shaped the history 

of her country of origin. She critically explores topics such as the Munich Treaty, the 

fascist occupation of Czecho-Slovakia, the expulsion of the Sudeten Germans, the Prague 

Spring and the Soviet invasion, the normalization period, Jan Palach and his followers, 

the Velvet Revolution, and the post-totalitarian period. Simultaneously, she redefines her 

Heimat through a European filter. 

Heimat discourse is a popular topic in Western literary and cultural criticism, and 

the image of Monikova's country of origin woven throughout her texts makes her 

writings well suited for a Heimat analysis. However, it is very important to choose a 

proper and adequate methodology for approaching such a complex topic. The 

transnational distant look adopted by Western scholarship often results in a simplistic and 

romanticizing perspective that neglects to consider the local specificity of the collection 

of essays, which calls for a de-centered analysis fi^om within. 

"Spisovatelstvi je vrazcdne povolani" (Writing Is a Murderous Profession). Tvden. 1998. In these 
interviews, Monikova discussed topics like feminism, Sudeten German history, displacement, and identity. 
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I examine Mom'kova's understanding of Heimat as a construct consisting of 

external and internal parts. The German and Soviet occupations closely related to the 

concept of Central Europe can be seen as the external part of her Heimat construct, 

whereas minority and gender discourses build up its interior. In addition, culture, 

environment, and the future prospects of Czecho-Slovakia expand the horizon of the 

Heimat concept; language serves the author as a vehicle that reverses Western European 

power structures. 

Chapter Two entitled "Savage Feast: A Feminist Deconstruction of Western 

Epistemologies" explores Mom'kova's understanding of feminism portrayed in her play 

"Tetom und Tuba." This short parody emerges out of "Hauptling Abendwind oder das 

greuliche Festmahl" (Chief Abendwind or the Horrible Feast, 1862) written by the 

Austrian writer Johann Nepomuk Nestroy, and Sigmund Freud's Totem and Taboo 

(1913). Nestroy's story reflects on its origin as a 19"^ century satirical operetta 

traditionally seen as a popular genre, whereas Freud conceives Totem and Taboo as a 

serious scientific, analytical study. Monikova manages to couple these extremely 

different genres through a provoking, biting content and a witty literary style that gives 

birth to a uniquely original and artistically innovative narrative. 

Mom'kova portrays her main character Sigmund, who signifies Western 

psychoanalysis, as a Soviet secret agent. This interpretation highlights the fact that 

Western psychoanalysis was strictly prohibited in communist countries, and underscores 

the imperialist savagery of the Soviet Union (discussed in Chapter One), thus offering a 

different perspective on Monikova's concept of Heimat. At the same time, Monikova's 
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intriguing text allows for an entirely different reading according to which Sigmund may 

be a psychoanalyst who sneaks into the "counted down Fourth World"—a former Soviet 

satellite—and thus smuggles Western knowledge into the underdeveloped world. Both 

readings playfully wed the idea of the secret and the subconscious and introduce the 

theme of Freudian psychoanalysis. 

Monikova recognizes the inspirational value of the "savage feast" episode that 

both Nestroy's and Freud's texts contain. She consequently changes this episode into a 

feminist feast by deconstructing Freud's psychoanalysis. Monikova's menu reflects on 

the principal aspects of the comedy that features Western science as a masculine domain, 

leaving no space for female subjects. She returns to Freud to show how science is rooted 

in patriarchal practices that stigmatize women as "weaker" and therefore dismiss them 

from their research. She carefully selects Freud not only because he explores and 

scientifically analyzes the world of "savages" and primal humans and thus uniquely 

supports Nestroy's narrative, but mainly because he represents the canon of Western 

sciences.'" Therefore, her feminist commentary of Freud's sexist concepts exposes the 

very heart of occidental thinking. More importantly, Monikova develops an adequately 

sharp strategy that undresses his psychoanalytical theories and shows them in their sexist 

nudity. Rather than referring to feminist literature which is often theoretically burdened, 

she mimics Freud's phrases verbatim. Using the language of psychoanalysis against 

itself, Monikova critically uncovers the notion of masculine superiority that is 

comfortably defined in Western epistemologies. Furthermore, she duels with Freud, the 

'' Monikova includes Lacan and Levi-Strauss into her text for the same reason. 
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"Don Quijote of psychoanalysis." with his own weapons and has his theories 

allegorically devour themselves. The German writer shifts the literal notion of 

anthropophagism to the level of theoretical cannibalism in which Western discourses 

consume themselves through the mode of their theory. In Monikova's text, feminist 

discourse gains significance as a "feminist dish-course." 

In Chapter Three entitled "Francine's Liberation" I discuss Pavane fur eine 

verstorbene Infantin. Monikova's most favorite book (Monikova. "Reden uber 

Deutschland" 130). In this novel, Monikova depicts Francine Pallas, a female intellectual 

of Czech origin who "acts out her displacements" as a German writer and a professor of 

German literature in Gdttingen (Braunbeck, "The Body of the Nation" 492). As an 

expatriated female intellectual living in a hostile patriarchal world, Francine experiences 

a trauma that leads her to believe that she is handicapped. She quits her job and 

purchases a wheelchair through which she displays her internal emotional disability and 

identity conflict. The Czech critics Dana Pfeiferova and Milada Vondrackova see her 

wheelchair as a rich metaphor of the political oppression in her country of origin ("Kafka 

mel"). Monikova juxtaposes the state of national subjugation to the condition of 

paralysis, creating an interesting intersection of politics and disability. This novel thus 

sheds a different light on Monikova's Heimat discourse. 

Francine's disability influences her feminist awareness as well as her perception 

of her environment. She focuses on the most violent scenes in the films she watches and 

discusses musical pieces that express passion, grief, or mouming, themes that point to her 

trauma. Maurice Ravel's "Pavane pur une infante defunte" (Pavane for a Dead Princess, 
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1899) conceptualizes the cornerstone of the novel, since it refers to Francine's lengthy 

liberation process. The composition makes Francine imagine herself as queen Libuse, the 

legendary founder of Prague, who returns to the place of her origin and corrects Czech 

history. Furthermore, in the process of undressing in front of a mirror, the mythical 

queen cures her diseased body. This scene shows the transformation of Libuse into her 

original figure of Francine and allegorically reflects on Francine's healing process. 

Francine thus not only confesses her democratic principles that disqualify power as a 

political means of oppression, but also liberates herself from all elements that corseted 

her in the position of a displaced subject. Francine's personal liberation allows her a new 

perspective on several literary texts that contain the aspects of violence, marginalization 

or displacement. Francine, a political activist, saves the oppressed protagonists and thus 

cures the novels. 

In her final novel Per Taumel Monikova conveys particularly strongly the grief 

over the loss of her city and country that marks all of her works. In Per Taumel. the 

transplanted Prague author returns for the last time to the Prague of the normalization 

period. The clearly defined time frame and the precisely described geographic location 

of the Czech capital are two significant pillars holding up the story of the main character 

Jakub Brandl. Yet, they do not restrict the freely linked eleven chapters of the novel to 

the events occurring in Prague of 1978. Like all Mom'kova's novels. Per Taumel 

includes a wide range of perspectives on disparate themes. The book is conceived as a 

disorderly interdisciplinary syllabus that offers lessons on topics ranging from feminism, 

art, literature, music, film, the Czech language, culture, to politics, Egyptology, 
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morphology, medicine, craniometry, and history. Monikova thus depicts the 

normalization period as a delicate blend of a precisely described historical moment with 

artistic elements of kafkaesque surrealism and intertextual references to many 

interdisciplinary fields, which considerably expands the horizon of the text. The richly 

layered episodic texture of this fragment contains unfinished ideas and blurry statements. 

This Augmented form makes the analysis of the novel more complex: the reader cannot 

predict the evolution of individual characters and the plot in its entirety because the novel 

abruptly ends in the middle. 

Jakub Brandl, the main character of Monikova's unfinished novel Per Taumel 

guides the reader through the streets of Prague benumbed by the normalization era known 

as the communist Ice Age. Through the professor of art and painter Brandl who suffers 

political persecutions and undefined epileptic attacks, Monikova scrutinizes the political 

situation of Czech society. This time she proposes an approach that goes beyond the 

conventional attitude of victimization and nostalgic reminiscences. Ten years after the 

Prague Spring, apathy and collaboration with traitors is Czecho-Slovakia's new hallmark. 

The book thus presents a unique literary testimony that redefines the concepts of 

oppression and victimization, thus adding another layer to Monikova's Heimat construct. 

Monikova weaves into her novel Brandl's states of indisposition and physical 

trauma that have affected him on an irregular basis ever since a police official hit him 

during his interrogation and thus turned him into a victim of the regime. The theme of 

masculine victimization offers a new insight into literary masculinity. Monikova 

describes with familiar meticulousness Brandl's frequent cranial explosions and 
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sensations of dizziness, reflected also in the title of the novel, that result in his stuttering 

and fainting attacks. His intention to look for the elixir of life and to merge the fragments 

in his head metaphorically divulge his fervent desire to cure his undefined disease that is 

simultaneously accompanied by his occasional hallucinations, choking fear and 

insecurity. The precise description of his condition is not a result of Monikova's 

observation. The invisible tumor that devours not only Brandl's mind, but also his 

country, extends beyond the limits of fiction. It reflects on the critical reality of the 

author's health. 

It had never been Monikova's intention to narrate her personal story, nor to write 

a melancholic or sentimental literary farewell. Through the vivid literary style of this 

novel written on her deathbed, Monikova displays an ironical sense of humor, anger, 

political commitment, feminist awareness, and a strong willpower that accompanied her 

until the last moments of her life. Monikova has left us with a complex book that has a 

very clear and straightforward message. It frontally collides with totalitarian regimes, 

melts borders and dismisses douaniers. This fragmented novel reveals Monikova's 

exceptional qualities as both writer and political activist who until the last moments of 

her life fought for democracy in Czecho-Slovakia. 
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Chapter 1: "Kde domov muj?'" The Writing of Heimar in Prager Fenster 

Prager Fenster (The Windows of Prague, 1994)^ presents a collection of thirteen 

essays'* portraying the last sixty years of Czecho-Slovak history spent under German and 

Soviet occupations. In these essays, Monfkova discusses with anger and sadness the 

Munich Agreement in 1938, the consequent fascist dismemberment of Czecho-Slovakia, 

and the Soviet occupation of her country of origin in 1968. Furthermore, she offers a 

glimpse into the event known as the Velvet Revolution' of 1989, critically explores the 

political divisions of Europe from different perspectives, educates the reader in literature, 

explains the failure of the local feminist movement, and looks into the future of her native 

Czecho-Slovakia in its European context. Prager Fenster forms a literary collage, that 

smoothly merges historical facts with fiction and theory. The essay form is the most 

suitable genre for this collection since it provides an open liberal space that unites 

ethnographic and feminist discourses, biographies, reports, poems, and personal 

reflections with cultural, literary, and historical criticism, all of which are directly or 

indirectly related to the former Czecho-Slovakia. 

Monikova's intention is for readers to learn about the country in which she was 

bom. As she writes in 1990, "Since I have been writing, 1 try to spread information on 

' "Kde domov muj"? is a song from Josef Kajctan Tyl's opera Fidlovacka (A Shoemakers" Festivity) that in 
1840 turned into a national symbol. The song became the national anthem of the former Czecho-Slovakia. 
After the disintegration of the country, the song maintained its status of the Czech national anthem. 
" Heimat is a German word that is very difficult to translate. The English word "homeland" might describe 
its meaning although it is not the exact translation of this word. 
^ All translations are mine, unless otherwise indicated. 
* All texts of this collection were published previously in bulletins, magazines, and newspapers or 
presented at conferences. 
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the country from which I come" ("Seit ich schreibe [...], versuche ich, Kemitnisse fiber 

das Land, aus dem ich komme, zu verbreiten [...]") (qtd. in Delius, "Rede" 50). She 

accepts the argument of Amo Schmidt, her favorite author^ and mentor (Engler 20), 

whose famous statement "Who does not read, does not know the world," reverberates 

throughout her works. Monikova turns Schmidt's words into a literary technique that 

requires the author's profound knowledge in diverse topics and historical facts. This 

method emphasizes the informative function of Monikova's essays that ultimately 

mobilize readers to political resistance. 

Monikova does not give a dry lesson on Czech culture, history, and politics, but 

rather portrays her country of origin on a highly personal level. She guides her reader 

through specific streets, subway stations, museums, monuments, squares, and other parts 

of Prague. In her interview with Sibylle Cramer, Jtirg Laederach and Hajo Steiner, 

Monikova claims, "I love this city, it is my city" ("diese Stadt liebe ich, das ist meine 

Stadt," 185). With this highly personal approach, the writer, reporting through her 

" The metaphoric term Velvet Revolution refers to the peaceful coursc of the downfall of communism in 
1989. 
' Monikova's tics with her German colleague .^mo Schmidt, to whom she dedicates a humorous essay 
"ArAl: Gesprcache in der Kuche" (ArAl: Conversations in the Kitchen, 1989), are manifold. In a letter 
written to Alena Wagnerova, Monikova underscores her appreciation of Schmidt saying, "From all 
contemporary authors. Schmidt helped me most overcome various problems [I experienced] here [in 
Germany] because except for extraordinary knowledge he has a great sense of humor, which I find a rather 
rare combination" ("Schmidt half mir Qbrigens sehr. vcrschiedene Schwierigkeiten hier zu uberwinden. von 
den heutigen Schriftstellem am meisten. weil er aufier phantastischen Kenntnissen noch Humor hat, was 
mir cine scltenc Kombination vorkommt") (Wagnerova, "Teilung" 131). In her essay "Zwet.schgen." 
Monikova recalls that "since I have started reading [Schmidt], I haven't stopped laughing [when reading 
his books.] In a certain way, he was a reason for me to stay [in Germany]—I was curious to know what 
else can occur to him" ("seit dem ersten Mai habe ich nicht aufgehdrt, bei ihm zu lachen. In gewisser 
Hinsicht war er fur mich ein Grund zu bleiben—ich war neugierig, was ihm noch einfallt," 87). Monikova 
frequently quotes Schmidt's statements, such as "The continuation of the world rests on the diligence of the 
writer" ("Die Dauer der Welt beruht auf dem FleiBe des Schriftstellers") (Cramer, Laederach, Stcinert 199), 
Schmidt's quote "Who does not read, does not know the world" that Monikova interweaves verbatim in her 
novel The Facade becomes a leitmotif of her entire literary work. 
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feelings and experiences, creates a setting which smoothly translocates the reader into the 

Czech landscape. 

There are several reasons why I open my dissertation with an analysis of Prager 

Fenster. The essays written between January 1985 ["Zu Milena Jesenska: Reportagen" 

(On Milena Jesenska: Reports)] and January 1994 ["Die lebenden Fackeln" (The Living 

Torches)] encompass nine years of Monikova's literary production, and therefore they 

were created simultaneously, with other works of the German writer. Although several of 

Monikova's essays were written prior to her novels (e.g. essays on Borges and Kafka) 

and others came into being simultaneously with her prose, the essays of this collection 

may be viewed as sketches of theoretical, political, literary, and cultural ideas that 

Monikova developed into more spacious plots in her novels.^ The individual chapters of 

Prager Fenster offer a skeletal framework of the novels and thus occupy a unique position 

within Monikova's works. Furthermore, the witty, biting humor interwoven throughout 

the book permeates all of Monikova's texts. Most important, however, is Monikova's 

understanding of Heimat, a concept that forms not only the keystone of the collection, but 

of all Monikova's novels, regardless of whether they are situated in Siberia, Greenland, 

or Prague. The locality of Prager Fenster linked with Monikova's obsession with the 

Czech metropolis (Engler 18) and her passion for her country of origin thus offers a 

unique opportunity for examining Monikova's concept of Heimat. 

Monikova explicitly mentions the word Heimat only twice in Prager Fenster. In 

'in her interview with Braunbeck. Monikova claims: "The gap between the tension of the essay and 
scientific theories is specific in the novels" ("Die Lucke zwischen der Spannung dcr Erzahlung und 
wisscnschaftlicher Thescn ist ein Spczifikum der Romane." 465). This statement seems to contradict her 
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her essay entitled "Zwetschgen: Ober Deutschland" (Plum Trees: On Germany, 

November 1991) she locates the Heimat for her Sudeten German colleague Erica Pedretti 

in the Moravian landscape (88). In the same chapter, she refers to Claude Levi-Strauss' 

Tristes Tropiques in which the French anthropologist declares the landscape of his 

childhood to be his Heimat (90). Implicitly, however, Monikova's text alludes to the 

concept of Heimat with every word. In a way, to examine Heimat discourse hidden in 

this collection of essays is to unveil the heart and soul of Monikova's texts. 

In order to enter the Heimat discourse, it is crucial to understand the historical and 

political context against which the essays were written. It is necessary to explain the 

terminology specific to the Central European region that is imbedded in a thick layer of 

complex international relations. Terms like imperialism, hegemony, occupation, 

colonialism, post-totalitarian era, and post-communist period require clarification since 

Western scholarship frequently assigns them meaning that changes within the historically 

specific Czech context. 

Imperialism is a terminus technicus derived from the Latin word imperiiim, which 

means to command. B. J. Cohen found the origins of the word imperialism in 19"' 

century France where Napoleon's partisans used it in reference to the pompous French 

Empire. With the loss of Napoleon's empire, the word gained a pejorative connotation. 

In Great Britain, the word "imperialistic" gained significance in 1870s pointing to the 

expansionist policy of Benjamin Disraeli (B. J. Cohen 10). 

The words imperialism and colonialism point to the Western European conquest 

indifTcrence toward genre categorization Monikova calls for in the interview with Engler. "1 do not 
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of non-European territories and imply the total subjugation and exploitation of the latter. 

Until the end of WWI, four major empires—Turkish, German, Austro-Hungarian, and 

Russian—had a substantial portion of the world under their command. The virtual 

domination of the empires in their colonies, however, did not cease with the liberation of 

the territories. Even after the political independence of the former colonies, the 

colonizers did not respect their autonomy and kept interfering in the domestic affairs of 

the lost territories. Furthermore, they imposed certain administrative structures that 

remained long after the colonizers had departed. 

Russia belonged to four major empires in the last century because imperialism 

played a vital role in Russian foreign policy. Unlike other empires, Russia expanded 

overland and grew by 17 million square kilometers between 1600 and 1900. It was not 

solely economic interest that drove its expansion; Russia first conquered territories that 

were easily subordinated. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Russia grew in the 

west, south, and east, and gained significantly developed states such as the Baltic lands, 

Poland, the Crimean Khanate, Finland, and others (A. Cohen 152). 

After WWI. the Russian Empire, as a defeated country, collapsed and was 

reconfigured as the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in 1922. The Great October 

Socialist Revolution led by Vladimir Illych Lenin struck a Marxist-Leninist tone that 

determined the ideological direction of the Soviet Union for almost a century. Although 

the borders of the newly created Soviet State in 1922 remained almost identical to those 

of the Tsarist Empire, the USSR, in Cohen words, 

consider categorizing by genre important" ("die Gattungsbczeichnung halte ich fur unwichtig." 22). 
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was rarely termed an empire, and its policies were only occasionally 

labeled "imperialist." This was because, even in Western political science 

literature, the term "imperialist" had become a pejorative reserved almost 

exclusively for the overseas empires of England, France, and other 

traditional European colonial powers, and for the trade and investment 

domination of the United States. Thus, the interpretation of "imperialist" 

and "imperialism" spread from the left in general and Marxist-Leninist 

terminology in particular to popular Western terminology, coloring the use 

of terms which initially denoted the qualities of any empire. (A. Cohen 

151-152) 

The Soviet Union bore typical marks of an empire. The quasi-homogenized 

metropolis, in which all decisions were made, controlled its peripheries through various 

channels, such as the army and the bureaucrats. The cult of personality, the prohibition 

of political pluralism, a controlling army, an intimidating secret police with its network of 

spies also added to the imperialistic, if not totalitarian, nature of the country. However, 

due to its ruling Marxist-Leninist ideology that identified imperialism with the highest 

form of capitalism, the Soviet Union disavowed imperialism. Paradoxically, the 

messianic form of communism imposed on Soviet satellites illustrated an authentic 

imperialist venture. 

Lenin conceptualized the struggle with the outside world in social terms that 

divided the world into capitalists and proletarians. Marx had earlier called for the 

unification of all proletarians, and Lenin followed suit by proclaiming the right of all 
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Soviet nations to self-determination. However, in reality Lenin argued that it was in the 

interest of all nations to remain in large state conglomerates in order to fight against 

world capitalism and therefore "the demand for secession from [the union] would be 

reactionary" (A. Cohen 68). As a matter of fact, the antagonism toward non-Russian and 

non-Christian minorities turned Russians into a "communist version of a master race" 

(A. Cohen 138), which can be considered as one of the major reasons leading to the 

collapse of the Soviet empire. In this respect, Russia's imperialist ventures into Central 

Asia were an attempt to imitate the West in whose shadow the Russians had felt 

themselves to be second rate, as Mark Bassin argues.^ 

However, the assumption that Lenin simply continued the imperialist techniques 

introduced by the Romanovs contains certain flaws. The Russian metropolis oversaw 

two different types of peripheries—an internal one, i.e. the Baltic States, Central Asia, 

and other non-Russian republics of the Soviet Union, and the external peripheries, i.e. the 

countries ruled by the Soviet-type communist ideology. The traditional dichotomization 

of center and periphery advocates a specific power structure: the imperialist venture 

demands a center stronger than its periphery in economic, military, and scientific terms. 

Yet, the Soviet Union was less economically developed than some of its internal 

peripheries, such as the Baltic States as well as certain parts of its external peripheries, 

such as the Central Eastern European countries. Unlike other empires, the more 

developed peripheries provided its center with goods, whereas the center could only 

" Bassin writes: "Within the ideological framework of Russian nationalism, the prospect of political -
territorial expansion was intended not so much to satisfy an appetite for control of foreign lands and 
peoples as to secure evidence of positive or even superior national qualities which could then serve to raise 
Russia's stature vis-a-vis the West" (13). 
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export raw materials. Thus, rather than economic and social domination, it was the large 

population and military strength that helped the Soviet Union conquer countries like 

Czecho-SIovakia, Hungary, and East Germany. This specific situation points to the fact 

that former Warsaw Pact countries cannot be considered colonies in the traditional sense 

of the word, but rather they occupied the position of satellites orbiting around the center. 

Therefore, in this case the usage of the term "imperialism" becomes awkward. 

Monikova's texts do not reflect solely on Soviet/ Russian expansionism. 

Germany, Czech's Western neighbor, had conquered Czecho-Slovak territory in 1939 

before the Soviet Red Army finished the destruction. TTius, Monikova argues that 

"Czechoslovakia was destroyed by Germans, the Russian destruction was a consequence 

of the German beginning" ("Durch die Deutschen wurde die Tschechoslowakei zerstort, 

die Zerstorung durch die Russen war die Konsequenz des deutschen Anfangs," 82). 

Czecho-SIovakia played an important role in German military policy, but it was 

not the first country that fell victim to German imperialism. German colonial expansion 

had a relatively short history; the imperialist conquest of overseas lands took place 

between 1884-1918. The first colonial experiments occurred in 17"^ century Prussia, 

followed by the scientific and missionary discoveries in Africa, China, and South 

America. Bismarck launched German expansionism as a protective gesture; the first 

country that needed German "protection" was the state known today as the Congo, the 

boundaries of which Bismarck drew during the Congo conference (November 15, 1884-

February 26, 1885). One year later Germany had taken over several countries in Africa, 

and Southeast and Central Asia. German interest in these countries was purely economic. 
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The Versailles Treaty, ratified in 1920, relieved Germany of all its rights to colonies. The 

Nazi slogan "Nation Without Space" ("Volk ohne Raum"),'' that picked up where 

Bismarck had left off, expressed the expansionist desire of the Nazi regime to subjugate 

other countries. This time, however. Hitler looked toward Germany's neighbors in the 

East rather than the far-away lands of Africa or Asia. Great Britain offered Hitler 

colonies in Africa in 1938, which he refused. The second British and French proposal of 

accepting Czecho-Slovakia, historically known as the Munich Agreement, seemed more 

appealing to him. 

The Munich Agreement, as the ultimate military conquest of Czecho-Slovakia, 

represents the most significant historical event of destruction in the country's modem 

history. Yet, Germany is not the only imperialist aggressor that destroyed Czecho

slovakia. Mom'kova points to the historical fact that France signed the Munich 

Agreement with Hitler in December 1938, in spite of the fact that it contradicted the 

treaties signed between Czecho-Slovakia and France in 1923 and 1925. These treaties 

bound both countries to mutual support fPrager 10). It is also surprising that neither the 

English nor the French realized the atrocity of the agreement. Without having questioned 

their governments' decision, both peoples agreed to the destruction of Czecho-Slovakia. 

The populations of both countries celebrated Chamberlain and Daladier as peacemakers 

when they returned from Munich."* In her essay "Kirschfeste: Uber die Annexion 

Europas an Bohmen anlafilich des 50. Jahrestages des Munchner Abkommens" (Cherry 

' Hans Grimm's novel entitled Volk ohne Raum was written in 1926. 
'"The applauding crowds included also prominent liberal scholars. Jean Paul Sartre was one of them 
(Engler 11). 
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Festivals; On Annexation of Europe to Bohemia on the Occasion of the SO"' Anniversary 

of the Munich Agreement, May 1988). Monikova asks a valid question referring to the 

thousands of persecuted individuals who fled the Nazi regime and sought refuge in 

Prague in the following years, "Where were the European intellectuals then? The French, 

English, Italian writers, the voices of the German colleagues, those who found their first 

asylum from Hitler in the Czechoslovak Republic?" ("Wo waren aber die europaischen 

Intellektuellen damals? Die ftanzosischen, englischen, italienischen Schriftsteller, die 

Stimmen der deutschen Kollegen, die ihr erstes Asyi vor Hitler in der 

tschechislowakischen Republik gefiinden hatten?" 16). The only country ready to fight 

for Czecho-Slovakia during the crucial year of 1938 was the Soviet Union. Had they not 

attacked Czecho-Slovakia thirty years after the Munich Agreement, the Soviet profile 

might have remained clean. Monikova writes. "They should never have come in '68" 

("Sie hatten '68 nie kommen durfen," 12). 

Occupation, rather than colonialism, refers to both German and Soviet'' military 

rule over Czecho-Slovakia, but they are different in their nature. Whereas the Soviets 

allowed local rule, the Germans imposed imperialist conquest and total destruction of the 

domestic and foreign affairs of the former Czecho-Slovakia. The Czech term okupace, 

meaning occupation, refers to both German and Soviet rule. The decade following 1989 

is frequently referred to as posttotalitni obdobi, which means post-totalitarian period; 

however, this term is not precise since it may also refer to the years following German 

fascist occupation. Postkomunisticke obdobi—post-communist period—clearly 
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references the era after 1989. 

Monikova's understanding of Heimat is rooted in the violent dynamics of 

occupations and divisions. Her essays offer a fruitful ground for Heimat analyses that is 

a popular topic in Western literary and cultural criticism. Ulrike Vedder's article, "'Mit 

schiefem Mund auch Heimat:' Heimat und Nation in Libuse Monikovas Texten" ('With 

Crooked Mouth Also Heimat": Heimat and Nation in the Texts of Libuse Monikova, 

1997) goes beyond examining phenomena such as the growth of nationalism and the 

recent break up of major political systems, which are still acute topics that undoubtedly 

added to the recent popularity of Heimat discourse. Vedder nicely abridges the notion of 

periphery with the concept of Sudeten German Heimat as she reads Monikova's construct 

of Heimat as a "landscape of childhood" written from elsewhere, i.e. from the distant 

periphery, which may be seen as an "articulation of pain" (480). Vedder claims that 

Monikova's construct of landscape inscribed in the "Kirschfeste" as "the landscape of 

childhood" proposes a concept of Heimat. which unites space (landscape) and time 

(childhood), both searching for relocation and remembrance (484). Vedder refers to the 

part of Monikova's text in which Monikova claims that many Sudeten Germans view the 

Sudetenland as a landscape of childhood. This construct conceals memories of one 

nation that was forcefully expelled from its homeland and prevented from returning. 

Monikova writes, "1 think the right to the landscape of one's childhood that has shaped a 

person is an inalienable one, and no one can be prevented from returning there. This 

refers also to the former Czechoslovak citizens of German language, who forfeited their 

" It is important to distinguish the fascist German occupation (1938-1945) from the Warsaw Pact military 
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Heimat" ("Ich mochte meinen, das Recht auf die Landschaft der Kindheit, die einen 

Menschen gepiigt hat, ist unveraufierlich, und niemand kann daran gehindert werden. 

dorthin zuruckzukehren. Das gilt auch fur ehemalige tschechoslowakische Burger 

deutscher Zunge, die ihrer Heimat verlustig gingen," 90). 

The concept of Heimat has given birth to an increasingly complex discourse in 

literary and cultural studies. Several US and German critics examine Monikova's Heimat 

discourse from the perspective of landscape of origin remembered through exile and 

identification with a non-existing imaginary place. Sabine Gross' article "Einleitung: 

Sprache. Ort, Heimat" (Introduction: Language, Place, Heimat, 1997) discovers an 

interesting link between Heimat and literature when she analyzes the language and 

Heimat correlation. She argues that Heimat in Monikova's texts expressed through her 

"minority German" ("Minderheitendeutsch") or "the language brought along" 

("mitgebrachte Sprache," 444) constitutes a place that had been lost. Yet, describing and 

rediscovering this place through literature reveals the loss of Heimat as a productive 

force. Gross thus casts literature into the position of Monikova's Heimat, pointing to the 

writer's statement, "Literature itself is the place in which I locate myself as a writer" 

("Die Literatur ist selbst der Ort, an dem ich mich als Schrifstellerin befinde") (Gross 

445). 

Helga G. Braunbeck undertook two trips to Berlin and one each to Litomysl and 

Prague to do extensive research on "The Body of the Nation: The Texts of LibuSe 

Monikova" (1997). Braunbeck offers a detailed and insightful analysis of the concept of 

occupation of 1968, in which the GDR troops took part for the first time since WWII. 
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nation and Heimat interwoven in Moni'kova's texts. She summarizes Monikova's 

concept of national identity in four points: 

First, the nation she identifies with is the political entity of the polyethnic 

state of Czechoslovakia—z modem, civic. European nation-state— 

founded in 1918 by Tomas G. Masaryk. [...] Second, she identifies with 

the cultural entity based on language and a shared history reaching back 

beyond the first Czechoslovak republic, to the time of the Kingdom of 

Bohemia, its founding myths and its intellectual and cultural achievements 

in a European context. And thirdly, her national identity is shaped by her 

life as an exile [sic] and her experience of cultural difference. [...] A 

fourth facet of her national identity is gender, since identification with the 

country of one's origin, the experience of exile, and the translation of both 

into writing are anything but gender-neutral. (490) 

Braunbeck furthermore approaches Monikova's works through Homi K. Bhabha's, Julia 

Kristeva's, Leslie Adelson's theories on the topics of nation, body and gender that 

present an informative study in the domain of East-West scholarship, and are especially 

useful for Monikova's "international novels," such as Treibeis (Drift Ice, 1992), or Die 

Fassade (The Facade. 1987). However, their transnational distant look reflects the 

perspective of a Western eye that in some way accounts for a romanticized tradition. 

This principle neglects the local specificity of Praeer Fenster that calls for an internal 

decentered analysis from within. 

Traditional scholarship conceptualizes Heimat discourse within the parameters of 
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the landscape of origin remembered through exile and identification with a non-existing 

I 
imaginary space. Christopher J. Wickham " offers a more complete theory on Heimat 

discourse. Wickham expands the traditional approach on Heimat by adding to it the 

constructs of social space, cultural space, and legal ramifications. He also includes future 

and present tenses to the traditional past tense of remembering (64). However, this 

theory fails to offer a balanced definition of Heimat discourse since it excludes two major 

elements—minority and gender discourses. 

In Prager Fenster. Monikova conceives a complex, rich and colorful picture of 

Heimat. In the opening chapter entitled "Kirschfeste" as well as in the chapter 

"Zwetschgen," the politically aware author not only condemns the Munich Agreement 

and underscores German, French and British responsibility for the Appeasement Politics. 

Moreover, she juxtaposes the violence with which the imperial powers subordinated their 

colonies and the cold-blooded treatment with which they erased Czecho-Slovakia from 

the map of Europe in 1938. 

Monikova projects the Munich Agreement as the beginning of a series of 

aggressions that continued through the Yalta Conference and served as a prelude to the 

great drama performed in spring 1968. The essay entitled "Prag, 21. August 1968" 

(Prague, August 21, 1968, written in August 1993) offers a critical insight into the Soviet 

and other Eastern Block armies' conquest of Czecho-Slovakia. Even though Czech anger 

and hatred were directed mainly against the Russian soldiers, Polish, Hungarian, 

Christopher J. Wickham's Constructing Heimat in Postv^ar Germany: Longing 
and Belonging (Lewiston:The Edwin Mellen Press, 1999) provides an insight into 
the construct of Heimat in modem German literature. 
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Bulgarian, and East German troops were also identified as enemies (101). 

Both the Western and Eastern occupations of Czecho-Slovakia show the Czechs 

as victims. However, Czecho-Slovakia's history consists not merely of wars that would 

condemn the Czechs as eternal losers. In "Zwetschgen," Monikova explains the 

background of the Sudeten German tragedy, which abruptly changes the power structure 

in her essays. The Czechs focused their hatred and brutality against the Sudeten Germans 

whom they blamed for close cooperation with the Henlein's Nazi party. Consequently, 

the Czechs violently expelled the Sudeten German minority out of their common country 

in 1945, adding another scar to the troubled Czech-German relations. 

In her essay "Zwetschgen," Monikova includes the minority voice of her Sudeten 

German colleague Erica Pedretti, thus showing that the Sudeten Germans play a 

significant role in her Heimat. TTie essay also provides links to minority and gender 

discourses. Monikova thus smoothly proceeds into a discussion on the status of women 

in Czecho-Slovakia. In the same chapter, she condemns sexism embedded in the Czech 

language and calls attention to the alarming exploitation of women in Czech society. 

Monikova does not write her Heimat concept solely through the memory of her 

youth. Her essays entitled "Ortsbestimmung; Danksagung zum Chamisso-Preiss" 

(Perspectives on Place: Note of Thanks to Chamisso-Award, February 1991), "Prag der 

neunziger Jahre" (Prague of the Nineties, May 1993) and "Kabbala der Welt" (Kabbalah 

of the World, December 1991) analyze the Czech Republic of the post-communist era. 

As the title of the former essay reveals, this text was conceptualized as a speech that the 
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author gave when she was honored with the renowned Chamisso prize. In her note of 

thanks, Monikova references the Velvet Revolution of 1989 attributing it to the Prague 

Spring 1968, saying, "we, the students of 68, are proud of our children" ("wir, die 

Studenten von 68, sind stolz auf unsere Kinder," 41). She also lends insight into the 

differences between the anti-communist resistance in the former GDR and in Czecho

slovakia. Whereas the Czech writers—the rebels of'68—mobilize the nation to 

resistance, the East Germans have no anti-totalitarian literary platform to rely on. no 1968 

to be proud of. The environmentally conscious writer closes her speech with a discussion 

of the pollution that destroyed nature in all former Soviet satellite countries. She not only 

highlights the significance of the environment with her words, but also with her deeds. 

The author dedicated the money she was awarded to the preservation and revitalization of 

Czech forests. 

The environmental pollution in the former Eastern Bloc countries, racism, and 

Neo-Nazism in Germany, the exploitation of women, the Gulf War, the war in 

Yugoslavia, the disintegration of the Soviet Union, AIDS, and child prostitution are only 

a few of the topics discussed in "Kabbala" that heralds the end of the millenium. "Prag 

der neunziger Jahre" (Prague of the Nineties. May 1993) is marked not only by 

environmental, but even more so, by social decline. Post-communist Prague becomes a 

second chance city for many Americans, who conquer the cheap market with their dollars 

and cultural ignorance not unlike German arrogance portrayed in the "Zwetschgen." 

Monikova adds a number of chapters on literary criticism and literature to the 

politically charged genre of cultural criticism discussed previously. The essay entitled 
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"Der Dichter als Brauch; Eine quasi-ethnographische Oberlegung" (The Poet As 

Tradition: A Quasi-Ethnographic Thought, October 1990) reflects on Jorge Luis Borges' 

work Doctor Brodie's Report (El Informe de Brodie. 1970) that presents a challenging 

junction of literary, cultural, and ethnographic discourses linked by "the art of 

associating" (34) to Central European discourse. The essay published under the title "Zu 

Milena Jesenska" includes Jesenska's reports that highlights Jesenka not because she was 

a partner to Franz Kafka but because of her political activities. Jesenska fought as a 

Czech national for the brutally treated Sudeten German minority pointing to the fact that 

many Sudeten Germans were not associated with Nazism. Paradoxically, she was 

deported to a German concentration camp where she died. The second part of this 

chapter partially relies on Jesenska's "Biographic" (Biography, March 1986) written by 

her daughter Jana Cema and her friend Miroslava Vondrackova. It differs strikingly from 

the chapter on Brodie with its simpler and clearer journalistic style. 

The next station on Monikova's literary travels is a chapter on the Czech 

surrealist writer Ladislav KJima and his philosophical work entitled "Der gute 

Geschmack und Ladislav Klima" (The Good Taste and Ladislav Klima, 1991). Klima is 

known not only for his extraordinary literary style, but also for his extravagance and 

resistance to all political, social, and academic norms, which may be the reason why 

Monikova chose him as the only male Czech author to whom she dedicated an essay in 

the collection. 

The final stop in Monikova's literary presentation is her essay "Bohmen am 

Meer" (Bohemia on the Sea, February 1988) that confirms Monikova's abilities as a 
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literary critic. The essay plays on Ingeborg Bachmann's poem "Bohmen liegt am Meer" 

(Bohemia Lies on the Sea). Bachmann's idea of relocating Bohemia, the land-locked 

western part of the Czech Republic, to the seaside originates in Shakespeare's Winter's 

Tale where the English writer calls Bohemia, "A Desert Country Near the Sea" (Scene 

III). Czech literary critic Dana Pfeifferova reads Monikova's intertextualizing 

Bachman's and Shakespeare's poems as an attempt to underscore Czech political and 

cultural affiliation with Europe (Pfeiferova, "Das Reich" 78), a fact that Western 

scholarship fails to acknowledge. 

My review of Prager Fenster shows that Monikova offers a diverse and 

seemingly well-rounded picture of Heimat discourse. Monikova looks at Heimat as both 

an external, as well as an internal phenomenon. The Westem and Eastern occupations 

that are closely related to the concept of Central Europe can be seen as the exterior of her 

Heimat construct, whereas minority and gender discourses build its interior. In addition, 

culture, environment, and future prospects of Czecho-Slovakia expand the horizons of 

Monikova's Heimat construct. Monikova's vision of Heimat thus clearly reaches beyond 

the nostalgic remembrance of a place of origin that the writer describes through the 

chasm of expatriation. 

Yet, a critical look at Monikova's projection of Heimat reveals inconsistencies. 

In the final essay of the collection entitled "Feindbilder" (The Pictures of Enemies, 

October 1993), Monikova attempts to reconcile the historically rooted hostility between 

the Czechs and the Germans. Her essay "Zwetschgen" clearly transmits her desire that 

the Czechs and Sudeten Germans overcome their mutual aversion and enter the new 
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millenium in positive terms. Surprisingly, Monikova does not endeavor to come to a 

similar agreement with the Soviet power that had devastated the Czech environment for 

decades. Thus, unlike the Germans, the Soviets, stigmatized as barbarians, remain 

Monikova's personal and ideological enemies. 

A similar irregularity can be found also in Monikova's treatment of minorities 

living in the territory of Czecho-Slovakia. Monikova approaches various ethnic groups 

with a very different attitude. She presents Sudeten German discourse through a 

thoughtful, concrete and well-structured analysis, in which Sudeten Germans are 

portrayed as victims of the expulsion launched by Czech dominant culture. Monikova 

also dismantles the negative value judgement of this minority within the Czech context. 

Similarly, she highlights the artistic qualities of Jewish writers who enriched the 

cosmopolitan culture of Czech cities. On the other hand, Monikova says little that is 

positive about Slovaks and Roma (Gypsies), while other groups, such as Ruthenians, 

Ukrainians, Hungarians, and Poles are entirely erased from Monikova's discussion on 

minorities. This inconsistency creates an undesirable category of a "positive minority" 

and a "negative minority." 

In this chapter, 1 examine Monikova's Prager Fenster from within, in order to 

reveal its strengths and to clarify the flaws in Monikova's construct of Heimat. Based on 

the structure of Monikova's essays, I open my investigation through Western and Eastern 

occupations of Czecho-Slovakia. Minority and gender discourses determined by social 

space, cultural space, and legal terminology represent the internal domestic dynamics that 

have built the Heimat construct from within. The language inscribed in Prager Fenster 
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can be viewed as a vehicle that reverses the established power structure and moves 

between international and domestic perspectives of Monikova's Heimat in past, present, 

and future tenses. The local aspect of Heimat discourse represented by a cross-section of 

gender, minority, and resistance discourses rests under a layer of complex international 

relations hidden in the construct of Central Europe. Therefore, Central European 

discourse serves as the door through which Monikova's notion of Heimat makes an 

entrance. 

Bom out of the historical turbulence of WWI and the consequent dissolution of 

Austro-Hungarian and Turkish Ottoman Empires, Central Europe was a vulnerable 

territory attracting the attention of Eastern and Western powers. Unlike Western Europe, 

where nation states were well-established and economically strong. Central European 

countries formed from the Treaty of Versailles were weak and unstable, easily 

succumbing to the expansionist designs of their neighbors. 

The Central European project, however, was not launched until after WWI. The 

idea of Central Europe dates back to the first half of the nineteenth century when the 

German economist Friedrich List proposed a unified Central European trading area 

(Bischof, Brix 218). Germany expressed political and economic interest in a unified 

Central Europe before WWI. The German idea of a Central European conquest was fully 

elaborated by Friedrich Naumann, who wrote his seminal work Mitteleuropa (Central 

Europe) in 1915. 

The Germans tried to impose their power on the Czechs. Their reaction was a 

national awakening. Gunter Bischof from the University of Orleans and Emil Brix, 
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Austrian Foreign Service member, argue that in spite of cultural differences among 

multiple ethnic groups living under the Central European umbrella, the people shared a 

similar outlook on life (mentalite) formed by their political existence under the Habsburg 

dynasty, the Catholic faith, and the profound impact of Jewish people on the cultures of 

the region (219). Bischof and Brix thus recognize the German and the Habsburg 

concepts, both very different in their nature, in Central European studies. "The idea of a 

cordon sanitaire between Germany and Russia had nothing in common with a German 

Mitteleuropa—namely German hegemony in East Central Europe—except for the fact 

that there is a discernible yet geographically undeterminable region between Eastern and 

Western Europe" (219). 

The current understanding of Central European scholarship revolves around these 

two approaches. Western scholarship highlights the significance of "re-Europeanizing" 

the region, or in other words, liberating it from Eastern/Soviet "savagery" by imposing 

western cultural values on these countries. This concept is promoted by Georg Schopflin, 

who claims that "the central Europe project is potentially a viable way of re-

Europeanizing the area, of recovering some of the values, ideals, aspirations, solutions, 

and practices that were eliminated by Soviet-type systems" (27). Similarly, Henry L. 

Roberts brings up the issue of liberation from "savagery," "When Poles and Rumanians [. 

..] argue that Russia is not of the West, whereas their own nations most emphatically are, 

one feels that this is more than an academic classification, that it is an argument bom of 

fear or desperation, and that the exclusion of Russia from the "West" is at the same time a 

call for support and assistance on the part of the Western nations" (361). Klaus 
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Bochmann and Pirmin Stekeler-Weithofer avoid the categorical dichotomization created 

by Roberts and Schopflin as they address Central Europe as a mirror concept assisting the 

West in shaping its identity through the Eastern other (19). 

Central European scholarship based in the Central European region'' is highly 

critical of the totalitarian practices of the Soviet Union. Rudolf Kucera—the head of the 

Department of Political Science at Univerzita Karlova in Prague and the editor of the 

magazine Stfedni Evropa'"*—argues that the Central European project needs support from 

Western Europe. The active cooperation between Central Europe and Russia, as well as 

the United States is not acceptable since both super-powers fear a united Europe. Unlike 

the Polish cultural critic Grzegory Gomicki who believes that Central Europe is a 

forcefully created geographic location constructed with the intention to justify German 

hegemony (57), Kucera claims that German aggression is unthinkable at the beginning of 

the new millenium. On the contrary, Germany constitutes a bridge connecting the Czech 

Republic with Europe where the Western Slavic country should build a democratic 

Western state (12-13). Also, the Czech historian Dusan Tfestik calls for joining the 

"European concert of nations" (54) with its values rooted in Enlightenment and 

Christianity. Milan Kundera—the famous Czech writer currently living in Paris—draws 

a border between culture and politics. According to him, culture occupies an area on the 

map of Western Europe, but politics pulls Central Europe to the East (33-38). Most 

Central European theoreticians, like their Western European counterparts, point to Russia 

"Eastern scholarship" may seem to be a misleading term since it embraces the discourse that originates in 
the region of Central/Eastern Europe. Many of the theoreticians coming from this region, however, no 
longer live in their countries of origin and therefore might be also included in the western branch of Central 
European Studies. 
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as both dangerous and politically unstable, and therefore promote the idea of turning to 

Western Europe and accepting its democratic values and norms. 

None of the critics, however, scrutinizes Western democracy and its values in 

depth, such as the male-dominated, reason-centered Enlightenment. The local Central 

European scholarship neglects the question of sexism and the rigid power structure of 

Christian tradition. By calling for a homogeneous Czech nation-state, the critics also 

unanimously fail to acknowledge the existence of minorities living within the borders of 

the Czech Republic. They seem to overlook that the "undeterminable region between 

Eastern and Western Europe" is a product of the imagination with a strong political 

connotation. 

In his article "Does Central Europe Exist?," the British historian Timothy Garton 

Ash explains the political dynamics of Central European project in which the terminology 

labeling the region plays an important role. Whereas the term "Central Europe" carries a 

positive connotation enhancing the Westem tradition, the name "Eastern Europe" 

attached to the region after the Soviet domination expresses a pejorative meaning, 

"Central Europe takes all the Dichter and Denker, Eastem Europe is left with the Richter 

and Henker" (232). Therefore, Kundera's, Gomicki's, Kucera's, and Tfestik's attempt to 

fit the Czech Republic into the Westem framework as well as Schopflin's and Roberts' 

model of humanitarian assistance to the poor neighbor, and Bochmann and Stekeler-

Weithofer's construct of a mirror reflect the binary divisions that have characterized 

EastAVest thinking for most of this century. In their nature, they are all restrictive 

The magazine that was originally published as samizdat is sincc 1990 an officially released periodical. 
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theories that erase the complexity of East-West relations. 

In her collection of essays Praeer Fenster. Monikova offers an entirely different 

insight into Central European discourse. She opens her Central European dialogues with 

a sharp critique of Western aggressions, exploitations, and destructions that often did not 

fall behind Soviet brutality. Her text shows that the Iron Curtain separated Europe from 

both sides, in which the Western policy of exclusion is analogous to the Soviet/ Eastern 

separatism. However, Monikova's sharp words aimed at what many call "the cradle of 

Western culture" do not attempt to deepen the abyss between Western Europe and the 

rest of the continent. On the contrary, the writer clearly shows that the political and 

economic divisions and exclusions between the East and the West erase Central Europe 

from the map of the world. Monikova therefore finds the concept that reveals the 1989 

revolution as the impetus for "Czecho-Slovakia's return to Europe" highly problematic. 

In her interview with Cramer, Laederach, and Steinert, she explains. "It is very difficult 

for me to hear constantly [...] [about] coming back to Europe. Prague has always been 

an eminently European city to me" ("Fur mich ist es schwierig, immer nur zu horen [...] 

[von dem] Ruckkehr nach Europa. Fur mich war Prag immer eine eminent europaische 

Stadt," 193). Her understanding of Czecho-Slovakia's position in Europe is very close to 

Alena Wagnerova's Central European analysis. In her essay entitled "Die Teilung 

Europas als Schicksal und Thema" (The Division of Europe [Seen] As Destiny and 

Topic), Wagnerova, writer and journalist of Czech origin who emigrated in 1969 to the 

former West Germany where she currently lives, raises a valid question, "What kind of 

coming back? We are in Europe, we are Europe" ("Was fur eine Ruckkehr? Wir sind 
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doch in Europa, wir sind doch Europa") ("Die Teilung" 134). Both writers living in 

Germany thus express not only their patriotic feelings but also the need for dialogues 

between Central and Western Europe. 

Monikova is fully aware of the fact that the Czech Republic cannot play a role in 

what Tfestik calls "the European concert" without addressing the question of periphery, 

center, and the European power structure. Her essay entitled "Semiaride Landschaft mit 

der Kuste: Neues Verhaltnis Ost - West?" (Semi-Arid Landscape with Coast: A New 

East - West Relation?, May 1990) opens a detailed discussion on the complexity of 

European discourses with a [geojlogical presupposition that "Europe is a highly stable 

tectonic plate" ("[Europa] ist eine auBerst stabile tektonische Platte") (Monikova. The 

Facade 257), which merges the economic and political powers of the West. The power of 

economy determines also the geographic center of the continent: 

[NJeither Switzerland, nor Czechoslovakia nor Austria are located in the 

center of Europe, which after all extends to the Urals. If you want to be 

more precise, you will find the center near Minsk or Witebsk, and the 

highest mountain of the continent is not Mont Blanc, but rather the stormy 

Elbrus in the Caucasus, which is eight hundred meters higher. 

[W]eder die Schweiz, noch die Tschechoslowakei, nicht einmal Osterreich 

liegen im Zentrum Europas, das schlieBlich bis zum Ural reicht. Wenn 

man es genauer haben will, liegt die Mitte eher bei Minsk oder Witebsk, 

und der hochste Berg des Kontinents ist mitnichten der Montblanc, 
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sondem der verwitterte Elbrus im Kaukasus, achthundert Meter hoher. 

(Prager 23) 

It is unlikely that the European politicians and geographers are unaware of the 

fact that the geographical center of the continent is misplaced by several thousands of 

kilometers. Since the center of the continent shifted to the site in which imperialism and 

capitalism unite, the logic of this [geojgraphical confusion is locked in the hegemonic 

power structure. Monikova is the first theorist to point to the fact that the mathematical 

inaccuracy of the geographic center of Europe is related to the ideological, political, and 

economic power struggle of the Eastern and Western empires. Her sarcastic statement 

labeling Europe "the belly button of the world" (17) reflects on Greek history in which 

Delphi was meant to be the omphalos, meaning navel of the world. Monikova thus 

suggests an ironic concept of Central Europe seen as the "center of the center." This 

absurd construct of a double center critiques the dichotomy of center and periphery. 

Thus, Monikova's no-center-no-margins-policy constitutes a key to dismantling the 

hegemonic power structure inscribed onto the Central European landscape. 

Monikova's sarcastic double-center-construct also addresses the concept of a 

Central European identity. She does not attempt to locate Central European countries on 

the map of Western or Eastern Europe, nor does she define the West through the lenses of 

the lost and mystified Slavic colony. Monikova does not look at Central European 

identity through the mirror construct of Bochmann and Stekeler-Weithofer, but rather 

perceives the dislocated, misconceptualized region of Central Europe as a mosaic of 

identity that has been shaped in the historical process of a power struggle. 
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She opens her critique of the concept of Central Europe with the deconstruction of 

East-West polarity and questions the traditional notion of the "good West" as opposed to 

the East as "the realm of evil." She points to the nature of this geographic confusion'^ 

that is based on Western hegemony and divides the world not only into an East-West 

paradigm, but also into a North-South polarity. She comments, "If someone in Vienna 

says, 'you in the East," 1 am tired of pointing out that Prague, where 1 am from, is located 

in a North-West direction from Vienna" ("Wenn jemand in Wien sagt, 'Ihr im Osten.' bin 

ich es mude, darauf hinzuweisen, daB Prag, woher ich komme, im Nordwesten von Wien 

liegt," 23). 

Monfkova arrives at the conclusion that not only East and West, but also the 

antonyms Orient-Occident are no longer identified with geographic sites. In reality, this 

"planned reductionism of the world into East—West, North—South [is bad enough, but] 

the modem age count down to First, Second, Third, Fourth World is [even more fatal. It 

is] the nominal impoverishment of Europe" ("nominale Verarmung Europas, die 

planierende Reduzierung der Welt auf Ost—West, Nord—Sud, fataler noch ist die 

neuzeitliche Abzahlbarkeit—die erste, die zweite, die dritte, die vierte Welt..." 24). 

Monikova sees the imperialist categorization of the world as the ultimate decay of the 

"developed" world. Apart from understanding the term "East" as a reference to the 

Eastern bloc under Soviet rule and the totalitarian regime it represents, Monikova blends 

the words "East" and "Orient," thus adding the flavor of Edward Said's Orientalism 

'• Monikova's idea of geographic confusion can be juxtaposed to Gunter Bischors essay "Prague is 
situated to the West from Vienna" ("Prag liegt westlich von Wien"). 



(1979) to its meaning. Said's orientalist discourse'^ radically responds to Western 

imperialism and colonialism that portrayed the Orient as "non-civilized" or 

"underdeveloped." He writes: 

The Orient is not only adjacent to Europe; it is also the place of Europe's 

greatest and richest and oldest colonies, the source of its civilizations and 

languages, its cultural contestant, and one of its deepest and recurring 

images of the Other. In addition, the Orient has helped to define Europe 

(or the West) as its contrasting image, idea, personality, experience. Yet 

none of this Orient is merely imaginative. The Orient is an integral part of 

European material civilization and culture. (2) 

The Western separatist terminology can be traced to the post-colonial era of the 

early 1950s. The Indian cultural critic Aijaz Ahmad ascribes the origin of this degrading 

terminology to Alfred Sauvy, who claims to have coined the term "Third World" in 1952 

(Ahmad 294). Both Ahmad and Mom'kova identify this reductionist terminology with 

imperialist oppression. Mom'kova however, is not satisfied with this conclusion. She 

continues her investigation of the "nominal impoverishment of Europe" by scrutinizing 

the personifying epithets that the "superpowers" used for securing their domination. In 

her essay "Semiaride Landschaft mit der Kuste," she offers an ironically nostalgic look at 

the map of lost territories that makes the colonial ex-powers recall colossal metaphors 

Although Said's 1979 groundbreaking book Orientalism is still based in a "wc-they" dichotomy, his 
more recent study entitled Culture and Imnerialism conceptualizes a more critical theory. Like Monikova, 
the renowned Palestinian scholar argues that anti-imperialist struggle cannot embark on East-West or 
South-North dichotomies, but rather has to be set into a global situation. Said goes even further when he 
equals "Third World" nationalism to Western hegemony, which is a topic that Monikova does not address. 
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such as the Russian bear, the Gaelic rooster, the British lion, and Prussia seen as the 

spiked helmet (23). The Prague writer furthermore dusts the colonial memories of "sweet 

France and the proud Albion'^" ("Das siiBe Frankreich und das stolze Albion," 23) away. 

Her ironical projection of France as being ^^sweet" combined with the words ''innocence"' 

and "pride'' condemns French and British colonial history that she discusses in detail in 

"Kirschfeste." In this essay, Mom'kova highlights the situation of the Native Americans 

who suffered syphilis infections spread by the Europeans: 

All of them passed syphilis on to each other, until they had exceptionally 

agreed on France, which promptly passed it on to England; [with this 

action] it was not even in the wrong considering the latter's uninhibited 

colonial policy, although even the Spaniards and the Portuguese could 

have come in question—but no one thought of the Native Americans then. 

Die Syphilis haben sich alle gegenseitig zugeschoben, bis sie sich 

ausnahmsweise geeinigt hatten, auf Frankreich, das es prompt England 

zuspielte; womit es angesichts von dessen ungehemmter Kolonialpolitik 

nicht einmal unrecht hatte. obwohl auch die Spanier und Portugesen in 

Frage kamen - aber an die Indianer dachte damals keiner. (17) 

Thus, Monikova tiuns Tfestik's concept of "European concert" into the continent 

of "injustice, aggression, mutual blame for conquests, exploitation, betrayal and 

oppression," ("Ungerechtigkeiten, Aggressionen, gegenseitiger Schuldzuweisung ftir 

The word Albion is derived from Latin albus meaning white. It is a poetic term referring to the "white 
cliffs of England" or simply England. 
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Uberfalle, Ausbeutung, Verrat, Unterdriickung," 12). The Prague author not only 

dislocates the center of the continent and deconstructs European dichotomies, but she 

goes a step further in identifying the racist practices of European imperialism. 

Because of this violent, dominant, and discriminatory behavior of the Western 

powers in their colonies, Monikova turns to Amo Schmidt's work Die Schule der 

Atheisten (The School for Atheists. 1972), in which Schmidt pushes the superpowers to 

the marginal zones and thus redesigns the map of Europe. Monikova imagines Europe 

that "has ceased to exist, the world is divided, the great powers guard each other 

distrustfully at the marginal zones of their spheres of interest [...]" ("Europa hat 

aufgehort zu existieren, die Welt ist eingeteilt, die GroBmachte bewachen einander 

mifitraurisch an den Randzonen ihrer Interessenspharen [...]," 13). The nominal 

impoverishment of Europe results in this science fiction concept of imperialist self-

destruction that marginalizes Europeans to second-class citizens. Monikova and Schmidt 

both not only recognize and criticize European racist imperialistic practices, but they also 

point to their temporary nature. 

Monikova's literary proposal of moving boundaries and consequently 

reconstructing Europe references not only Schmidt, but also Shakespeare who "relocated 

Bohemia to the seashore, which is the older design" ("Shakespeare verlegte Bohmen ans 

Meer, das ist der altere Entwurf," 14). Monikova clearly references the Scene III of 

Shakespeare's Winter's Tale entitled "Bohemia. A Desert Country Near the Sea" in 
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which the English writer has Antigonus land on the coast of Bohemia.'^ Based on this 

project, Moni'kova "dreani[s] over the map and inove[s] the boundaries" ("und ich traume 

uber die Karte und verschiebe die Grenzen," 14). This literary blueprint of a new 

European map uniquely combines Schmidt's idea of marginalizing the Western powers 

with Shakespeare's proposal of relocating Bohemia to the seashore. Both writers thus 

justify Monikova's sarcastic necessity of centralizing Bohemia around which all 

European countries orbit. 

She embarks her rectification of the European map on a speech that the British 

Prime Minister Nevil Chamberlain delivered September 29, 1938 in Munich. Monikova 

quotes Chamberlain's words in "Kirschfeste," "How terrible, incredible, unbelievable it 

is to accept the idea that we should dig trenches here and try on gas masks because of a 

fight in a distant country of which we know nothing" ("Wie schrecklich, phantastisch, 

unglaublich ist es, anzunehmen, dafi wir hier Schutzengraben graben und Gasmasken 

anprobieren sollen wegen des Streits in einem weit entfemten Land unter seinem Volk, 

von dem wir nichts wissen," 9). In his speech Chamberiain agreed that one-third of 

Czecho-Slovak territory should be given to Hitler in order to maintain world peace and 

thus assisted in destroying Czecho-Slovakia. Monikova refers to this moment in sarcastic 

terms as "the annexation of Europe to Czechoslovakia," 9). 

Monikova's "new Europe," a project that parodizes one of the most brutal deeds 

in modem Czech history—the annexation of Bohemia to Germany—, is based in beauty, 

integrity, and freedom, as Vedder points out (482). Vedder, however, neglects to 

Antigonus claims. "Thou art pcrfect then, our ship hath touch'd upon/ The deserts of Bohemia?" (Act 111. 
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mention that language and irony constitute the principal means for Monikova's 

reconstruction of the "European House." Language'^ in particular serves the writer as a 

vehicle that reverses the European power structure. Monikova develops an interesting 

theory that again reveals her literary ties with Amo Schmidt."" The transplanted Prague 

writer investigates the heavily damaged Czech-German relations through the lens of the 

etymological background of the words "Slavs" and "Germans." First, she juxtaposes the 

word "Slavs"—Slovane in Czech—and the term slovo, which means "word" and 

examines them as etymological cognates. This word-pair makes her believe that even 

though (or because?) the Slavs have been silenced throughout their history, they granted 

themselves the word at least in naming their linguistic group. On the other hand, the 

word Germans—Nemci in Czech— is related to nemy, which means mute (89). 

Monikova relates this nemost [muteness] to the silenced Czech-German political 

dialogues addressing the question of the Sudetenland that originated in the Munich 

Agreement. This cruel treaty reflecting on Chamberlain's lack of knowledge"' of Czech 

culture explains Monikova's proposal for institutionalizing Czech as a unitarian European 

language which turns out to be grotesquely impossible since the Western democracies, 

accustomed to simpler grammar structures, may not be able to leam it (14). This 

seemingly arrogant statement, however, serves as a logical conclusion to Chamberlain's 

Scene 3). 
Sibylie Cramer rightly argues that "Her Hcimat was the language, not [any] German, but her free artistic 

German" ("Ihr Heimat war die Sprache. nicht die deutsche Sprache. sondem ihr freies [...] Kunstdeutsch") 
("Asthetiic"?!). 

Cramer points to the fact that Schmidt developed etymological word games into a literary technique 
("Asthetik" 75). 

This statement refers to the above quoted Munich speech—"the distant country of which wc know 
nothing" ("[ein weit entfemtes Land] [...] von dem wir nichts wissen") (Praeer 9). 
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own words. Since Great Britain lacks knowledge, and knowledge is closely related to 

power. Great Britain becomes disempowered."' Through their knowledge of local 

conditions and complex language structure, Czechs become superior to the British. 

Monikova might have explored an additional etymological parallel between the 

words "Slav" and "slave" as well as the link between the words slovo and Slovak— 

Slovak, or Slovdci in its plural, which could be translated as "word-makers" or even 

"word-havers." This additional juxtaposition would have added an interesting twist to 

her theory. In spite of her not having fully exploited all possibilities for her word game, 

the opening essay is an excellent example of her linguistic acrobatics and of her sense of 

humor. Monikova shows how humor and parody can be used to illustrate oppression and 

to alleviate the gravity of European dialogues. In an interview conducted by Helga G. 

Braunbeck between 1992-1997, Monikova addresses the concept of humor and horror as 

a blurred boundary of drollery, "You cannot write in a tragic or fully serious way on big 

tragic topics. Life never has a clear direction. Both tragedy and comedy go hand in 

hand—that is the moment that interests me most in history" ("Ober groBe, tragische 

Themen kann man kaum noch tragisch schreiben oder mit vollem Ernst. Das Leben hat 

nie eine klare Ausrichtung. Das Tragische und das Komische, das geht so Hand in 

Hand—das ist der Moment, der mich an Geschichte interessiert," 461). Hence, analyzing 

the Munich Agreement from a humorous perspective is by no means ridiculing the 

seriousness of the event. On the contrary, similar to Roberto Benigni's 1999 comedy La 

~ This conclusion refers to Michel Foucault's theory on local criticism, which Foucault presents as an 
insurrection of subjugated knowledges. Foucault defines subjugated knowledges as "historical contents 
which were buried and disguised in formal systematization" (202). 
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vita e bella (Life Is Beautiful) where the Italian actor and director mixes comical 

elements with the horrors of the Holocaust, Monikova points to the seriousness of the 

fascist conquest of Czecho-Slovakia by adding humor that works subversively. Cramer 

argues that Monikova discovered the versatile functions of humor in works of Jean Paul, 

Amo Schmidt and Czech humorist Jaroslav Hasek"^ ("Asthetik" 75). All of these writers 

take advantage of the subversive nature of humor, which serves them as means to 

dismantle established norms. 

Monikova organizes her newly created Europe with a dose of subversive humor 

taking into account all harms that have disadvantaged the Czechs since the times of the 

Habsburg monarchy, "We will most likely not include Hungarians [to Bohemia], they 

made anti-Czech politics already in the times of the Habsburgs" ("Die Ungam [...] 

nehmen wir wahrscheinlich nicht, sie haben schon in der k.u.k. Monarchic gegen die 

Tschechen Politik gemacht," 14). This statement undoubtedly refers to the historical 

moment of the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867, in which the Czech request to 

receive a status equal to that of Austrians was refused while equal status was granted only 

to the Hungarians. 

Due to England's betrayal of the young Czecho-SIovak democracy in 1938, 

Monikova will not include England into her imaginary space. She also questions the 

position of France, which in Munich cooperated with Great Britain against Czecho

slovakia, "Shouldn't France thus also belong to my Bohemia? Because of its revolution, 

I will think about it" ("Frankreich gehort also auch nicht zu meinem Bohmen? Wegen 

Sec Chapter Three of this dissertation for more information on the Czech writer Ha^k. 
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ihrer Revolution werde ich es mir noch uberlegen," 10). Momkova takes the liberty of 

accepting countries like Poland, Austria, Italy, or Yugoslavia even though she will have 

to turn a blind eye to Austrian anti-semitism and Italian unwillingness to unite (14). Her 

comical decision-making process reminds the reader of very serious events, such as the 

Holocaust, the Austro-Hungarian Compromise, or the Munich Agreement, all of which 

put Bohemi," into a subordinate position. Thus, she sets up the scene for articulating her 

verdict. Yet, she surprises the reader again—. with charm and biting irony typical of her 

writing, she is ready to forgive some parts of Europe's dark past. 

Monikova's creation of the New European Order clearly displays a sharp 

subverse literary critique of the established European norm. On a different level, it also 

points to her willingness to compromise with Czecho-Slovakia's historical enemies. In 

the last chapter of the collection entitled "Feindbilder," Monikova's desire for Czech-

German reconciliation is especially visible. The writer attempts to dissolve the deeply 

rooted Czech-German animosity by bringing in an image that adds a new, personal 

dimension of remembering to her text: 

I see an image [...] from January 1941. A man is carefully holding a 

child high. [...] [The man] is wearing a uniform, the sight of which 

makes me shake. Stiff dark collar with light stripes, the shoulder piece 

with one button, above the right breast pocket the Reich's eagle with 

swastika: a German soldier just like those 1 know since childhood from 

pictures and movies—as enemies, occupants, nazis, fascists. He smiles at 

the child. The child is my husband. The German soldier is his father. 
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Ich sehe ein Bild [...] vom Januar 1941. Ein Mann halt vorsichtig ein 

Kind hoch. [...] [Der Mann] hat eine Uniform an, bei deren Anblick ich 

zusammenzucke. Steifer dunkler Kragen mit hellen Streifen, das 

Schulterstiick mit einem Knopf, uber der rechten Brusttasche der 

Reichsadler mit Hakenkreuz: ein deutscher Soldat, wie ich sie seit meiner 

Kindheit aus Fotos und Filmen kenne—als Feinde, Okkupanten, Nazis, 

Faschisten. Er lachelt das Kind an. Das Kind ist mein Mann. Der 

deutsche Soldat ist sein Vater. (128) 

Through this visual reproduction, Monikova reconstructs Czech-German history 

on a new, personal level in which the politically prescribed we/ they dichotomy dissolves 

problematically. Monikova's photograph blurs fear and hatred that a Czech might feel at 

the sight of a Nazi soldier with the feeling of affection that the writer might feel for her 

husband's father, a man she has never met. Thus, this photograph symbolizes a more 

differentiated form of Czech-German history. It offers a new reading of the concept of 

"enemies" suggesting that "pictures of enemies are the driving force [...] of closed 

systems. [...] The fewer pictures of enemies [we have] the greater the degree of freedom 

[we have achieved]" ("Feindbilder sind Motor [...] geschlossener Systeme. [...] Jedes 

Feindbild weniger bedeutet einen Freiheitsgrad mehr," 125). Although the world cannot 

be freed entirely of all pictures of enemies, we may at least reduce their number. 

Monikova thus substantially reduces her pictures of enemies. Although she 

excludes England and Hungary from her design of the European Union, she admits that 

both countries have their positive sides. The writer achnowledges that the Hungarians are 
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nice and friendly (10) and England enabled Bohemia to access the sea through 

Shakespeare's play. Yet, the Soviet Union occupies a special position in Monikova's 

foreign affairs management, as it is entirely excluded from Monikova's European project. 

The writer does not even propose the question of accepting it to Europe. Given her 

feelings about the Prague Spring, she does not reconsider the position of the Soviets who 

thus remain her eternal enemies. 

The Eastern occupation of Czecho-Slovakia plays a dramatical role not only in 

the country's history, but also in Monikova's life. As Monikova reveals in her interview 

with Cramer, Laederach and Steinert, the Soviet aggression against Czecho-Slovakia 

conceptualizes a milestone in her life. If the Warsaw Pact armies had not attacked 

Czecho-Slovakia in 1968, the future German writer would not have left her country and 

would have never moved to Germany.'** Therefore, Monikova depicts the Prague Spring 

as her personal story. In the essay entitled "Prag, 21. August 1968," Monikova vividly 

describes her encounter with Warsaw Pact armies, "The 21^ of August disintegrates into 

a whole lot of scenes that do not connect and make sense. 1 am standing early in the 

morning at a crossing close to my apartment in Prague Six, wearing pyjamas under my 

coat and staring at an Asian soldier with disbelief ("Der 21. August zerfallt mir in lauter 

Einzelszenen, die sich nicht verbinden lassen und keinen Sinn ergeben. Ich stehe am 

fnihen Morgen an der Kreuzung nahe unserer Wohnung in Prag 6, unter dem Mantel 

noch die Pyjamajacke, und starre unglaublich einen asiatischen Soldaten an," 98). The 

'* See Chapter Four of this dissertation. 
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rhythmic journalistic style of the report, written in the present tense, projects the tension 

of the occupied country. 

The Prague Spring was not the demonstration of exclusively Soviet military 

power. Monikova recognizes the international aspect of the aggression since it was not 

only the Russians whose armies attacked the country.Neither was it the only country 

that fell victim to the military maneuvers of the Warsaw Pact. The Soviet Union had 

previously occupied Hungary and Germany since the 1950s. Monikova thus reveals the 

aggressive nature of the Warsaw Pact countries supposedly befriended and unified 

through their ideological ties. The German writer also argues that the GDR, Hungary, 

and Czecho-SIovakia were attacked for very different reasons. She claims, "In Hungary 

they have been stationed since 1956, in the former GDR since the end of WWII. There 

they stayed as victors over an aggressor who had caused a war that cost millions of lives" 

("In Ungam hausen sie seit 1956, in der ehemaligen DDR seit Ende des Krieges. Dort 

blieben sie als Sieger uber einen Aggressor, in dessen Krieg sie Millionen 

Menschenleben verloren haben," 36). This statement thus justifies the Soviet occupation 

of the GDR and Hungary—the countries that were aligned with fascism in WWII. 

However, Monikova's description of what happened to the landscape of her homeland as 

a result of Soviet occupation is a vivid reconstruction of a rape scene: 

"• Monikova rccails. "The Poles and Hungarian.s stayed at the periphery and tried not to cause much harm. 
The Bulgarians were more enthusiastic, the Germans more stubborn, but the object of our rage were the 
Russians" ("Die Polen und die Ungam [...] die hielten sich auf der Peripherie auf und versuchten. wenig 
zu schaden. Die Bulgaren waren eifriger, die Deutschcn sturer. der Gegenstand unserer Wut aber waren die 
Russen" (Prager 101). 
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The landscape to which I refer is more devastated than most in Europe. 

[...] In 350 sites occupied by the Soviet military since 1968 earth and 

water are polluted by oil, woods deforested, historical buildings used [by 

the military] destroyed and plundered in the course of time. 

Die Landschaft, die ich meine, ist mehr zerstort als die meisten in Europa. 

[. ..] Dazu kommen 350 Lokalitaten, von sowjetischen Militareinheiten 

seit 1968 im Besitz genommen, wo der Boden und das Grundwasser vom 

Motorenol durchsetzt sind, die Walder abgeholzt, die historischen 

Gebaude, die benutzt wurden, im Laufe der Jahre zerstort und 

ausgeplundert wurden. (36) 

In her essay "Der Dichter als Brauch," Monikova thus describes the Eastern 

colonization of Czecho-Slovakia as a rape,"^ in which the Soviet troops represent the 

dominant discourse of masculine aggressor, whereas Czecho-Slovakia can be identified 

with feminine raped subordination. In his seminal study entitled The Russians in 

Germany. Norman M. Naimark crosses the border of a metaphorical reading of a raped 

country as he argues that Soviet soldiers massively raped women in the "liberated 

territories" after WWII out of anger at seeing the high standard of living in these 

countries."' 

Rape and murder are also the centra! themes in Monikova's debut entitled Eine Schadigung (A Damage, 
1981). Also in the novel Verklarte Nacht (Transfigured Night. 1996) an ex-classmate sexually harasses the 
main character Leonora Marty. 

Naimark offers a thoughtful study of the topic of war rape in the chapter entitled "Soviet Soldiers. 
German Women, and the Problem of Rape" (69-140). He writes. "The combination of the grim realities of 
continued warfare and 'the world of restaurants, wine, gypsy violins, rich clothes, and miraculous shops' 
described by one veteran of the Romanian campaign may well have intensified the Soviet soldiers' 
proclivity to take what they could not buy and to rape local women in the anger of incomplete victory" 
(69). 
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The strongest epitomization of the Soviet political and ideological rape is 

thematized in the essay "Die lebenden Fackeln" through the suicide of Jan Palach, the 

student of the School of Philosophy at Univerzita Karlova, who set himself on fire 

January 16, 1969. Palach's death soon inspired the suicides of Jan Zajic, Josef Hlavaty, 

and Miroslav Malinka. This sudden wave of suicides, however, is not directed toward 

the occupation army. Rather, it addresses the silenced citizens of Czecho-Slovakia (106) 

who succumbed to the Soviet totalitarian regime. The self-sacrifice of the four men 

shows that the Czechs, who did not oppose German military conquest in any organized 

fashion, are not a submissive nation. The mutilated bodies of the Czech martyrs whom 

Monikova calls "my dead" or ("meine Toten," 112), incorporate the site upon which 

resistance is inscribed in multiple layers: their bodies stand for the occupied landscape of 

Monikova's Heimat. They utter their statement of protest in order to awaken their 

compatriots fi-om political lethargy and finally, their act reveals a strong protest to 

totalitarian ideology. In her article "The Body of the Nation," Braunbeck arrives at a 

similar conclusion when she reads Palach's dead body described in Monikova's book as 

an "allegory of the suppressed nation-state of Czechoslovakia" (489). 

Monikova weaves the most powerfiil articulations of Heimat into this chapter not 

only through the memory of Palach's suicide that she experienced very closely,"^ but also 

through her experience of expatriation as well as through the images of rape scenes. 

Monikova thus perceives Soviet occupation as a "tripple injury." Because of this high 

"* Monikova dcdicatcs most of her works to Palach not only because he was the first one to stand up 
against the occupation in 1969. but also because she was sitting in a movie theater only a few meters away 
when he committed suicide. This closeness to the suicide scene makes her experience even more powerful, 
"Had he screamed. I could probably have heard him" ("Hatte er geschrieen, hatte ich ihn wahrscheinlich 
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level of self-identification with the topic of the Prague Spring and because of the courage 

and patriotism of Paiach and his followers, Moni'kova shifts these brave men into the 

position of national heroes. She aligns Paiach's spectacular suicide with the death of his 

predecessors Jan Hus,'^ Jan Zizka, Jan Komensky and Hieronymus of Prague who were 

medieval rebels burnt at the stake for their Czech national conviction and political 

resistance. This parallel between Paiach and the Czech medieval martyrs creates a space 

for Great Czech history built upon the events of heroic martyrdom that formed Czech 

national consciousness as a single identity of the polyethnic country of Czecho-Slovakia. 

Currently, Czech cultural criticism rethinks the unilateral concept of Great 

History that has been used as a means to silence the ethnic minority groups of Czecho

slovakia. Tomas Garyque Masaryk, Czech philosopher and the first Czecho-Slovak 

president founded the country of the Czechs and Slovaks on the principle of Pan-Slavic 

solidarity that was to outlaw strong German and Hungarian minority voices. Czecho

slovakia was thus bom as a homogeneous, ethnically pure nation-state. Monikova highly 

praises Masaryk's project as a "Swiss model of a confederation" that he wanted to adjust 

to Czecho-SIovak conditions and blames the Munich Agreement for the failure of 

Czecho-Slovak—in this case actually only Czech—democracy. She writes, "Twenty 

years is a too short time for any democracy" ("Zwanzig Jahre sind zuwenig, fur jede 

Demokratie," 83). Unlike Monikova, Czech cultural critic Pavel Barsa casts a shadow of 

doubt on Masaryk's democracy as he reveals the discriminatory nature of his policies. In 

horen konncn") (Prager 113). 
Jan Hus (1372-1415) was a Czech religious leader calling for church reform in Bohemia. He occupied 

the position of the rector of university after departure of German majority of faculty (1409). For his 
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his book Politicka teorie multikulturalismu (Political Theory on Multicultural ism, 1999), 

Barsa argues, "[This model] meant group discrimination of the Germans, Hungarians and 

dissatisfaction of the Slovaks, which contributed to the disintegration of Czecho

slovakia" (256). 

Currently, Czech cultural theory has become clearer about the significance of 

embracing all minority groups under the umbrella of a pluralistic Heimat. Therefore, the 

space that Monikova reserved for minority groups of Czecho-Slovakia plays a key role in 

defining her concept of Heimat from within. Analyzing minority discourse through the 

experience of the Slovaks, Roma, Sudeten Germans, and Jews may reveal how Monikova 

operates with the constructs of Heimat. nation, and nationalism and how these relate to 

each other. 

Before addressing the position of the minority groups living on the territory of the 

former Czecho-Slovakia, it would be useful to explain a seemingly trivial matter: the 

name of the country. After the Velvet Revolution of 1989, the former Czechoslovak 

Socialist Republic—Ceskoslovenska socialisticka republika—went through several 

political and economic changes. After the Communist Party lost power, the Federal 

Assembly deleted the adjective "socialist." Yet, the name Czechoslovak Republic 

suggested that a homogeneous Czechoslovak nation lived in the country, which could not 

satisfy the Slovaks. Additionally, there had been a decades-long Czech and Western 

tendency to abbreviate the multisyllabic adjective Czechoslovak to Czech. Thus, the 

Slovak nationals Alexander Dubcek or Gustav Husak were addressed as Czech 

revolutionary ideas he was excommunicated and placed on trial for heresy. After he was convicted despite 
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politicians. This imprecision erased Slovakia from the Czechoslovak map. Thus, in the 

spring of 1990 the Slovak members of the Federal Parliament demanded a hyphen that 

would change the title of the country into Czecho-Slovakia—Cesko-Slovensko/" This so-

called hyphen-war, which the Western media heavily trivialized, was to point to the 

existence of two separate nations living in a federal country. Thus, the hyphen as a 

divider and bridge between the Czechs and the Slovaks was to illustrate a separate Slovak 

identity. The result of this unpleasant quarrel was the title Czech and Slovak Federal 

Republic (Ceskd a slovenskd federativni repuhlika), which, however, did not solve the 

problem of national relations within the state. Since the conservative political 

commitment of Vaclav Klaus—former federal and later Czech Prime Minister—that 

followed Czech centralist federal agenda failed to reach a compromise with his Slovak 

ex-communist, semi-dictatorial counterpart Vladimir Meciar who requested 

decentralization and national autonomy, the country was doomed to disintegration. Other 

minorities living in Czecho-Slovakia suffered under the political problems between the 

Czech and Slovak republics. 

Monfkova addresses the events of the post-communist era in strictly negative 

terms. After forty-one years of totalitarian dictatorship, all ethnic groups of Czecho

slovakia were ready to breathe again and start down the path of democratic co-existence. 

For that, however, the centralist system needed to be reconstructed. Yet, Monikova does 

not recognize the importance of this moment, in which the minority groups— previously 

his denials, he was bumcd at the stake. 
I refer to the country of the Czechs. Slovaks and other ethnic groups as Czecho-Slovakia. although this is 

the official name accepted as late as in 1990. By doing so. I try to call attention to multinational 
composition of the country. 
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silenced by communism—called for recognition. She refers to this necessary change first 

implemented by a linguistic reappropriation of the title of the country as being 

"problematic." Furthermore, she juxtaposes the name change and the pejorative Nazi-

title of Bohemia, "The triple name change of the country up till now is problematic. 

Since then even the serious media in Germany use the Nazi term Tschecher 

("Problematisch ist die bisher dreifache Namensanderung des Landes. Seitdem bedienen 

sich auch seriose Medien in der BRD der nazistischen Bezeichnung Tschechei,"' 24). 

TTiis absurd parallel binds two entirely unrelated matters—the Slovak demand for name 

change and the German pejorative Nazi-term in referring to the new Czech Republic. 

This illogical combination, however, allows Monikova to turn the Czech Republic into 

the position of a victim. Rather than admitting to a Czech dominant centralist domestic 

policy, Monikova turns to Czech-German relations in which the Czech Republic suffers 

subordination. Therefore, the post-communist federal coat of arms on which Moravia, 

Silesia, and Slovakia were included does not fit into Monikova's political framework that 

favors Czech superiority over peripheries. Thus, she ridicules it by comparing the federal 

coat of arms to an invitation to an obscure zoo (24). This metaphor demonstrates 

Monikova's disagreement over the territorial resistance. At the same time, the Prague 

author aligns all nations of Czecho-Slovakia with animals in a strict hierarchical order in 

which the Czech lion represents the unquestionable king ruling the rest of the country. 

This unequality between the individual territories of Czecho-Slovakia has deep 

historical roots. An analysis of the Czecho-Slovak legislature shows that the Czechs and 

the Slovaks shared an utterly unequal status as illustrated in Masaryk's speech held in 
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1921. The first president whom Monikova considers the "father of Czech democracy" 

argues, "There is no Slovak nation. [...] The Czechs and Slovaks are brothers. Only 

cultural level separates them—the Czechs are more developed than the Slovaks" (78 

trans. Skalnik LefF). Masaryk's erasure of the existence of the Slovak population shifts 

this nation into the position of a minority group, but the fact that this nation represented 

one-third of the population of the former Czecho-Slovakia disqualifies them from the 

position of a minority. The Slovaks were first legally recognized as a nation by the 

Constitution of 1968, exactly fifty years after the foundation of the federal republic. 

Monikova does not refer to this historical fact. In her chapter "Zwetschgen" written in 

1993, she does not mention the division of Czecho-Slovakia that had occurred five 

months before the writer completed this essay, but rather references only the first 

separation of Czechs and Slovaks. She reminds the reader of the division of Czecho

slovakia prior to WWII when "[t]he Slovaks were allowed to establish their own fascist 

state" ("[D]ie Slowaken durften einen eigenen faschistischen Staat grunden," 74). 

This careftilly selected statement contains multiple implications. Monikova 

accuses Slovakia of Nazi collaboration without presenting the entire picture. Since 

Slovaks were not granted the status of nationhood in the period of the First Czecho

slovak Republic,""' they heavily supported the Slovak People's Party that established the 

Slovak independent state in March 1939. Yet, the first Slovak Republic was not as free 

" "The First Czechoslovak Republic" refers to the first modem state of Czecho-Slovakia founded between 
1918 and 1938. It ended with the Munich Agreement, which resulted in the separation of Czecho-Slovakia 
into the independent Slovak Republic and the Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia. The country was again 
reunited after the war. 
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as many Slovaks had expected. Even though it was officially an independent state, its 

puppet government was in German hands. 

Czech scholarship frequently emphasizes the Slovak fascist past. In his letter 

addressed to the exiled Czecho-Slovak President Benes, the exiled Slovak leader Stefan 

Osusky attempts to disqualify these accusations when he says, "That the Slovaks are 

forced to do the things that help the Germans, that is proclaimed as treason, but that tens 

of thousands of Czech workers are forced to labor in factories [for the German effort], 

that is rightfully proclaimed as Nazi slavery" (Osusky 296). Regardless of whether the 

Slovak government cooperated willingly with Hitler or was forced to collaborate, 

Monikova presents Slovakia as a homogeneous group of people affiliated with fascism. 

Yet, in Prager Fenster. she neglects to mention the dramatic resistance fueled throughout 

Slovakia, which resulted in the Slovak National Uprising—SNP— of 1944. The well-

organized and massively supported anti-fascist resistance, which later was misused for 

the purposes of communist propaganda, did not occur in the Czech lands'*" where the 

Czechs combated Nazism in a more scattered and individual fashion. Given the above, 

Monfkova's statement juxtaposed with her silence regarding the Czech and Slovak 

separation of 1992 may suggest an interpretation that parallels secession from the 

Sharon L. Wolchik approaches the antifascist rcsistancc in the Czech Republic and Slovakia as two 
distinct phenomena when she writes: "It was in Slovakia that the most dramatic resistance occurred. While 
Czechs engaged in acts of passive resistance and risked their lives by staying in touch with and carrying out 
the order of the govemment-in-exile [...] there was little resistance to the occupation. In Slovakia, on the 
other hand, it was possible for opponents of the regime to organize more effectively. Democratic and 
communist forces cooperated to plan and stage an armed uprising in August 1944. The Germans 
eventually reasserted their control over the territory freed by Resistance forces, but it took them four 
months to do so" (17). 
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centralist federation with fascism. This kind of statement misconceptualizes historical 

facts and leads to incorrect conclusions. 

The long history of Slovak subordination within the federation was a major 

impetus for the disintegration of the country. Although the heated conversations between 

Czech and Slovak Prime Ministers Klaus and Meciar was a crucial topic in domestic 

affairs, Monikova does not ofFer any information on Czech and Slovak pre- as well as 

post-separation dialogues. Her silence about these important events is striking especially 

when ten of the 13 essays, all of which target Czecho-Slovakia, were written between 

1990 and 1994, i.e. during and after the velvet divorce/'^ Naturally, her silence contains a 

political message that she articulates in her last interview conducted by Petr Kyncl three 

months before her death in January 1998. Five years after the Czech Republic and 

Slovakia became independent states, Monikova briefly addresses the topic of Czecho

slovak divorce saying, "1 am hurt by the separation of Slovakia" (Kyncl, "Spisovatelstvi" 

55). 

During the period of the Czecho-Slovak peaceful separation, Monikova made a 

clear statement in her interview with Sona Stroblova when she expressed her 

dissatisfaction with the handful of Slovak nationalists who "brought the republic into the 

existential crisis" (15). She furthermore expresses her sadness over the breakup of her 

country in her novel Verklarte Nacht (Transfigured Night, 1996), in which she stages a 

farewell for the common state of the Czechs and Slovaks in a form of a requiem 

Since tiie disintegration of the former Czecho-Slovaicia was executed in peaceful terms—unlike in many 
other Eastern Block countries—it was granted the adjective "velvet," which originally described the 
revolution of 1989. 
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performance danced by Leonora Marty. In her narrative, the protagonist Marty, a famous 

dancer and choreographer who returns to Prague a few days before the country split into 

two independent states, dances Janacek's opera The Makropulos Case. Marty identifies 

with the immortal protagonist of the Janacek's opera Emilia Marty and thus suggests an 

allegoric immortality ofMasaryk's Czechoslovakia. 

It is a pity that the politically aware writer did not proffer a more critical analysis 

of Czecho-Slovak co-existence. This should have been an integral part of her Heimat 

discourse. "^ She ignored the fact that not all of the Slovaks wanted the separation of 

Czecho-Slovakia, and even those who preferred an independent Slovak state were not all 

nationalists. Her unwillingness to examine the reasons of Slovak secession in its entire 

complexity and to face the multi-ethnic reality of her country of origin produces a 

condition that Czech theoretician Barsa names Prague Czechism—prazske cestvi. He 

explains this concept in his book Politicka teorie multikulturalismu arguing: 

Regional, in some levels ethnic particularism was standing against Prague 

Czechism—prazske ce^tvi— which naively considered itself as 

representing values and interests of all Czechs [in March 1991].[...] In 

the time span between November [ 1989] and the separation of the country 

[in 1992], certain Czech attitudes towards the Slovaks got complicated. 

[...] As soon as the separation was completed, the Czechs got 

accustomed quickly to the new situation reflecting the ideals of a 

'^Although she references Slovakia in several of her novels, she unfortunately reduces it to superficial and 
stereotypical themes such as the romantic beauty of Slovak mountains, the sweet sound of the language, or 
the colorful diversity of Slovak folklore. 
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nationalistic state. We are a culturally homogeneous country if we do not 

count the biggest but not very visible ethnic group of Slovaks, slim groups 

of Poles, Germans, and Roma, whom we were not able to get rid of in a 

hidden manner [concealed in] the discriminatory Act on Citizenship 

(12.2). This not counting expresses the fulfilled wish of an ethnically pure 

state. (259) 

Monikova references Slovakia only in marginal terms, since her chapter 

"Zwetschgen" focuses on Czech-German relations. However, the year 1991. when this 

essay was written, coincides with the idea of Prague Czechism that Barsa mentions. 

Additionally, the political fnction between Czech centralist tendencies and the Slovak 

desire for autonomy, which became visible in 1991 and led to the separation of both 

countries in 1992, underscored the necessity for a dialogue. Unfortunately, neither Czech 

and Slovak politicians, nor Monikova recognized the burning need for political dialogue. 

In addition, the Czech Romany population receives very little attention in 

Monikova's texts. The only reference to the Roma compresses the entire group into a 

single category of pimps and prostitutes as she writes, "[The tourist guides] keep silent 

about the Roma pimps and the mostly young prostitutes at the Wenceslas Square" 

("Woruber [die Touristenfuhrer] schweigen, sind die Roma-Zuhalter auf dem 

Wenzelsplatz und die Prostituierten, meist noch sehr jung," 117). Even though this 

statement is aimed against the moral decay of the post-communist society underscoring 

the subordinate position of women, I would like to focus on the category of Roma pimp 

and prostitutes, which reappears also in her final novel Per Taumel (Dizziness, 2000) 
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(see Chapter Four). Monikova emphasizes one specific aspect of social life that casts a 

negative light on the entire Romany population. This nation has been living in the Czech 

lands since the 1S"' century^^ and has experienced more than five hundred years of 

discrimination, torture, and suffering. Thus, she perpetrates the attitude of the dominant 

Czech culture summarized in the Romany biweekly Romano kurko and the monthly 

Gendalos, later entitled Gendalos, in which the Czech-Romany journalists map 

their condition of being discriminated against, excluded from political, social and cultural 

life, and frequently attacked by the Czech majority. 

Monikova rebukes German racism today; she singles out "Heuerswerda, Rostock, 

Molln, Sollingen" as sites that solidified to a synonym of horror (76). She also 

encounters Neo-Nazism as a phenomenon that is not exclusively unique to Germany. 

There are attacks aimed against foreigners in Belgium, France, Sweden... And the 

number of assaults is constantly growing (95). This physical violence targeting 

foreigners is performed on an individual basis; however, the attitude of the majority is 

even more alarming, "The violence comes of course from small groups, but the silence is 

from the majority" ("Die Gewalt kommt doch nur von kleinen Gruppen, das Schweigen 

aber von der Mehrheit," 76). Given the above, it is hard to understand why Monikova 

uses the same technique of erasing Neo-Nazi attacks on the Romany minority in the 

Czech Republic. Unlike her Austrian colleague Elfriede Jelinek who dramatized a 

similar event of a Neo-Nazi attack on four Roma men in her famous 1999 play Stecken. 

The letter of protection issued by the Holy Roman Emperor and Czech King 2ikmund in 1423 is the first 
proof that documents the presence of the Romas in the Czech Lands. Although not confirmed, it is possible 
that the first Romas arrived before 1423. 
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Stab and Stangl. the transplanted Prague writer is silent about the racist attacks in which 

27 members of the Romany community in the Czech Republic lost their lives between 

1989-1997.^^ She omits the fact that Romany existence is entirely erased from the text 

books of primary and secondary schools, their language—so called ethnolect, i.e. a 

mixture between the original Romany language and Czech—is not accepted, which puts 

Romany children at a disadvantage in school. Act 40/1993, also called "the Romany 

clause" of the Czech constitution, discriminates specifically against the Roma due to the 

high criminal rates of this group. According to this law. all non-Czechs need to provide a 

clean, five-year record in order to obtain Czech citizenship. As a result, thousands of 

Roma living in the Czech Republic lack citizenship, which is also the reason why the 

number of Roma living in the Czech Republic is unknown. Yet, Monikova's text, full as 

it is of historical and political facts and reprimanding the power structure of Western 

societies, fails to portray Roma in the Czech context as people of a no-man's land. Her 

single and restrictive term Roma pimp conceals the triple segregation of the Roma—on 

cultural, political, and socio-economical levels—thus promoting strictly centralist 

tendencies. 

Monikova casts a fully different light on the case of the Sudeten German 

minority. Even though Czechs in Monikova's texts are portrayed as victims of German 

brutality and Western ignorance, she does not omit the fact that they also wielded power 

over Sudeten Germans. Minority discourse thus gains significance in her text through the 

historically remembered expulsion of the Sudeten Germans in spite of the fact that 

^ Since the last essay of this collection was written in 1994, the number of the attacks Monikova might 
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Moni'kova questions the minority status of this ethnic group, "And can you talk about a 

minority group when referring to a population of several millions?" ("Und kann man bei 

einer Millionenbevolkerung uberhaupt von einer Minderheit sprechen?" 83). This 

statement does not attempt to deny the minority rights to the Sudeten Germans. Rather, it 

may call attention to the extent of this genocide and bring to the fore the fact that 

minority status frequently has nothing to do with numbers. 

Since marginalized Czechs dominated and brutalized the Sudeten Germans, 

Czech history is marked by both subordinate and dominant conditions, which is again 

conceptualized in language. The history of Sudetenland is closely linked to the moment 

of Vertreibung, which in German means expulsion and refers to the act of driving 

Sudeten Germans out of the Czech Republic after WWII. The Czech word odsun 

meaning transfer is a more polished expression that relates to the same occurrence of 

unconditional expulsion of the Sudeten Germans from their territory. The difference in 

the choice of words reveals the power structure of post-war Czecho-Slovakia that 

emphasizes the porous nature of the border between dominance and subordination. 

The history of Sudetenland is crucial for understanding the power structure of 

Czech-German relations. The Germans lived for centuries on the territory of Sudetenland 

that in 1918 became a part of Czecho-Slovakia. The breakdown of Austria-Hungary 

confronted the defeated Sudeten Germans with a Czech victory, which left the Germans, 

who were accustomed to be a dominant group, in the position of an oppressed minority. 

The war left them humiliated and in an inferior position to the Czechs whom they 

have been familiar with would be smaller. 
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perceived as "primitive." Even though Czechoslovakia signed the St. Germain Treaty 

on September 10, 1919 that obliged the country to respect all provisions of the minority 

protections, it continued to pursue a strong centralist Czech-dominated policy. The 

Sudeten Germans who in 1921 comprised 22.3% of the entire population"'^ (Wolchik 13) 

were not represented in the Parliament until 1926. Even in the late twenties the Sudeten 

German political parties were unable to fiilly participate in the political arena of the 

multi-ethnic state. When a little-known young instructor of gymnastics Konrad Henlein 

founded his "Sudetendeutsche Heimatfront," SHF (Sudeten German Home Front) on 

October 1, 1933, his militant voice that called for fighting the centralist Czech 

government reached the population throughout the Sudetenland. His attempt to combine 

both Sudeten German nationalism with Nazi ideology grew stronger each day in 

neighboring Germany and proved to be successful. 

The fascist occupation of Czecho-Slovakia resulted in a collective hatred against 

all Germans who were seen as one homogeneous group. Many Czech politicians incited 

hatred against the Sudeten Germans on whom they projected the responsibility for the 

suffering that war had brought upon them. The political speech of the Czech General 

Ingr broadcast March 11,1944 from London specifically called for lynching and 

genocide, "When our day arrives, the whole nation will follow the old Hussitic war-call: 

In 1921, the population of Czecho-Slovakia principally consisted of six million Czechs and three million 
Slovaks. Both nations accounted for almost 65% of the population. In addition. Czccho-Slovakia had: the 
Sudeten Germans (22.3%). the Hungarians (5.6%), the Ruthenians (3.5%). the Poles (0.6%). and the Jews 
(1.6%) (Anderle 93). 

Henlein claimed that the first years of the SHF political program were solely geared toward 
understanding between Czecho-Slovakia and its German minority. However, in 1936 he admitted Pan-
Germanistic orientation. "[a]s Germans of the Sudetenland we feci that we belong, in spite of our special 
political position, to the great cultural community of Germans throughout the world, and that, today as 
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"Beat them, kill them, do not leave anyone alive!" ("Wenn unser Tag kommt, wird die 

ganze Nation dem alten fCriegsruf der Hussiten folgen: "Schlagt sie, totet sie, laBt 

niemanden am Leben!") (quoted in Habel 251). Also President Edvard Benes was taken 

in by this collective wrath against the Germans. Between March and October 1945, he 

passed five decrees known as Benesove dekreh' that deprived Sudeten Germans of all 

property and outlawed them on the basis of collective guilt. Furthermore, the Allies 

approved the request made by Benes and the Czecho-Slovak Prime Minister Jan Sramek 

to expel all Sudeten Germans. Once again the superpowers decided the destiny of a 

nation—Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin signed the treaty at the Potsdam Conference on 

August 2, 1945 according to which "the transportation of the German people to Germany 

must be carried out" ("die Uberfuhrung der deutschen Bevolkerung [...] [muB] nach 

Deutschland durchgefuhrt werden") (quoted in Ohlbaum 49). The transportation of about 

three million Sudeten Germans was implemented in an utterly brutal way. Thousands of 

them died of exhaustion, disease and undernourishment. 

Monikova devotes a detailed analysis to this dark chapter of Czech history. She 

offers a clear explanation of the events preceding the expulsion of the Sudeten Germans 

from their Heimat and justifies the information presented with a brief explanation, "I 

quote according to German sources {Die Zeit dated September 16, 1988)" ["Ich zitiere 

nach deutschen Quellen {Die Zeit. 16.9. 1988)," 83]. This remark points to the fact that 

as a bom Czech national, her story might be misjudged as biased. In order to gain 

credibility, she turns to the sources, themselves the victims, thus substantiating the 

always, we have to fulfill the German cultural mission in this country in model fashion" (quoted in 
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historical objectivity of the Heimat concept and identifying the Sudeten Germans as a 

victimized group. 

Monikova opens her discussion on Sudeten German history in "Zwetschgen" by 

quoting Henlein. which (again) grants her text an authentic political signature, "Thus, we 

have to demand so much that we can never be satisfied" ("Wir mussen also immer so viel 

fordem, daB wir nie zufneden gestellt werden konnen," 83). In this speech, Henlein 

insinuated Hitler's plans. The Fif/trer justified the military occupation of Czecho

slovakia under the pretext of helping the German minority living in the territory of the 

Sudetenland. Therefore, Monikova concludes, "For Hitler the Sudetenland was only a 

pretext. [...] He used Henlein and his party as a lever" ("Fur Hitler war das Sudetenland 

nur ein Vorwand. [...] Henlein und seine Partei benutzte er als Hebel," 83). The 

dismantling of Czecho-Slovakia initiated in Munich was the first step leading to the 

upcoming World War II. 

Monikova objectively recognizes the horrors interwoven in the history of the 

Sudeten Germans. She correctly admits that this behavior can neither be pardoned nor 

justified. "For the exiled [Sudeten-Germans] who lost their Heimat, the Germans who 

were illtreated and killed for no reason, it is a heavy burden. Even when the Czechs have 

seen themselves for decades only as victims." ("Die Vertriebenen [Sudetendeutsche], die 

ihre Heimat verloren haben, die miBhandelten und unschuldig getoteten Deutschen—das 

wiegt schwer. Auch wenn sich die Tschechen Jahrzehntelang nur als Opfer sahen," 89). 

The ever-present grief and anger contained within the territory of the Czech lands are 

Luza 92). 
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perception of Sudetenland is not locked within the parameters of this historical event and 

the end of the war, as Czech scholarship often suggests.^^ Monikova portrays the 

German-Czech coexistence from a broader historical angle that describes the situation in 

the countryside and in the cities prior to the Munich Agreement: 

The relation of both nations of the First Czechoslovak Republic can be 

characterized as follows: The cities were clearly cosmopolitan; thanks to 

the mostly bilingual Jewish population, productive coexistence was 

possible and also practiced. In the countryside, there were national 

differences on both sides that grew stronger and led to a radicalization of 

the situation with Hitler's seizure of power and the fascist Henlein Party 

that he manipulated. 

Das Verhaltnis der beiden Volker in der ersten tschechoslowakischen 

Republik lalit sich generell so charakterisieren: Die Stadte waren 

deutlicher kosmopolitisch, dort war eine produktive Koexistenz, vor allem 

dank der meist zweisprachigen judischen Bevolkerung. moglich und 

wurde auch praktiziert. Auf dem Lande bestanden starkere nationale 

Unterschiede, auf beiden Seiten, die mit Hitlers Machtergreifung und 

durch die von ihm manipulierte faschistische Henlein-Partei zunahmen 

und politisch zu einer Radikalisierung der Lage fuhrten. (83) 

" Rudolf Ohibaum. German journalist and administration official bom in the Czech Republic, points to the 
fact that Czech historians and politicians frequently juxtapose the Munich Agreement 1938 and the 
foundation of the Protectorate 1939 to the expulsion in 1945/46 (42). This kind of parallelism which may 
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In this paragraph, Monikova seems to set up a very strict dichotomy between the 

rural areas and the city. However, the complexity of Czech history does not allow a 

simplistic polarization of certain geographic areas, such as the city and the Pwvinzf" nor 

does it permit a dichotomization in national terms. Monikova recognizes the fact that the 

Germans were not allowed to participate in Czech politics, which disempowered them. 

At the same time, they represented the economic elite of Czecho-Slovakia. Monikova 

describes their situation, "On the other hand, they owned factories and companies; only 

seldom were they workers, petty employees or servants. Who led a better life?" ("Auf 

der anderen Seite besaBen sie Fabriken und Untemehmen: selten waren sie .Arbeiter oder 

kleine Angestellte oder dienendes Personal. Wer lebte besser?" 83). Depending on the 

historical epoch, Monikova thus maps the Czech metropolis as a place in which High 

Culture blurs with central nationalistic domination."^' The Provinz. as the birthplace of 

Sudeten German fascism also represents a haven in which Hitler's opponents seek refuge. 

In her essay entitled "Zu Milena Jesenska," she brings in the case of Franz Kafka's well-

known partner wi:o assisted the anti-Nazi German minority concentrated in the Provinz. 

Monikova asserts that Jesenska as a journalist substantially helped Sudeten Provinz. In 

her reports, "she appealed to the Czechs to differentiate between the Nazis and the 

suggest an apologctic explanation of Czech brutality directed to the Sudeten Germans, however, is 
restrictive and generalist. 
•"* Provinz is a German word that is very difficult to translate. Wickham defines the term using Norbert 
Mecklenburg's seminal study Erzahlte Provinz (Narrated Provinces. 1982). Wickham writes; "D/e" Provinz 
is perhaps rendered in English most faithfully by the 'provinces.' since both terms indicate in their primary 
reference "away from the city, metropolis or capital' and can have a pejorative connotation. Beside their 
material, geographical sense, both terms imply 'out of the cultural mainstream, at the margins'" (61). 
•" The term centralist nationalistic domination refers to two very difFercnt epochs: the first one is the Czech 
nationalistic domination, which excluded German minority from political representation and thus imposed 
political power over the Germans. Ohibaum compares the first Czecho-Slovak Republic to old dispersed 
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Germans. She organized escape routes for the persecuted Germans until she was caught 

by the Gestapo and died in the concentration camp in Ravensbriick" C'[sie] appellierte an 

die Tschechen, zwischen Nazis und Deutschen zu unterscheiden. Sie organisierte 

Fluchtwege fiir verfolgte Deutsche, bis sie von Gestapo gefangen wurde und im 

Konzentrationslager Ravensbriick starb," 85). Her case portrays the complexity and 

significance of the power struggles within the Sudeten Provinz. 

In his work Erzahlte Provinz (The Narrated Provinz, 1986), Norbert Mecklenburg 

discusses in detail the construct of Provinz in German literature. He concludes that 

German scholarship avoids the category Provinz because of the lack of a real German 

cultural center, the negative connotation of "provinciality," and also its implication in the 

blood-and-soil ideology (15). Monikova proves just the opposite meaning of the 

category Provinz and Provinzliteratur in the Sudeten German context. With the example 

of Milena Jesenka, Monikova shows that the Sudeten German Provinz is not only the site 

on which Nazi ideology and fascist collaboration meet, but also from which anti-Nazi 

resistance, including both German and Czech participation, also emanates. Naturally, 

there is no clear boundary implying that the metropolis should be identified with a 

dominant centralist power as opposed to the Provinz where resistance is organized. 

Monikova thus smoothly dismantles the negative value judgement Mecklenburg assigns 

to Provinz on both cultural and political levels. 

Moreover, she explores the topic of the Sudeten German Provinz from a wide 

historical perspective, as she returns to this region years later and documents the 

Austria (43). This period, however, cannot be compared to the horrors and suffering of the fascist German 
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historical events that influence the economic relations of the post-communist era. She 

does not lock her text in the childhood memories. Rather, she conceptualizes the Sudeten 

question as a burning point of the Czech-German conversations in the present when she 

writes that only one-quarter of the Czech population supports the political negotiations 

with the Sudeten Germans. A majority of the Czechs believe that the Sudeten Germans 

are interested in reimbursement of material goods confiscated by Benes' decrees (88). 

Monikova views this kind of mistrust—that is deeply ingrained in the soil of the 

Sudetenland—as reactionary. Therefore, she breaks the ice of suspicion and initiates a 

constructive dialogue between the Czechs and the Sudeten Germans. As a writer, 

Monikova consults an anonymous colleague and friend of hers—a German writer living 

in Switzerland, who had to leave Moravia at the age of fifteen—with whom she enters 

into enriching literary conversations. By doing so, she shifts Sudeten history onto a 

literary canvas and thus offers another perspective on Heimat. 

Although Monikova never mentions the writer's name, it is presumably the Swiss 

author Erica Pedretti. Monikova includes Pedretti not only because of their steady 

friendship and mutual support, but also because of their common understanding of the 

Sudetenland as an in-between place of emotional residue. In their texts, this terrain of 

pain and hatred is marked as an eternal wound on the map of Czech-German relations. 

Pedretti recalls her first encounter with Monikova in Lipica in 1989 as the 

beginning of a friendship. The Swiss writer describes this moment in her article "Das 

Leben ist seltsam, vielseitig und lustig" (Life is Strange, Manifold, and Funny) in which 

rule that inflicted nationalistic and centralist administration and initiated the war. 
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she writes: "In Lipica [Monikova] comes up to me, unusually open and warm-hearted 

[and says] she is happy to meet me [...]. And during a long walk, [...] an unusual 

agreement arises in our conversation on her and my strained love, namely the relationship 

to "our" country and its sad history" ("In Lipica kommt sie auf mich zu, ungewohnlich 

offen, herzlich: sie freut sich, mich zu treffen [..-]• Und auf einem langen Spaziergang 

[...] entsteht bald ein ungewohliches Einverstandnis im Gesprach uber ihre und meine 

strapazierte Liebe, namlich die Beziehung zu "unserem" Land und dessen traurigen 

Geschichte," 54). 

As I have mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, Monikova takes the 

initiative and determines Pedretti's Heimat on the landscape of Moravia/" She justifies 

this conclusion by pointing to Claude Levi-Strauss' Tristes Tropiaues. in which the 

theorist confesses that it is the "intimate landscape of his childhood—'the European low 

mountain range with mixed woodland' where his Heimat is" ("[Levi-Strauss kommt zu 

dem SchluB, daB es] die urvertraute Landschaft seiner Kindheit ist—'das europaische 

Mittelgebirge mit Mischwald' [das seine Heimat ist]," 91). According to Monikova, 

Pedretti and Levi-Strauss shape the concept of Heimat through their memory of the 

landscape of childhood. In her chapter "Zwetschgen," Monikova uses the same concept 

as a platform for reviving Sudeten German and Czech dialogues. She references the 

borderland between the Czech Republic and Germany as the "common landscape of 

childhood [that] can contribute more quickly to [the process of] understanding than 

*' Monikova writes about her Sudeten German colleague: "She knows many countries, but when she is in 
the Moravian landscape she knows that it is her only Heimat" ("Sie kennt vieic Lander, aber wenn sie in 
der mahrischen Landschaft ist, weiB sie, daB es ihre einzige Heimat ist," 88). 
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language. Perhaps also a shared concern for the last plum trees along the border" ("Die 

gemeinsame Landschaft der Kindheit kann zur Verstandigung schneller beitragen als 

Sprache. Vielleicht auch die gemeinsame Sorge um die letzten Zwetschgenbaume 

entlang der Grenze," 90). 

The feminized landscape serves Monikova as a means of reconciliation between 

the Czechs and the Sudeten Germans. In this sense, there is a parallel between the 

photograph of the Nazi soldier holding a baby in his hands and the picture of the plum 

trees that beautify the border. Both of them allude to an emotional understanding 

between the Czechs and the Sudeten Germans implicit in Monikova's statement, "The 

guilt is not equal, but this is not about a competition of terror" (" Die Schuld ist nicht 

gleich, aber es geht um keinen Wettbewerb des Schreckens," 89). The concept of the 

feminized borderland simultaneously justifies her wish that Sudeten Germans return to 

live in their Heimat again. 

Surprisingly, Pedretti turns down Monikova's suggestion as she answers, "Not 

that! Don't wish for it!" ("Nur das nicht, wunsch es dir nicht," 88). This statement 

reflects Pedretti's painftil memories of being expelled from the Sudetenland that she 

documents in her novel Eneste Heimat (Closest Heimat, 1995). Her minority voice 

echoes the pain of raped Sudeten German women, which juxtaposes the rape scenarios of 

the Soviet occupation of Czecho-Slovakia portrayed in Monikova's essays. This is a 

crucial element in the texts of both writers because both women are aligned with the side 

of victims. Most importantly, the topics of war rape—in particular the Sudeten German 

women being raped by Czech men and Czech women being raped by Soviet soldiers— 
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that have been a taboo until recently/^ reveal an interesting point. In an interview with 

Jana Cvikova and Dagmar Kost'aiova, Pedretti explains that warfare uses rape as a tool to 

subordinate the husbands, fathers, and brothers of the victims, rather than the victimized 

women. Thus, Pedretti sees the war rape as a venture of men. This enlightening vision 

intensified with her memories of wide Czech and Moravian landscapes, inscribed with 

the rape of many women, the murders perpetrated by Czechs, and a hatred of Germans,"*^ 

disallowing her return. Pedretti's "Don't wish for it!" expresses the suffering inflicted by 

Czech despotism that does not allow her to feel at home in a place with such an 

emotional burden. Simultaneously, Pedretti's answer shows the concern of the Czechs, 

who fear the loss of the property that once had belonged to the Sudeten Germans, as 

insubstantial. 

Monikova offers an immensely rich and lucid analysis of the Sudetenland. In her 

local perspective, she portrays Sudeten Germans as a heterogeneous group on which the 

Czechs took revenge. Her decentralized way of writing from within, i.e. including 

Pedretti's perspective, deconstructs Czech dominant discourse and offers an extensive 

picture of the complexity of Czech-German relations practically throughout the entire 

century. By explaining the background of the Czech and Sudeten German conflict, she 

illustrates the significance of power structure in relation to the history of the Czech 

Republic. 

Monikova similarly treats the Jewish minority with respect. Her passion for 

Pedretti was outraged that the topic of raped Sudeten German women was concealed as a taboo for half a 
century, which was the major impetus for writing her Eneste Heimat 
^ In Pedretti's novel Eneste Heimat. the narrator Anna refers to her Heimat. to which she returns in 1976 
on these terms. 
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Kafka's literature has become legendary/^ but Kafka was not the only Jewish author 

whom she holds in high esteem. In her article "Die Teilung Europas," Alena Wagnerova 

highlights the way in which Monikova approaches Jewish culture. Wagnerova quotes 

Monikova's words, "I think that without [Jews] we would not have got any further than 

to the level of the early 19"' century (maybe with the exception of music and 

technology)" ["Ich denke, daiJ man ohne sie nicht weiter gekommen ware als auf das 

Niveau des fiiihen 19. Jahrhunderts (vielleicht mit der Ausnahme von Musik und 

Technik)," 131]. The contribution of Jewish culture to European, as well as world 

literature and art in general, is one of the principal topics in the correspondence between 

Monikova and Wagnerova. Therefore, characters like Karla who is the protagonist in 

Monikova's novel Treibeis. or Halina, the main character Der Taumel are Jewish women 

who live in diaspora and express their appreciation for and understanding of art. 

Monikova thus attempts to underscore the exceptional qualities of Jewish art. 

In Prager Fenster. Monikova offers a glimpse into the millieu of the Jews who 

lived in the cities of Czecho-Slovakia. In her essay "Zwetschgen," she appreciates the 

multi-cultural nature and bilingual abilities of the Prague Jews in particular. She again 

recognizes their artistic expression when she recalls the state literary award given to 

German poets of Czechoslovak citizenship between 1927-1938 in Prague (84). The 

German speaking Jews whose artistic expression was often of much higher quality than 

that of the "blood-and-soil-mythologists" were judged according to their mother tongue. 

Monikova explains, "The official efforts for a peaceful co-existence in the country were 

See Chapter Three of this dissertation. 
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at the expense of literary quality" ("Das ofizielle Bemuhen um friedliche Koexistenz im 

Staat ging auf Kosten der literarischen Qualitat," 85). The first winner of the State 

Award was Franz Werfel. Many other famous Jewish authors from Prague such as Otto 

Pick, Max Brod, and Oskar Baum (85) received the highest literary prize before the Nazis 

took over Czecho-Slovakia. 

Monikova confesses in one of her letters written to Wagnerova that in a sense she 

identifies with this category of German Jewish writers of Prague. She reveals, "I tell 

myself that I am in a similar position [because of] culture and language differences 

[between the host] environment and [my background]. [The Jews] were even better off 

because they stuck together. But the major similarity lies in the concept of a 

discriminated 'minority'—they as Jews and I as a woman" ("Ich sage mir, daB ich hier in 

einer ahnlichen Situation bin (die sprachliche und kulturelle Unterscheidung von der 

Umgebung—sie waren besser dran, weil sie zusammenhielten)—aber die 

Hauptahnlichkeit liegt fur mich in der diskriminierten "Minderheit," sie als Juden, ich als 

Frau") (Wagnerova, "Die Teilung" 131). 

On several occasions, Monikova smoothly crosses the border between minority 

and gender discourses. In her essay "Semiaride Landschaft mit der Kiiste" she reminds 

us of Vaclav Havel's New Year's presidential speech in 1990, in which the newly elected 

leader of the country addresses children, senior citizens, women, the disabled, and 

minorities as target groups in urgent need of special assistance (20). Monikova points to 

the alarming fact that if women make up roughly half of the Czecho-Slovak population, 

the disadvantaged groups constitute more than 50% of the country's populace (20). 
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Momkova finds the roots women's subordinate position within the structure of 

communist society. According to Marxist theory, women do not form a class and 

oppression is constituted only between classes. Thus, the oppression of women in 

Marxist society is not a function of gender but of class affiliation. Monikova describes 

the position of women in communist Czecho-Slovakia from a drastically different 

perspective. The communist regime, blinded as it was by the myth of equality, only 

perpetrates omnipresent patriarchal oppression, which is the major impetus for 

Monikova's leaving her country. She writes, "Subsequently, it became clear to me that 1 

had left the country not because of the general political oppression that you could escape 

to a large extent, but rather due to an onmipresent discrimination against women" 

("Nachtraglich wird mir klar, daB ich das Land verlassen habe nicht wegen der 

allgemeinen politischen Unterdruckung, der konnte man sich weitgehend entziehen, 

sondem wegen der allumfassenden Diskriminierung von Frauen," 21). 

Marxist analysis of society does not address women's socio-political status, since 

women in communist societies receive a wage equal to their male colleagues. In her 

article entitled "McDonald's, Terminators, Coca Cola Ads—and Feminism? Imports 

from the West," Jifina Siklova, the former head of Gender Studies at Univerzita Karlova 

in Prague, comments on the economic status and the very high employment rate of 

women in communist societies as an "involuntary choice." Since a single income was 

insufficient, women were forced to join the labor market. Work did not represent an 

opportunity of self-realization or self-assertion since women did not align their career 

with liberation. Therefore, Monikova portrays women who are overworked in their 
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professional career without being promoted, who perform house chores, raise children, 

take care of their husbands, and experience multiple marginalization. hi Monikova's 

works, men oppress women in domestic and public spheres; they take advantage of them 

at home and exploit them at work. Language reflects the sexist dynamics of society and 

thus Monikova is particularly sensitive to sexism embedded in Czech. In "Semiaride 

Landschaft mit der Kuste," she asserts: 

The discrepancy between the performance of women and their social 

position is visible in the language. There are occupations which do not 

have any female titles even though women have proven themselves in 

these areas to be more capable and courageous than their male colleagues. 

[...] [T]he word woman-politician"*^ in Czech sounds unbearably 

ridiculous. The same goes for "woman-intellectual," "woman-writer," 

even "woman." 

Die Diskrepanz zwischen den Leistungen der Frauen und ihren sozialen 

Positionen wird in der Sprache sichtbar. Es gibt Berufe, fur die es keine 

weiblichen Bezeichnungen gibt, obwohl Frauen auf diesen Gebieten oft 

mehr Mut und Kompetenz bewiesen haben als ihre mannlichen Kollegen. 

[...] [D]ie Bezeichnung "Politikerin" klingt im Tschechischen 

unertraglich lacherlich. Das gleiche gilt fur "Intellektuelle," 

"Wissenschafllerin," "Schrifstellerin," sogar fur "Frau." (22) 

Both Czech and German are gcnder-specific languages. Montkova argues that unlike the word poliiik -male-
politician. the Czech word politiiUka, "Politikerin" in German, both standing for woman-politician, carries a ridiculing 
connotation. 
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Because of the blinding misconception of economic and social gender equality in 

communist societies, it was virtually impossible to initiate a feminist movement. When 

Jean Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir visited Prague in 1968, Monikova observes that 

people were "surprised when she too wanted to speak" ("uberrascht, als auch sie sprechen 

wollte," 21). The only thing with which she could attract public attention was her "bad-

looking hand bag," 21). An anti-communist male philosophy professor was quick to 

write a ridiculing review of de Beauvoir's book The Second Sex. There was no interest, 

no curiosity in the subject matter (21). 

Monikova admits that there are individual cases of women like Dr. Milada 

Horakova. This courageous Czech woman—one of the first socially conscious feminist 

activists—was sentenced twice to death; the first time in a German concentration camp 

for her anti-fascist, and feminist activity and a second time for treason because she 

refused to be a member of the Communist Party. In spite of worldwide protests, she was 

executed June 27, 1950 (22). Horakova fought on several fi-onts—anti-communist, anti

fascist and feminist. Her deeds are comparable to those of the men who died because of 

their anti-totalitarian resistance and who are remembered with honor. Thus, her body, 

just like that of Palach, represents anti-communist resistance. However, unlike Palach, 

Horakova was a feminist and therefore her execution personifies the execution of 

feminism in Czecho-Slovakia. This concept explains why her name remained for 

decades virtually unknown among the ruling Communists as well as dissidents. 

As it is clear fi-om the above, Czech feminist discourse should not be analyzed as 

an isolated phenomenon pointing to the low level of feminist awareness in the Central 
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Eastern European region, which is a frequent approach of Western feminists or Czech 

and Slovak feminists educated and/or professionally active in the West/^ Rather, 

feminist discourse should be scrutinized from within, i.e. by looking at local conditions 

and positioning them within the complex web of the Heimat discourse in which the 

Czech women occupy a significant position. Analyzing Monikova's work through the 

lens of Czech feminism is an inevitable approach derived from Monikova's text itself. 

The recent gap between women of the former (politically divided) Eastern and 

Western Europe is rooted in the political culture of each region. One of the aspects that 

reflects a major difference in their approaches is patriarchy. In the former Czecho

slovakia, the only women's organization, the League of Czech Women, was closely 

linked to the Party. The women's movement was orchestrated vertically from top to 

bottom, leading a vast majority of women to associate this organization and the entire 

women's liberation movement with the corrupt totalitarian regime. Thus, unlike the West 

where the main enemy of feminists was identified with the patriarchy, in the former 

Czecho-Slovakia men and women joined in their resistance against the communist state. 

Women have always played an important role in dissident politics. This condition 

continued the rich tradition of women's emancipation launched in the nineteenth 

century.'*^ The mothers of Prague were active in organizing anti-totalitarian 

Magdalena Frouzova. a sociologist and sinologist educated at the University of Hamburg, takes a 

dominant position from which she judges "the ignorance of Czech women" who arc unaware of their real 
value (67). This attitude does not help to improve the position of women in the Czech Republic, but rather 

creates a greater abyss between Eastern and Western European feminisms. 
In her seminal book Women of Prague. Wilma Iggers explores the development of feminist awareness in 

the Czech Republic. The emancipation movement of Czech women dates back to the mid IQ"* century 
when their liberation movement included also a patriotic aspect of anti-German struggle. Iggers mentions 
Eliska Krasnohorska (1847-1926) as a dedicated pioneer of both Anti-German and feminist movements. 
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demonstrations prior to 1989. Although only 18% of the signatories of Charta 77 were 

women, the percentage of imprisoned female dissidents was higher. In 1981, during the 

massive wave of political imprisonment one-quarter of those found guilty due to political 

resistance were female. Women not only visited their husbands in prison, but many were 

sentenced for playing an active role in the dissident movement. 

As the example of Eva Kanturkova, a signatory of Charta 77 and a leading 

dissident shows, the anti-communist underground movement was not a site that 

consolidated feminist resistance. Kanturkova claims that feminism conceals a trap that 

leads to the ultimate oppression of men and women. She assumes that "[t]he trap of 

feminism is the fact that women do not constitute an oppressed minority. [...] Rather, 

men and women build up the ultimate unity of the world, they are inseparable [...]," 

174). On the other hand, there are former dissidents who celebrated consciously or 

subconsciously women's resistance, such as Jifina Siklova, Vera Jirousova, Marie 

Benetkova, and many others. Thus, feminist discourse in the former Czecho-Slovakia is 

not affiliated with any particular political movement. 

There are several reasons why feminism is not "in-style" since the breakup of 

communism. The ideological aspect of Western feminism, the mere "-ism" suffix 

Krasnohorska was also the founder of the first women's high school (gymnasium) Minen a. in Prague, and 
the first one in Central Europe. Czech emancipation movement included also several men. such as Vojtech 
Naprstek {1826-1894) who played an important role as the founder of American Ladies Club in 1865. This 
social circle received its name because Naprstek was convinced that American women are much fi-eer than 
Czech women. Other important associations such as the Women's Production Association, the Physical 
Training Association for Women and others, followed this organization of great prestige. Patriotism and 
political awareness went hand in hand not only in the period of Bach's absolutism, but also in the century 
to come. This high awareness of women's issues was, however, not accepted by all of Prague's women. As 
Iggers points out, "The German-gentile women were part of a very different society than the Czechs. For 
the most part proud of their status [...] they were remarkably inactive" (23). Prague Jewish women, well 
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reminds the Czech population of the deeply hated communist concept of "class struggle." 

Since organization was obligatory. Czech women wanted to be free of the pressure of 

being organized. Women, as well as men, viewed work as a site of oppression imposed 

by the Party that was structured according to a patriarchal, paternalistic model. The high 

employment rate—in 1989 nearly 94% Czech and Slovak women were employed—led to 

overburdening, which made unemployment seem appealing. To this extent, Czech 

women are what Siklova calls "the captives of their past" (McDonald's 77). 

Furthermore, the post-communist sexual liberalization that degrades women to 

sexual objects and makes female sexuality a tool of domestication heavily intensifies 

female oppression at the dawn of the millenium. On the other hand, many women seek 

refuge within church that was once the center of anti-communist resistance, an act which 

does not improve their situation. Even though Czech women and men view capitalism as 

a phenomenon of democratization, Wagnerova sees capitalism as the seed of patriarchy 

in Central Eastern Europe. Capitalism introduced masculine entrepreneurship that gave 

the new official status of wife to the woman married to a businessman. Thus, in her view 

it is capitalism that domesticates women and causes the absence of women in Czech 

politics (Wagnerova, "Ceske zeny" 86). 

Because of this, Monikova does not foresee any advances in the Czech feminist 

movement in the 1990s. Career women are a favorite topic for satire in Milan Kundera's 

books. The fhistrated schoolteacher and ambitious housewife—popular protagonists in 

the texts written by numerous more or less successful writers—are meant to be funny 

read and educated in classics, "became ladies of leisure" (24). Those who desired independence and a 
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(22). Morukova thus deduces from Czech literature that many women and even more 

men trivialize the feminist discourse even now, thirty years later, a fact which points to 

the continuing oppression of women. Furthermore, Monikova argues that the position of 

women in the Czech Republic continues to deteriorate due to religious conservatism—a 

well-established norm that weakens the resistance of young women. 

This pessimistic outlook seemingly contradicts Monikova's call for "concrete 

[Czech] women who seemed more independent than women in the West. They were 

more competent, burdened in every sense—at work, at home, as "citizens"—but without 

sentimentality, more humorous, calmer, without harshness" (" Die konkreten 

[tschechischen] Frauen, die mir auch wesentlich selbstandiger schienen als im 'Westen.' 

Sie waren fahiger, in jeder Hinsicht belastet -im Beruf, zu Hause, als 'Burgerinnen'—, 

aber ohne Larmoyanz; humorvoller, gelassener, ohne Harte") (Engler 15). 

Both apparently colliding perspectives on gender issues are the key to 

Monikova's understanding of feminism. As all of her books reveal, Monikova was a 

dedicated and active feminist. In her last interview conducted by Petr Kyncl, she stated, 

"As a woman I cannot not be a feminist" ("Spisovatelstvi"). She aims a strong critique at 

Czech patriarchal structures, condemns sexism embedded in language, and scrutinizes 

women's subordination and exploitation, the very factors that drove her to leave her 

country. She is aware of individual cases of women who launched feminist resistance, 

such as Milada Horakova. In her novels, she creates female characters who are 

competent, dynamic, fresh, independent, and witty intellectuals—international nomads. 

professional career, left Prague mainly at the fin-de-siecie era. for Berlin, London, etc. 
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The fact that her female characters are not affiliated with a women's organization is not a 

coincidence. Her distrustful attitude toward feminist organizations clearly reflects her 

cultural background and emphasizes her uneasiness with feminist theory. Monikova 

views both as ideological institutions whose rigidity makes them detached from reality 

and thus non-functional. In her interview with Engler, she formulates her viewpoint 

saying "I missed [...] the concrete Czech women, but no theory" ("Mir fehlten [...] die 

konkreten Frauen, keine Theorie," 15). These pragmatic Czech women educated their 

children to resist political oppression. Thus, the Czech women played a vital role in the 

Velvet Revolution 1989, which should open the door to the new future. 

However, reflecting on the fact that "[all the embracing discrimination against 

women] goes deeper than any political and economic misery [and that] it is tougher than 

any political terror" ("[die allumfassende Diskriminierung von Frauen] reicht tiefer als 

die jeweilige politische und okonomische Misere, ist zaher als jeder politische Terror," 

21), Monikova predicts no improvement of women's situation in the Czech Republic. 

Both seemingly contradictory concepts highlight the fact that Czech women stand up 

against totalitarian regimes, but do not confi-ont patriarchal oppression in their own 

country. 

In her collection of essays, Monikova succinctly correlates the position of women 

and minorities. Although she did not want to be identified as a minority writer, she 

received the prestigious Adalbert von Chamisso Prize in 1991 awarded to authors whose 

mother tongue is not German, a prize that reminded her of being a foreigner (43). There 

is no center in her works, as she explains in her conversations with Braunbeck, "[w]hen 
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there is no center, there are no margins" ("[wjenn man kein Zentrum hat, hat man auch 

keine Rander," 453). Her demarginalized writing technique and political awareness from 

which sprang her anti-totalitarian activism are also reflected in her attitude to 

Sudetenland in which the female minority voice dismantles the Czech dominant 

patriarchal culture. Her closeness to Prague Jewish literary circles is another example of 

Monikova's struggle against discrimination. 

On the other hand, Monikova uncritically celebrates the politicians who silenced 

several ethnic groups of Czecho-Slovakia, highlights the events of Czech heroic 

martyrdom, and thus turns to Great Czech History that emphasizes the Czech position as 

victim and casts Czech dominance over the minorities within its borders."*^ Czechs may 

express their inalienable victims' right for the historical moment when their country 

suffered brutal imperialist and hegemonic rape. However, Monikova seems to enforce 

this right of the victim even as the Czechs themselves exercised dominant power over the 

minorities within their own borders. This reading suggests Monikova's one-sided 

uncritical passion for her country of origin rooted in her nostalgic pain of living in the 

West. 

The nostalgic writing through the lens of expatriation provides an authentic 

picture of the Prague Spring generation living in Western exile.^° Monikova's Great 

Czech History that highlights taticek Masarj'cek—daddy Masaryk—epitomizes Czech 

•*" In her novel The Facade. Monikova does not use the lens of Great Czech History. Rather, she stages and 
has her characters act out the event of the Czech National Revival as a burlesque, thus adding a different 
perspective on Czech national history. 

As I have pointed out in the Introduction of this dissertation. Monikova did not live in Germany as an 
exiled writer, nor was she an emigre. 
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identity fighting against totalitarian oppression. The resistance of 1968 disregarded 

minorities within Czech culture, since minority groups and Czechs joined in their 

common fight against a totalitarian regime. Monikova points to Czech discrimination 

against the Jews and the Sudeten Germans because they are two groups specifically 

related to her new condition of living and writing as a German writer of Czech origin. 

Yet, Monikova does not really consider minority discourse as a part of her Heimat 

project, since she either does not mention most of the ethnic groups living in the territory 

of the former Czecho-Slovakia or refers to them only in marginal and often negative 

terms. 

The new millenium opens a new space in which a constructive dialogue between 

East and West becomes inevitable, in which new pop-culture and deconstructive history 

replace Moni'kova's High Culture and Great History. Monikova's Heimat discourse may 

be envisaged as a site of complex structures from which she launched her resistance 

against Soviet power. Her vision of Heimat should not be interpreted as a fossil. Rather, 

it must be read as an authentic document of the Prague Spring 1968 and of Czech history, 

projecting the events between the Munich Agreement and the period following the Velvet 

Revolution through the lens of an exiled Prague Spring feminist revolutionary. 
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Chapter 2: A Savage Feast; A Feminist Deconstruction of Western Epistemologies in 

"Tetom und Tuba" 

This chapter analyzes Monikova's play "Tetom und Tuba" (Tetom and Tuba, 

1987)' that the author defines as "A folk discourse written according to Nestroy and other 

Viennese" ("Ein Volksdiskurs nach Nestroy und anderen Wienem") ("Tetom" 7). The 

Literaturhaus Berlin commissioned the comedy as part of a larger literary and theater 

project entitled Anthrooophagen im Abendwind' (Anthropophagi in Abendwind, 1988). 

All of the dramatists who participated in this project paraphrase Nestroy's story entitled 

"Hauptling Abendwind oder das greuliche Festmahl" (Chief Abendwind^ or the Horrible 

Feast, 1862) because Anthropophagen came into being on the occasion of the 125''' 

anniversary of the first performance of this play. As the title of her fifteen page 

masterpiece reveals, Monikova blends Nestroy's parody with Sigmund Freud's 

revolutionary work Totem and Taboo (1913). She creates a literary collage into which 

she additionally weaves strategically selected quotes by Sigmund Freud, Jacques Lacan, 

' All translations are mine, unless otherwise indicated. 
" Besides Monikova's "Tetom und Tuba," this collection of plays includes Oskar Pastior's 
"Mordnilapsuspalindrom" (Murdemilapsuspalindrome), Sigmund Eisendle's "Abendwicn oder die 
schdnste Landschaft ist das Him" (Evening in Vienna or the Most Beautiful Landscape is the Brain) and 
Elfriede Jelinek's "Prasident Abendwind" (President Abendwind.) Monikova, Jelinek, Eiscndle and 
Pastior wrote their works for Literaturhaus Berlin where each play was also performed July 11, 1987. As 
the afterword of this collection of plays explains, this project was launched with the idea of calling 
attention to the existing chasm between literature and theater performance. By staging Pastior's, 
Eisendle's, Jelinek's, and Monikova's plays, the Literaturhaus Berlin demonstrated that stylistically and 
linguistically innovative works that are often marked as unacceptable for theater production might be well-
suited for performance. 
' The English translation of this name is the "Evening Wind." 
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and Claude Levi-Strauss.'* Thus, Monikova invites her reader not only to seek the origin 

of these sentences, which she does not reveal, but also to confront the sexism inherent in 

psychoanalysis. Unlike Nestroy who does not make as obvious the dependence of 

"Hauptling Abendwind" on Gilles' libretto written for Jacques Offenbach's operetta Vent 

du Soir ou L'horrible festin. Monikova clearly underscores the intertextual quality of 

"Tetom und Tuba." Her melody of texts demonstrates her skills as a literary juggler and 

her knowledge in the area of anthropology, sociology, cultural and literary studies. 

In Nestroy's story, the main character Abendwind the Gentle."'' chief of the 

cannibal tribe of the Big Lulus, expects a political visit from his counterpart Biberhahn 

the Strong who rules over the Papatutu tribe. Abendwind wants to prepare a feast in 

honor of his official guest. However, because he is extremely poor and cannot afford to 

pay for food, he must have a human victim prepared. According to so-called savage law, 

strangers known as "passportless" ("PaBloser," 77) are sacrificed first for culinary 

purposes. Conveniently, Arthur, a stranger, arrives from the "civilized" world to the 

tropical island. He falls in love with Abendwind's beautiful daughter Atala.^ Arthur is 

attracted to Atala's origin, which he defines in anthropological terms as a combination of 

the Caribbean and Otahitian races. He admires the well-educated "savage" woman who 

does not intend to get married. Yet, shortly thereafter, Atala falls in love with the 

Except for her numerous references to Nestroy's "Hauptling Abendwind" and Freud's Totem and Taboo 
as well as his article entitled "Femininity." Monikova particularly takes advantage of Lacan's theories on 
the Mirror Stage, trotte-bebe state and Aha-Erlebnis that she intertwines with The Savage Mind written by 
Levi-Strauss. She marks her selected quotes with an asterisk and a note that these statements originate in 
the texts written by Lacan. Freud, and Levi-Strauss and therefore should not be shortened ("Tetom" 27). 
" He earned the predicate "Gentle" because he eats his compatriots only in times of famine. 
^ Atala which means "tie her up" in Spanish may suggest a hidden desire of both males. Arthur and 
Abendwind, to subordinate the "savage" woman. 
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Stranger, a sin usually punishable by death. 

Abendwind believes that the island is cursed ("verkibitzt und verhext") because 

there is nothing to eat. If he cannot welcome the esteemed guest with a dinner, the 

alliance between the Big Lulus and the Papatutus will be broken. Thus, he offers an 

excellent stew to Biberhahn supposedly made of Arthur. During the dinner, Biberhahn 

confesses that he is expecting the arrival of his son from [Western] Europe who went 

there to become civilized and educated. Abendwind admits that a stranger who just 

recently landed on the island and is most probably Biberhahn's son was sacrificed for the 

meal. Before both chiefs become embroiled in a war, Arthur appears alive and well since 

he had bribed the cook to spare him. Instead of Arthur, the cook had prepared white bear, 

a delicacy. Arthur and Atala's wedding unites all characters in a happy ending. 

Monikova includes several characters and episodes from Nestroy's story: 

Biberhahn visits the Chief of Big Lulus called Tetom who has a daughter. There is also a 

European stranger named Sigmund staying on the island who might be Biberhahn's son 

and who wants to marry the Chief s daughter. Sigmund who stands in for Nestroy's 

Arthur personifies western psychoanalysis. He observes the so-called less civilized and 

declares, "I am Sigmund, the Civilized. I examine the habits of the less civilized. [...] 

Really cute—these savages!" ("Ich bin Sigmund, der Zivilisierte, ich untersuche die 

Sitten der weniger Zivilisierten. [...] Gar putzig, diese Wilden!" 9). The "savage" 

characters—^Tetom (originally called Abendwind in Nestroy's story) and his daughter 

Tuba (named Atala in Nestroy's story)—^thus serve Sigmund as objects of his 

experiments for a future ethnographic dissertation (23). These savages are to help him 
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attain his future position as assistant professor (19), a dig at contemporary anthropology 

and its misuse of native traditions. 

The characters Tetom, Tuba, and Sigmund obviously refer not only to Nestroy's 

narrative, but also to Freud's Totem and Taboo, his first extensive theoretical work on 

culture. In Totem and Taboo. Freud approaches the topic of human primitivism through 

the lens of his psychoanalytical theory as he looks for "Resemblances between the 

Psychic Lives of Savages and Neurotics" (Freud, trans. A. A. Brill 1).' His investigation 

is based on Darwin's theory that primal humans used to live in patriarchal hordes, which 

Freud consequently links with his seminal theory on the Oedipal conflict.The Viennese 

analyst argues that the paoiarch expels his sons from his clan in order to protect his 

wives, thus turning himself from father figure and role model into the enemy of his sons. 

Driven by anger and sexual desires for the wives of their father who were inaccessible to 

them, the siblings unite and conquer their father by murdering and devouring him.^ Thus, 

they accomplish their revenge as well as identify with him. When they realize the 

monstrosity of their act, they establish a clan of brothers and collectively agree on 

totemism as a system of principles to commemorate the fearful deed, to prevent the 

' All my quotes of Totem and Taboo originate in the 1918 authorized translation by Dr. A. A. Brill. 
* Freud's theory on the Oedipal complex is based in the presupposition that all infants are bisexual and their 
sexuality is determined only after they have resolved their Oedipal conflicts. In his Lectures on 
Psychoanalysis. Freud defines the Oedipal conflict separately for men and women. For females, the 
Oedipal situation begins with the girl's interest in her father who has become her love object ("Femininity" 
105). "In a boy," Freud argues." the Oedipus complex, in which he desires his mother and would like to 
get rid of his father as being a rival, develops naturally from the phase of his phallic sexuality. The threat 
of castration compels him. however, to give up that attitude" ("Femininity" 114). 
^ Freud writes: "One day the expelled brothers joined forces, slew and ate the father, and thus put an end to 
the father horde.[...] This violent primal father had surely been the envied and feared model for each of 
the brothers" (Totem 183). 
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repetition of their patricide and consequently to alleviate their guilt. Totem'"—the 

essential element of totemism— [..,] 

[...] is first of all the tribal ancestor of the clan, as well as its tutelary 

spirit and protector, it sends oracles and, though otherwise dangerous, the 

totem knows and spares its children. The members of a totem are 

therefore under a sacred obligation not to kill (destroy) their totem, to 

abstain from eating its meat or from any other enjoyment of it. Any 

violation of these prohibitions is automatically punished. The character of 

a totem is inherent not only in a single animal or a single being but in all 

the members of the species." (Freud, Totem 5) 

Because the totem takes on the role of the father, a protecting spirit or a helper of 

the clan, all totem-mates are forbidden to kill the totem and they are obliged to abstain 

from eating its meat, thus acknowledging its sacred nature. Since totem is passed on in a 

matrilineal pattern, all male members of the clan are also totem-mates with their 

[stepjmothers and sisters. Thus, they all are treated as blood relatives who are not 

allowed to engage in sexual intercourse (Freud, Totem 4-5), which is an act commonly 

considered as unclean or even demonic. 

Taboo'' is an essential part of totemism. Freud explains that "taboo expresses 

itself [...] in prohibitions and restrictions" (26). As a belief-system, totemism is built on 

Freud tracks down the linguistic origins of the word "totem" in the verbal usage of Native Americans (to 
whom he refers as "Red Skins of Northern America" ("Rothaute Nordamerikas") (Totem, original version 
3). [Brill translates this reference as "North American Indians" (6)]. Furthermore, Freud notes that the 
Englishman J. Long adopted this Native American expression as "totam" in 1791. 
" Taboo is originally a Polynesian word difficult to translate. Freud mentions synonyms, such as Roman 
"sacer" or Hebrew "kodaush" that may help us understand the proper meaning of the word. 
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two fundamental taboos that are closely related to the Oedipal story—the taboo of killing 

and consuming the totem and the incest taboo. Taboo thus unites two oxymoronic 

conditions—the sacred and the unclean (35). Allegorically, the incest taboo references 

the father's wives who also can be seen as the clan's [stepjmothers. Exogamy is directly 

linked to the incest taboo, making marriage as well as sexual relations impossible 

between a man and a woman of the same clan. Violation of these rules is severely 

punished by the entire clan. 

"Tetom und Tuba" emerges out of "Hauptling Abendwind" and Totem and 

Taboo, two very different works that Monikova carefully selected for her challenging 

project. Nestroy's and Freud's works thus can be seen as the keystone of Monikova's 

narrative, which leads me to read "Tetom und Tuba" exclusively through the lens of the 

Viennese authors, Nestroy and Freud. Nestroy's story clearly reflects on its origin as a 

19"* century satirical operetta traditionally seen as a popular genre, whereas Freud 

conceived Totem and Taboo as a serious, scientific analytical study. Monikova manages 

to couple these extremely different genres through the provoking, biting content and the 

witty literary style that gives birth to a uniquely original and artistically innovative 

narrative. She locates her play on an island in the "counted down Fourth World" ("in der 

abgezahlten Vierten Welt," 8) and thus parodies the concept of the "Third World 

savagery" that she identifies as the common thread of both Viennese writers. The actual 

geographic setting of her story not only sends a politically charged message, but also 

suggests Sigmund's identity. 

The opening scene introduces Tetom sculpting a female figure, whose breasts, 
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hips, and buttocks remind us of the Venus of Willendorf*" (9). Tetom's figurine, which 

reoccurs later in the story in the role of his late wife, imaginatively relocates the play in 

the Austrian village of Willendorf where this Paleolithic limestone statuette was found. 

Monikova could have mentioned a comparable fertility goddess named Venus of Dolni 

Vestonice'' found in Moravia, which would have set the play in her country of origin. 

Yet, this was clearly not her intention, since she deliberately avoids this obvious 

geographic link. The statuette that reminds us of the Venus of Willendorf rather locates 

"Tetom und Tuba" in the "counted down Fourth World" that reminds us of Austria, 

which strongly reinforces Nestroy's critique of Austrian society. 

Monikova does not let her reader rest on this conclusion that simultaneously 

reverses the colonial dichotomy of the powerful Occident and the underdeveloped Orient. 

Tetom's complaint about colonialism that closes the play diverges from the geographic 

location in the Austrian territory, "The first ones came with the Bible, which was 

annoying. The others brought The Capital, naturally only the book. [...] That they are 

still not sick of it" ("Die ersten kamen mit der Bibel, das war schon lastig. Die anderen 

brachten das Kapital, natiirlich nur das Such. [...] DaB sie es nicht endlich satt haben.," 

25). 

Tetom's reference to The Capital opens the door to a new reality in which 

The archaeologist Josef Szombathy found this 4 inches tall statuette near the town of Willendorf. 
Austria in 1908. When first discovered, the figurette was thought to date 15,000 to 10.000 BCE. Today its 
age is estimated between 26,000 and 24,000 years. Due to its old age and exaggerated forms, the Venus of 
Willendorf is viewed as the icon of prehistoric art. Venus of Willendorf is exhibited in the 
Naturhistorisches Museum. Vienna. 

Venus of Dolni Vestonice is a 4 '/: inches tall figure of voluptuous woman made of clay and bone ash. It 
is estimated that Venus of Dolni Vestonice was made 34.000-26,500 BCE. Currently, it is exhibited at the 
Moravske Museum in Brno, the Czech Republic. 
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Monikova redefines her "counted down Fourth World" as a territory that previously had 

suffered a Soviet-type occupation. Her character Octopus Grigory only reaffirms this 

new scenario. The reader first meets Octopus Grigory when Sigmund reports his 

scientific observations: "I must inform the leader of the expedition immediately! At last 

something different than his eternally slobbering dogs! And his trained Octopus Grigory 

is also not what he used to be [..("Ich muss sofort dem Leiter der Expedition 

Bescheid sagen! Endlich mal was anderes als seine ewig sabbemden Hunde! Und sein 

konditionierter Krake Grigorij ist auch nicht mehr, was er einmal war [...]," 12). Later 

on, the central character Sigmund seeks refuge with the Octopus (16). This strange link 

between Sigmund and the Octopus plays a significant role in Monikova's text. Grigory is 

a typical Russian name, which gains significance in connection with the word "octopus." 

Its ironic reference does not stop with the animal of the genus Dihranchiate cephalopoda, 

but rather takes it further to mean the network of the Soviet style secret police, which in 

German slang is called the Octopus (Krake). Monikova thus playfully weds the idea of 

secret and subconscious that smoothly introduces the theme of Freudian psychoanalysis. 

On a different level, she pays tribute to two significant Jewish thinkers, Freud and Marx. 

In a letter to Alena Wagnerova Monikova writes, "Amo Schmidt notices that today's 

world is divided by the thought of two Jews, Marx and Freud, into two halves" ("Amo 

Schmidt bemerkt, daB die heutige Welt in zwei Halften geteilt ist durch das Denken von 

zwei Juden, Marx und Freud") (Wagnerova, "Die Teilung" 131). 

Monikova was well aware of the fact that Freudian psychoanalysis collides with 

the ideology of communist countries. Psychoanalysis was strictly prohibited in all Soviet 
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satellite-states. Yet, she casts her character Sigmund, who signifies western 

psychoanalysis, as a Soviet secret agent. The symbols Octopus Grigory and The Capital 

thus produce an intriguing oxymoronic situation that alludes to Sigmund's hidden 

identity. Sigmund may be a psychoanalyst who sneaks into the island of the Big Lulus— 

a former Soviet satellite—and functions there in disguise. Thus, he smuggles western 

knowledge into the "underdeveloped" world. Simultaneously, Monikova's text allows 

for an entirely different reading. The location of the parody in a territory that reminds us 

of Austria coupled with the fact that Sigmund seeks refuge with the Octopus reveals 

Sigmund's identity as a Soviet spy who works disguised as a Freudian analyst. This 

interpretation thus highlights the imperialist savagery of communist countries.''' The 

multi-layered meaning of "Tetom und Tuba" demonstrates Monikova's political 

watchfulness and highlights the challenging, smart, puzzling, and slippery quality of 

"Tetom und Tuba." 

Monikova's text presents three different readings of the term "East." On the one 

hand, Sigmund's identity as a Soviet spy projects the "East" through Soviet rule and the 

regime it represents. On the other hand, the narrative ridicules a hegemonic division of 

the world and condemns the superior western gaze directed toward the "savage Orient," 

thus deconstructing not only the polarity between the Orient and the Occident, but also 

the implication that the former is non-civilized as opposed to the latter. Monikova thus 

conceives a perspective originally introduced in Edward Said's 1978 seminal work 

Orientalism in which the Palestinian theorist highlights the civilized properties of the 

For more information on Soviet imperialist techniques see Chapter One of this dissertation. 
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Orient. Simultaneously, the play cleverly merges orientalist discourse with Freudian 

theories and feminist ideas when Monikova scrutinizes the concept of "Third World 

savagery" through her feminist lens, preparing the necessary requisites for her feminist 

feast. 

Monikova especially recognizes the significance and inspirational value of the 

"savage feast" episode present in Nestroy's "Haupding Abendwind" as well as in Freud's 

Totem and Taboo. She borrows this image, rewrites it and turns it into the cornerstone of 

her feminist project. According to Freud, the savage feast is an annual celebration that 

commemorates the fearful deed of patricide during which the clan is allowed to kill and 

consume the totem animal. This event thus constitutes the only exception to the totemic 

taboos that strictly prohibit the consumption of the totem animal. Freud finds a direct 

link between the "savage feast" and the bestial deed of father-murder. He claims, "The 

totem feast, which is perhaps mankind's first celebration, would be the repetition and 

commemoration of this memorable, criminal act, with which so many things began, 

social organization, moral restrictions and religion" (183). Freud thus clearly states that 

the concept of the "savage feast"'^ carries far-reaching implications that allow a figural 

reading of the Oedipal scene which simultaneously harbors the origin of neurosis. Freud 

directly derives the feeling of guilt imbedded in our subconscious from the deed of 

patricide enacted in the "savage feast." By reminding us of the roots of neurosis, he 

connects the "civilized cultures" with that of "savages." In a way, Freud studied the 

When Totem and Taboo was published, the Viennese analysts prepared a "totem feast" for Freud at the 
Konstantinhugcl in Prater on June 29. 1913. Ernest Jones and Sandor Ferenczi were among the guests 
<http://ww'u'.uchtsnringc.de/frd 1913.htm>. 
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savages "there" in order to identify the savages "here," as Mario Erdheim, 

ethnopsychoanalyst at the University of Frankfurt, claims.'^ On a different level, the 

ritual ceremony that reflects on taboos, seen as humanity's earliest unwritten code of law, 

creates the foundation of social organization and future institutions. 

TTie title of Nestroy's parody "Hauptling Abendwind oder das greuliche 

Festmahl" also reveals the significance of the festive meal, even though Nestroy's 

approach to the scene of the "savage feast" differs from Freud's scientific perspective. 

Nestroy criticizes Viennese society by parodying the myth of the wild, cruel, uneducated, 

ignorant and corruptible savage, whose image he projects onto the Austrian 

bourgeoisie."' He orchestrates a "savage conference," the goal of which is "to sit while 

eating and thinking of nothing" ("beim Essen [sitzen] und denken an gar nix mehr," 76). 

His satire is built on a particular word choice that sharply undercuts the comfortable 

""Erdheim writes: "History is not about the savages there, but rather about the savages here" ("Nicht von 
den Wiiden dort, sondem von den Wiiden hier [...] handelt die Geschichte") <http:/'www.humanist.dc/ 
kultur/1iteratur'rciigion/freud3.html>. 

in her Dramolett entitled "Prasident Abendwind" (President Abendwind. 1988) published in the 
Anthrononhagen. the Austrian writer Elfriede Jelinek draws a parallel not only with the content of 

Nestroy's "Hauptling Abendwind" but also with Nestroy's critical concept of the Austrian society. 
Jelinek heavily criticizes Austrian "High Culture" that attempts to revive the "Great History of Austrian 
Monarchy" and mercilessly deconstructs the Austrian political scene. Jelinek's Abendwind is the biggest 
exporter of meat, owns many blood banks in the country and "[he loves] his people so much that he can eat 
them" ("[er hat] sein Volk doch zum Fressen gem." 25). which makes him cruel. Therefore, his 
compatriots the "Big Yahoos" ("GroBjuhuer," 25) do not want him to be the president. The negative 
attitude of Abendwind's compatriots towards their future president reflects on his daughter's suggestion 
that they devour foreigners first and then, after election, the natives (25). On a different occasion. Ottilie. 
who stands in for Atala. seems to contradict herself as she realizes the complexity of the domestic situation: 
"Papa, perhaps your people are mad at you becausc you exported so many diligent people in cans" ("Papa, 
vielleicht zumt dir dein Volk, daB du so viele gute fleiBige Menschen in Dosen exportiert hast," 25). 
Unfortunately. Abendwind does not recall this atrocity. His "1 forgot it entirely" ("Das hab ich schier 
vergessen," 25) illustrates the truly complex domestic political situation of Kurt Waldheim's Austria. 
During his presidential period, the former Au.strian president and UN Secretary General Waldheim was 
accused of Nazi collaboration in WWII, which he and many Austrians vehemently denied. This "forgotten 
history" thus adds an entirely new "Holocaust flavor" to Abendwind's "canned foreigners." 
Simultaneously, Abendwind's inability to recall things reveals Jelinek's parallel between Abendwind and 
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habits of the Viennese society and unites culinary art with the art of speaking. Ho-Gu is 

the chef whose full name Hautgout "speaks for his artistry" ([schon der Name] spricht fur 

seine Kunstlerschaft") (Nestroy 89). Indirectly, Ho-Gu unveils a special position of the 

mouth that is an instrument of eating and speaking, which uniquely underscores the 

significance of Abendwind's "savage feast." 

Monikova organizes a feast that differs strikingly from the "savage festivals" that 

Nestroy and Freud describe. Two years after Anthropophaaen im Abendwind was 

published, Monikova's "Tetom und Tuba" appeared in her own collection of works 

entitled Unter Menschenfressem: Ein Dramatisches Menu in vier Gangen (Among 

Cannibals: A Dramatic Menu in Four Courses). This cleverly charming title brings 

together the topic of the festive meal, sacrifice, and cannibalism. My reading of "Tetom 

und 1 uba" presents an elaborate menu that features Monikova's feminist deconstruction 

of Freud's psychoanalytical theories. Monikova takes the role of a gourmet chef who 

concocts an attractive satirical feast using such ingredients as biting humor, a sharp 

intellect, crisp political vigilance, healthy audacity, witty charm, and a challenging style. 

Each meal includes a large dose of feminist awareness which is Monikova's most 

important spice. 

Mom'kova's menu reflects on the principal aspects of the comedy that features 

western science as a masculine domain that leaves no space for female subjects. 

Monikova returns to Freud to show how science is rooted in patriarchal practices that 

stigmatize women as "weaker" and therefore dismiss their research. She carefully selects 

Waldheitn. 
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Freud not only because he explores and scientifically analyzes the world of "savages" 

and primal humans and thus uniquely supports Nestroy's narrative, but mainly because 

he represents the canon of western sciences.'^ In this sense, her feminist conmientary of 

Freud's sexist concepts exposes the very heart of occidental thinking. More importantly, 

Monikova develops a sharp strategy that undresses his psychoanalytical theories and 

reveals them in their sexist nudity. Rather than referring to a feminist literature that is 

often theoretically overburdened, she copies Freud's phrases verbatim. Using the 

language of psychoanalysis against itself, Monikova critically uncovers the notion of 

masculine superiority that is comfortably defined in western epistemologies. 

Furthermore, she duels with Freud using his own weapons and has his theories 

allegorically devour themselves. The writer shifts the literal notion of anthropophagism 

to the level of theoretical cannibalism in which western discourses consume themselves 

through the mode of their theory. In Monikova's text, feminist discourse gains 

significance as a "feminist dish-course." 

This reading underscores the porous boundary that separates scientific and 

fictional texts. This metaphoric "crossing boundaries" reflects on the quality of "Tetom 

und Tuba" that explores all metaphors of cannibalism and the "savage feast" and unites 

several seemingly unrelated texts in a rich multi-layered intertextual collage. 

Additionally, Mom'kova does not hesitate to weave into her text a sharp sense of humor. 

The grotesque nature of "Tetom und Tuba" is more than a mere identification with the 

genre of parody. It is also a resolute political decision to deconstruct the established 

'* Monikova includes Lacan and Levi-Strauss in her text for the same reason. 
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norms that define comedy, grotesque, parody, operetta, or musical as "light or even low 

genres" because of their perceived naive simplicity. Monikova's humor smoothly 

complements the complexity of her theoretical deconstruction of Western epistemologies. 

At the same time, the intelligent comical nature of the play unveils the author's 

understanding of feminism. Monikova creates Tuba as a sharp, politically alert, action-

focused character who personifies a differentiated notion of female subjectivity. She 

fights against female subordination with her natural intelligence and contagious sense of 

humor avoiding any particular feminist theory. She is thus able to strip feminism of its 

ideological and dogmatic idealism. Monikova's feminist feast lends a unique new insight 

into Western psychoanalysis and Nestroy's "Hauptling Abendwind" as well as into 

feminist discourse. 

Freud opens his seminal work Totem and Taboo with an observation that the 

"poor nude cannibals" of Australia, contrary to popular belief, restrict their sexual 

activity in order to prevent incestuous relations (4). Freud thus explicitly emphasizes the 

significance of the incest taboo within the system of totemism. Simultaneously, the 

opening chapter of his book illuminates Freud's preoccupation with savage sexuality, 

which as a research topic also intrigues Sigmund's scientific heart. Monikova's character 

Sigmund enters the scene as a Freudian psychoanalyst/secret agent who investigates the 

sexual habits of "savages." In a way, he pretends to guide the reader through the sexual 

world of savages. Unfortunately, Tuba, his research object, does not cooperate with the 

observer's gaze, but rather uses Freud's theory against Sigmund. Tuba gradually 

dismantles all of Sigmund's experiments that rely on Freud's theories, such as 
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autoeroticism, narcissism, holy dread, the castration complex, Oedipal frustrations, the 

delire de toucher, and phonemic sounds, and turns the scientist Sigmund, who undergoes 

multiple transformations, into the specimen of his own research. This theoretical 

deconstruction shows Freud's theory as entirely detached from reality. Furthermore, 

Tuba castrates the scientist and the theory he represents. She terminates her struggle in a 

"savage" execution of Sigmund that conceptualizes her feminist revenge. 

Monikova bites into Freud's work at the moment when the Viennese analyst 

explains totemic structures by giving an example that simultaneously justifies his incest 

taboo theory: when a man who belongs to the totem of kangaroo marries a woman who is 

emu, all the children bom in this marriage are emu (Totem 8). Monikova promptly 

adapts her story to Freud's example—Biberhahn belongs to the totem of kangaroos, 

whereas his late wife was of the emu totem. In so far as Sigmund is Biberhahn's lost son, 

the scientist also should belong to the totem of emu. To complete the totemic structure of 

the characters, Monikova specifies that Tuba is an opossum and her father a wombat. 

This totemic distribution satisfies Sigmund who in his disguise as the Viennese 

psychoanalyst repeats Freud's theory. Sigmund states, "Members of the same clan are 

not allowed to carry out incestuous relations among each other. And it is not incest 

between different clans, right?" ("Mitglieder des gleichen Clans durfen untereinander 

keine inzestuosen Beziehungen eingehen. Und zwischen verschiedenen Clans ist es kein 

Inzest, hah!") ("Tetom" 20). This comment that reveals Sigmund's sexual interest in the 

savage woman refers to Freud's study of totemic distribution. Freud explains that the 

totem passed through the maternal line forbids sexual intercourse between a son and his 
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mother. The paternal inheritance that Freud sees as the later stage of totemic distribution 

forbids incestuous relations between the father and his daughters, but permits the sons to 

have sexual intercourse with the mother (9). In any case, Freud is aware of the fact that 

the incest taboo contains a flaw that lets one of the female clan members suffer 

incestuous relations. Rather than addressing the position of women in the clan. Freud 

views this discrepancy as a proof that unites totemism with the event of patricide. He 

claims, "These consequences of the totem prohibitions seem to indicate that the maternal 

inheritance is older than paternal one, for there are grounds for assuming that the totem 

prohibitions are directed first of all against the incestuous desires of the son" (9). This 

hypothesis also confirms Freud's argument that he found in Frazer's Totemism and 

Exogamy. "The totem bond [to be] stronger than the bond of blood or family in the 

modem sense" (Totem 6). 

Tuba's response negates Sigmund's assertion and thus rejects him as a sexual 

partner. She says, "[Totemism] does not play any role amongst us. You have no idea! 

[Totemic] terminology has helped us solve intrafamilial problems" ("[Totemismus] spielt 

bei uns keine Rolle. [...] Hast keine Ahnung! [.. .] Durch diese Benennungen haben wir 

unsere innenfamiliaren Probleme gelost") ("Tetom" 20). Furthermore, Tuba disproves 

Sigmund's experiments and shows that Freud's totem theory has no basis in reality. She 

indirectly points to the fact that Freud's 149-page work'^ on aborigines in Australia is not 

rooted in his own anthropological field study, but rather relies on secondary literature.*" 

" Brill's translation contains 207 pages. 
"" In his Preface, Freud states that Totem and Taboo contrasts the works of psychoanalysts Jung and 
Wundt. 
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Monikova thus elegantly deconstructs Freud's theory and slowly proceeds to challenge 

Sigmund's interpretation of Tetom's lament over his late wife. 

Sigmund overhears Tetom's conversation with Biberhahn, in which the chief of 

the Big Lulus cries over the statuette of his late wife, saying, "She was a provider for the 

entire tribe, the fertile soil for our joys, she nurtured our hopes, kept us warm when it was 

cold" ("Sie war die Emahrerin des ganzen Stammes, der Nahrboden unserer Freuden, sie 

nahrte unsere Hoffhungen, warmte uns, wenn es kalt war!" 10). In this scene, the 

scientist/secret agent also detects elements of savage sexuality since he understands 

Tetom's words as proof of the polyandrous practices of the Big Lulus. Sigmund, 

however, fails to notice that Biberhahn had confessed to having devoured Tetom's wife. 

Biberhahn's admiration for her "nice plumpness" ("schone Fettigkeit," 10) accompanied 

by his touching his stomach does not express sexual desire, but a cannibalistic appetite. 

Surprisingly, Tetom also seems to have consumed his guest's wife. This "savage" 

treatment of women refers to a similar scene in Nestroy's satire, in which Abendwind and 

Biberhahn confess that now and then they devour each other's wives (Nestroy 94). The 

devouring scenes nicely juxtapose the savage domination of women in patriarchal 

western cultures. Furthermore, the meeting between Tetom and Biberhahn throws light 

on Sigmund's investigative techniques. Rather than Tetom and Biberhahn being the 

focus of attention in this comical scene, it is Sigmund who is the true protagonist. 

Monikova particularly illuminates his strongly imaginative obsession with savage 

sexuality, which affects his experiments and leads him to incorrect scientific conclusions. 

The scientist/secret agent gradually becomes a slave to his fantasies and a victim of 
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Freud's theory. Sigmund's encounter with both chiefs is thus a significant moment in the 

narrative. 

So far, Sigmund has arrived at a completely mistaken conclusion on two different 

occasions—when he used Freud's totem theory and when he interpreted Tetom's 

lamentation. The mirror experiment that Sigmund applies for probing savage sexuality 

also results in a scientific misinterpretation. He studies Biberhahn's reaction when the 

chief of the Papatutus touches his hips and belly in front of a mirror and watches his own 

reflection in astonishment: 

Whoa! What is this? Where is this mean guy from? Now there are 

already two of you? You are all in it together! Look at that face! What 

are you grinning at, fi-og-face? You are not going to get cheeky with me! 

Do you think you are going to intimidate me with your blunt cane? Just 

try it! I can take on five of your kind! 

Huch, was ist das? Woher kommt dieser fiese Kerl, jetzt seid ihr also 

schon zu zweit? Ihr steckt alle unter einer Decke! Allein die Visage! 

Was grinst du so, fCrote? Zu mir wirst du nicht frech sein! Mit deinem 

stumpfen Stock willst du mich einschuchtem? Nur zu! Von deiner Sone 

nehme ich es mit funfen aufl (II) 

Biberhahn's fhistrations become more evident when Tetom enters the scene and makes 

Biberhahn realize the cormection between his reflection in the mirror and himself Tetom 

taps Biberhahn's testicles, which makes Biberhahn even more furious. Simultaneously, 

Biberhahn observes with fascination the changes in the mirror, especially when he 
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perceives Tetom's image there as well (11). 

Gerald Stieg, who presented an informative study on the Anthropophagen 

collection at the 26"' International Nestroy conference held in Schwechat in June 2000, 

notes the significance of the sexuality in this scene. Even though Stieg offers a refreshing 

insight into Monikova's work, he does not mention the fact that the author conceptualized 

her narrative as a feminist deconstruction of Freud's psychoanalysis. Stieg, who views 

the mirror as the object of civilization and the center of Monikova's narrative, argues that 

Monikova conceptualizes the "primitive phenomena" of eroticism and sexuality as a 

mere list of technical expressions. Furthermore, he reads the mirror concept that occurs 

in Monikova's play as "the metamorphosis of a hair-style-motif in Nestroy's original" 

("Verwandlung des Friseurmotif aus dem Nestroyschen Original") (Stieg 3). According 

to Stieg, the "hair-style-motif relates to Arthur who in Nestroy's text is a hair-stylist 

obsessed with Tuba's hair, which carries a strong sexual connotation. Although Stieg 

correctly assumes that Biberhahn's reaction in "Tetom und Tuba" reflects Lacan's 

seminal theory on the mirror-stage, he does not offer a satisfactory interpretation of 

Sigmund's analysis of this scene that relies on Freud's resolution of autoeroticism and 

narcissism. The scientist/secret agent Sigmund identifies in Biberhahn's reaction the 

aspects of "autoeroticism, narcissism, the initial fhistrations. [...] Desire for fear? 

Aggression jam [...]" ("Autoerotik. Narzissmus, die ersten Frustrationen. [...] 

Angstappetenz? Aggressionsstau 12). 

In Totem and Taboo. Freud defines autoeroticism as the first phase of the sexual 

drive directed toward one's self, in which the choice of the sexual object does not play 
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any role. The next stage, termed narcissism, also constitutes a self-directed sexual desire; 

however, in this case the object of sexual longing is defined as I. The narcissist is aware 

of the fact that he is the subject and the object of his desire and behaves as if he were in 

love with himself. Obviously, Sigmund's observation seems irrelevant to Freud's theory, 

since Biberhahn's reaction to his mirror image does not incorporate the autoerotic or 

narcissistic aspects. Biberhahn does not demonstrate any desire for the object of the 

other's desire. His aggression does not originate in complex processes that link him with 

the entities of his world, but he is plainly angry with Tetom. who has invaded his privacy. 

Sigmund fails to recognize that the interaction between Biberhahn and Tetom 

underscores the concept of masculine ego and neglects to explain why Tetom is tapping 

on Biberhahn's testicles. The presence of the masculine sex glands linked with 

Biberhahn's incapability to recognize his image in the mirror suggests the superiority of 

male sexuality over male intellect, which reverses a similar concept defined in Freud's 

psychoanalysis according to which women's intellect is inferior to their sexual instincts. 

This is a significant piece of information that questions the validity of Freud's theories 

that focus heavily on male sexuality and explains why Sigmund approaches the "savages" 

through his sexual instincts rather than his scientific intellect. 

Surprisingly, Sigmund's experiments seem to lead to constructive results once he 

decides to test Tuba's reaction to her mirror-reflection. Unlike Biberhahn who is 

incapable of recognizing his own image in the mirror, the savage woman watches herself 

"as if she were in love: she smiles at herself, kisses herself, turns around, wiggles her 

buttocks and hips, thinks she's great" ("mit Verliebtheit: sie lachelt sich an, kuBt sich. 
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dreht sich, wackelt mit dem Hintem und mit den Huften, findet sich toll") ("Tetom" 14). 

Tuba satisfies Sigmund's scientific and sexual expectations when she truly acts like a 

narcissist and an object of the scientist's research. Sigmund thus confirms his scientific 

identity, which grants him superiority over the woman whom he calls "delightfully 

primitive!" ("Entzuckend primitiv!," 15). 

Tuba's response to Sigmund's misogynist perception of her represents a crucial 

point in Monikova's play. The narcissistic nature of her performance in front of the 

mirror introduces an awareness of female sexuality that had hitherto been portrayed 

solely as a projection of male fantasies. Sigmund's expectation of Tuba as the silent and 

primitive "other" whom he can "tie up" reflects on the limitations of his theories. She 

speaks back in coherent statements that express her awareness of reality. Tuba avers, 

"Primitive? Who is powerless? Who is dependent on care? Look at yourself: you're 

dripping from all pores and want to lock someone up like a fool?" ("Primitiv? Wer ist 

ohnmachtig? Wer ist abhangig von der Pflege? Sieh dich doch an, triefst aus alien Poren 

und wirst jemanden in ein [...] Trottelding einsperren wollen!," 15). 

Tuba ironically and adamantly secures her position as a speaking subject. She 

challenges Sigmund's self-esteem and exposes the flaws in western theories. Her vibrant 

response thus outdoes Sigmund's expectations and reveals her independence, critical 

thinking, wit, and gender awareness. When the "savage" woman identifies Sigmund's 

burning sexual desire and realizes his interest in her, she suddenly changes her behavior 

and decides to seduce and take advantage of him. However, when Tuba at last 

commands in a deep voice "Come on!" ("Mach schon!," 15), Sigmund fails to 
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demonstrate his "masculinity." Instead, he cleans his glasses, takes out his notebook, and 

writes down his scientific observations. Tuba's and Sigmund's first physical encounter 

thus takes a disastrous end. The impotence of the psychoanalyst obsessed with sex shows 

that the theories he uses are primarily rooted in male anxieties and perhaps his own 

anxieties. Tetom's daughter further emasculates him with her remark, "Don't strain 

yourself, my dove! You don't know anything about women!" ("Ubemimm dich nicht, 

Taubchen, von Frauen hast du keine Ahnung!," 16). His grammatically incorrect 

reaction "envy, nuttin' like envy" ("Neid, nischt wie Neid," 16) refers to the 

[grammatically and sexually malformed] Freudian construct of penis envy, which 

Monikova introduces as a disguise of masculine impotence. Freud ascribes all "feminine 

characteristics," such as slights, disappointments in love, jealousy, and seduction 

followed by prohibition, to the phenomenon he names "castration complex:" 

The sight of the genitals of the other sex also starts the castration complex 

of girls. They at once notice the difference and, it must be admitted, its 

significance too. They feel seriously wronged, often declare that they 

want to 'have something like it too' and fall a victim to envy for the penis. 

(Freud, "Femininity," trans. J. Strachey 110) 

Tuba's sexual awareness reveals the castration complex as sexist and offers a 

feminist response to Freud's question "What does woman want?" to which she replies 

through her action. Exposing Sigmund's impotence, she projects the condition of lack 

back onto him, which entirely reverses Freud's psychoanalytical theory on sexuality. 

Additionally, the assumption that Sigmund is Biberhahn's lost son means that he has to 
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marry Tuba since Biberhahn and Tetom had agreed on the marriage of their children 

years ago. However, Tuba verbally castrates Sigmund, and as a woman of extraordinary 

power, she also breaks the contract between the two chiefs. 

Sigmund realizes that Tuba's rejection of him may harm his research and that it is 

in his interest to improve his rapport with the "savages." He admits to himself that he did 

not act correctly when Tuba expressed her emotions: "1 got it all wrong. I have to 

become more diplomatic" ("Ich habe das falsch angepackt. Ich muB diplomatischer 

werden," 18). He attempts again to initiate contact with the "savage" woman, trying to 

approach her differently this time pretending to treat her as an equal (19). Sigmund 

wants to erase the previous experience by introducing himself anew as "1 Sigmund. We 

us know. Me you call Sigi, I stranger." ("Ich Sigmund, wir uns kennen, du mich Sigi 

nennen, ich Fremdling," 19). Tuba does not understand his baby talk and responds, "Hi, 

yes, we have already seen each other. My name is Tuba" ("Guten Tag, ja wir haben uns 

schon gesehen. Ich heisse Tuba," 19). 

Monikova's invention of Sigmund's "pidgin language" resonates with Freud's 

theories on "Femininity" as well as Totem and Taboo. Her theoretical mixture relies on 

the keyword "Sigi" that links the character Sigmund to the psychoanalyst Freud. The 

parallel between "Sigi" and Freud parodies both personalities that represent masculine 

science. Seen from this perspective, Freud's argument that a mother talking to her child 

in an incoherent way reproduces a certain situation from her childhood may sound rather 

comical. However, in this particular setting, it offers a chance for Sigmund to 

communicate with Tuba through his infancy, hoping that this strategy would appeal again 
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her emotions. This theory may suggest that Sigmund tries to impose his baby talk on 

Tuba in order to put her into the subordinate infantile position that would help him gain 

control over her. However, this experiment is also doomed to failure. Since Sigmund is 

the only one who uses incoherent speech, he is the one placed in the dependent position 

of a baby, while Tuba preserves her knowledge and does not let herself get caught in 

Sigmund's sentimental trap. By questioning his concept of a masculine social order. 

Tuba exploits her female agency and turns Sigmund into the object of his scientific 

research. He is no longer the scientist, the agent observing the "savages," but the 

specimen of his own experiment. Freud's assertion that infantilism is one of the major 

symptoms of neurosis*' (Totem 24) opens a new dimension in the process in which 

Sigmund regresses from science. This reading thus suggests Sigmund's metamorphosis 

into a neurotic. 

Although Sigmund reveals his true vulnerable Freudian identity as Sigi," he 

continues to portray himself as an expert on psychoanalytical linguistics. His goal is to 

investigate the role that language plays in the development of the subject and the maruier 

in which social experience evolves. He carries out his research by trying to tell the 

chiefs daughter what her true name is, "You not Tuba, you Taboo. [...] Your fada not 

Tetom, your fada Totem!" ("Du nix Tuba, du Tabu! [...] Dein Vata nicht Tetom, dein 

Vata Totem!," 19). Sigmund's renaming of Tuba as Taboo, and of her father Tetom as 

Totem, primarily evokes the title of Freud's work, but it also calls attention to the 

Freud writes. "What we can add to the further appreciation of incest dread is the statement that it is a 
subtle infantile trait and is with stnking agreement with the psychic life of neurotics" (24). 
~ Sigi is a nickname that Freud's mother gave her son. 
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importance of phonemes, "His name is Totem, [...] like phoneme! ("Er heisst Totem, [. 

..] wie Phonem!" 20). According to Stieg, the phonemic change shows that Monikova 

leads the language of structuralism ad absurdum and thus plays off a confrontation 

between carmibalist rituals and European discourses (4). Stieg correctly assumes that 

Monikova's linguistic game conceals a link between language, anthropology, and 

psychoanalysis, but he does not examine this interdisciplinary junction. He misses the 

fact that Monikova gears her reader to the text in Totem and Taboo where Freud explains 

that the connection between phonemic sounds and kinship produces a high level of 

sensibility that "savages" as well as neurotics express when hearing their name. He 

observes that "the savage looks upon his name as an essential part and an important 

possession of his personality, and that he ascribes the full significance of things to words. 

[...] [T]the compulsion neurotics behave just like savages in regard to names. They 

show the full "complex sensitiveness" toward the utterance and hearing of special words 

(as do also other neurotics) and derive a good many, often serious, inhibitions from their 

treatment of their own name" (Totem 76). Therefore, Sigmund makes an effort to 

convince Tuba of her real name Taboo, which, as he expects, should produce her 

emotional anxiety. 

Freud introduces taboo as a terminus tecnicus that contains contradictory 

interpretations. On the one hand, it implies the meaning of being sacred or consecrated; 

on the other hand, it may be interpreted as uncanny, dangerous, forbidden, or unclean. 

Freud's translation "holy dread""^ (Totem 27) solves the oxymoronic nature of this term. 

In the original version. Freud uses the German term heilige Scheu (Totem 17). 
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Freud explains that "the taboo restrictions are different from religious or moral 

prohibitions. They are not traced to a commandment of a god but really they themselves 

impose their own prohibitions" (Totem 27). 

This "holy dread" leads Freud to his hypothesis that juxtaposes "savages" with 

neurotics. He explains this parallel through the concept of "delire de toucher" or the 

"touching phobia"""* (Totem 27) that originates in neurotics: 

As in the case of taboo the nucleus of the neurotic prohibition is the act of 

touching, whence we derive the name "touching phobia" or delire de 

toucher. The prohibition extends not only to direct contact with the body 

but also to the figurative use of the phrase as "to come to contact" or "be 

in touch with some one or some thing." Anything that leads the thoughts 

to what is prohibited and thus calls forth mental contact is just as much 

prohibited as immediate bodily contact: this same extension is also found 

in taboo. (Totem 38) 

Freud aims his research of touching phobia at the subject of the incest taboo and 

exogamy. The role of exogamy is to prevent incest, but at the same time Freud suggests 

that it is the driving force of incestuous intentions. He claims that a prohibition of 

certain sexual drives does not eliminate the drive, but transfers it into the subconscious. 

He juxtaposes the compulsive prohibition of neurotics with the taboo prohibition"'' since 

both induce a restriction that simultaneously produces sexual desires. On the basis of his 

The "touching phobia" is Brill's translation of Freud's term Beruhrungsangst. 
The "compulsive prohibition" refers to what Freud terms as Zwangsverhot: "taboo prohibition" is 

analogous to the German term Tabuverbot. 
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observations, Freud concludes: 

Though the secret meaning of a taboo prohibition carmot possibly be of so 

special a nature as in the case of a neurosis, we must not be astonished to 

find that touching plays a similar role in taboo prohibition as in the delire 

de toucher. To touch is the beginning of every act of possession, of every 

attempt to make use of a person or a thing. (46) 

Monfkova uses Freud's statement "To touch is the beginning of every act of 

possession, of every attempt to make use of a person or a thing," which simultaneously 

can be translated as "to subordinate a person or a thing" ("Die Beruhrung ist der Beginn 

jeder Bemachtigung jedes Versuches, sich eine Person oder Sache dienstbar zu machen," 

23). Sigmund utters this statement when he tries to make use of a statuette that represents 

Tetom's late wife, which critically reckons with psychoanalytical techniques that 

subordinate women and deconstructs Freud's "science" as the exclusive domain of 

western masculine superiority. Simultaneously, the situation points to Sigmund's 

transformation into a neurotic that becomes especially visible through his sexuality. 

Sigmund's sexual degradation does not eliminate his sexual drive, but rather results in an 

opposite reaction. Sigmund experiences sexual desire, which leads to his sexual 

obsessions and sexual deviation. 

In the last phase of his transformation, Sigmund's behavior surpasses all limits of 

sanity as he seeks refuge in Tetom's figurine whom the lunatic scientist considers to be 

his mother-in-law. His desperate and hilarious call for his mother-in-law "[L]et me be 

with my mother-in-law since I do not have a mother! I [am] a poor orphan!" ("[L]asst 
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mich mit meiner Schwiegermutter, wenn ich schon keine Mutter habe! Ich arme Waise!" 

24), is proof of his disturbed psychological state. Freud's theory on the Oedipal 

frustrations explains Sigmund's neurosis. Freud argues that: 

The relation of the husband to his mother-in-law is complicated through 

similar feelings which, however, spring from other sources. The path of 

object selection has normally led him to his love object through the image 

of his mother and perhaps his sister; in consequence of the incest barriers 

his preference for these two beloved persons of his childhood has been 

deflected and he is then able to find their image in strange objects. He 

now sees the mother-in-law taking the place of his own mother and of his 

sister's mother, and there develops a tendency to return to the primitive 

selection, against which everything in him resists. (Totem 22-23) 

In a Freudian vein Sigmund projects his mother-in-law as a prototype of three women 

who mark his identity. She embodies his mother, his sister, and his (imaginary) wife in 

one image that provokes his deepest emotions and sexual desires. Naturally. Sigmund 

does not have a legitimate mother-in-law because there is no future prospect of marrying 

Tuba and also because Tuba's mother has passed away. Therefore, a voluptuous doll that 

Tetom made to commemorate his late wife becomes the "object of his love"—his 

"Liebesobjekt." The fact that Sigmund falls in love with a figurine rather than a person 

not only projects his need for substitution of touching phobia, but also reflects on 

Monikova's brilliantly playful merging of the doll-scene of Nestroy's parody and the 

totemic doll-sacrifice that Freud explains in Totem and Taboo. 
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Nestroy uses the doll image as an instrument that underscores the maternal 

instincts and the infantile nature of Atala. In the second scene of the play. Atala 

contemplates her doll and explains, "Daddy thinks 1 am also stupid because 1 like to play 

with my doll so much. I imagine that she is my child and I wish daddy would buy 

me another one pretty soon" ("[Der Papa] halt mich auch fur dumm, weil ich so gem mit 

der Puppe spiele. [.. .] [Ijch bilde mir ein, sie ist mein Kind und wunsche mir, daB mir 

der Papa recht bald ein zweites kauft," 77-78). 

An image of a doll appears in Totem and Taboo, particularly in the part in which 

Freud discusses the topic of the totem feast. According to Freud, throughout history the 

nature of the totem feast kept changing ever since the totem animal, at times represented 

through a human sacrifice, lost its sacred character. Thus, sacrificial victimization of 

humans and animals once considered to be the pinnacle of the totem feast gradually 

developed into a doll-sacrifice which eliminates the act of killing and instead focuses on 

offerings to the deity. Simultaneously, this shift calls for a figurative reading of 

sacrificial practices that is innate in the whole ceremony because, as Freud argues. "The 

original animal sacrifice was already a substitute for a human sacrifice, for the solemn 

killing of the father" (195). Thus, the doll image underscores the representing aspect of 

sacrifice, and as such transcendentally bridges totemic cultures with Christianity since 

Freud views the Christian Eucharist as a figurative form of offering. 

Monikova unfortunately does not detect a discrepancy in Freud's suggestion to 

juxtapose the sacrifice and patricide. The actual episode of patricide is unnecessary 

because its role to "morally restrict" the sons is redundant. The sons were prohibited the 
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wives of their father before they killed him. Furthermore, Freud's account of the father-

murder as the moment in which the earliest social organization was established 

contradicts the nature of patricide. The fact that the sons killed their father clearly proves 

that the family unit had existed prior to the patricide. Although Monikova does not 

explore this rich terrain for her text, she filters several useful elements of the doll image 

scenes of Freud and Nestroy. 

Monikova selects the female infantile love for a doll and Atala's maternal 

instincts and reverses them into masculine neurosis represented through Sigmund's desire 

for the statuette and his longing for his mother's-in-law care. She consequently mixes 

both phenomena with Freud's definition of mother-in-law that she quotes verbatim since 

it is an excellent example of how Freud reduces woman to her body. Freud characterizes 

the mother-in-law as a constant danger of incestuous temptation for her son-in-law since 

she "reminds him of her daughter through so many common traits but [she] lacks all the 

charm of youth, such as beauty and that psychic spontaneity which makes his wife 

precious to him" {"[die Schwiegermutter mahnt] ihn durch so viele gemeinsame Zuge an 

die Tochter und doch all die Reize der Jugend, Schonheit und psychischer Frische 

entbehrt, welche ihm seine Frau wertvoll machen") (Totem 21. "Tetom" 24). 

Tetom's figurine and Sigmund's imaginary mother-in-law is comparable to Venus 

of Willendorf that combines primitive and sexually charged female characteristics 

"subjugated by the male-dominated civilizing process" 

(http://witcombe.sbc.edu/willendorf/willendorfdiscoverv.html 1, 2). The sick scientist 

Sigmund does not object to releasing his sexual obsessions on the statuette that represents 
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"an embodiment of overflowing fertility, of mindless fecundity, of eternal sex, the 

woman from which all women descend. [...]" (Witcombe, 

http://witcombe.sbc.edu/willendorf/willendorfdiscoverv.html 1, 2). Mom'kova writes: 

"[H]e slobbers on the fat hips and on the bottom of the imaginary woman. [...] He bites 

his future mother-in-law on her bottom" ("[e]r sabbert an den dicken Huften und an dem 

Hintem der Ahnfrau. [...] Er beisst seiner zukunftigen Schwiegermutter in den Hintem," 

24). 

This grotesquely absurd situation analogous to doll-fetish can also be read on 

another level. Since Tuba's mother is dead, Sigmund might be seen as a necrophiliac, 

which portrays him not only as an object of his own scientific experiments but also as 

their victim. Additionally, the statuette possesses the characteristics of the taboo of 

death, which next to the taboo of rulers and the taboo of enemies constitutes the very 

principle of taboo systems. Any violation of these taboos is castigated in such a way that 

the violator becomes taboo himself (Freud, Totem 29). Sigmund has committed a 

misdemeanor for which he becomes taboo and thus he gains his new identity as a savage. 

When Sigmund is caught in flagranti with the statuette he continuously attempts 

to convince Tetom and Tuba of their "Totem" and "Taboo" identity, thus enabling them 

to acquire a paradigmatic position ("Tetom" 24). Tuba replies to Sigmund's scientific 

insistence pointing to his pants, "Undo your paradigm and get lost!" ("Schnall dir dein 

Paradigma ab und verschwinde!" 24). Tuba thus not only laughs at Sigmund and the 

science that he represents, but she also identifies it as obscene, for which she decides to 

punish and sacrifice Sigmund. While she and her father execute the demoralized 
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psychoanalyst in a cottage, Sigmund cock-a-doodle-doos his last lecture on the 

problematic kinship structures of savages (25). Sigmund's execution takes place 

simultaneously with his final metamorphosis into a cock that is the last link in the chain 

of his multiple identities. His last transformation is conceived in a scene filled with 

phallic imagery, which illuminates Monikova's sharp sense of humor. At the same time, 

this episode projects a hilarious deconstruction of a fi-equently drawn parallel between 

women and hens and disqualifies science as a masculine institution. 

Sigmund's sexuality is the first link in the chain of perverse sexual practices of 

western cultures portrayed in Monikova's play. A pharmacist who brings lubricating gel 

for the sexual abuse of children (18) is another example of western sexual deviation. 

Also, the missionary stationed on the island is predominantly interested in sexual 

practices. His sermon on sin and redemption seems controversial when compared to his 

social and sexual habits (17). The native "savages" naturally lose patience over the 

savage behavior of their western colonizers. "Tetom declares: And constant [sexual] 

insinuations directed at Tuba [were] not very respectful of her position as the chief s 

daughter. I warned him—if we have to tolerate him here, he should also behave 

accordingly; however, he was impenitent" ("Tetom: Und immer nur Anspielungen auf 

Tuba, nicht gerade ehrergiebig, gegenuber einer Hauptlingstochter! Ich habe ihn 

gewamt—wenn wir ihn schon bei uns dulden, muss er sich auch benehmen, aber er war 

verstockt")*^ (17). The recipe for preparing the dry meat of a missionary, which Tetom 

Stieg draws an interesting parallel to an aphorism from Sudelbucher written by Georg Christoph 
Lichtenberg that describes a conversation between the New Zealand natives and a priest. "The priest: 'You 
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shares with Biberhahn, does not create the impression of barbaric cruelty on the part of 

the Big Lulus, but rather conceptualizes an ironic account of the western abuse of 

indulgent bodies, "Still the same rolls of fat, ignorant and flabby" ("Immer noch die 

gleichen Fettwanste, unwissend und wabblig," 18). Tetom offers a grotesquely charged 

anatomic dissection of the missionary's body; he views those "fantastic teeth," which the 

missionary removes every night and puts into the glass, as a symbol of a different 

(degenerate) race (17). The missionary's liver and kidneys point to the unhealthy western 

cuisine and life-style: the former hard from drinking, the latter full of stones (16). They 

are evidence of the kind of abuse that western men direct not only toward the natives, but 

also toward their own bodies. The western body eats itself up through its abusive 

lifestyle, thus drawing a rich parallel to cannibalistic practices. Through her technique of 

the deconstruction of theory, Monikova illustrates the "civilized" world in its utmost 

primitive masculine savagery. 

Seen from this perspective, no wonder the uninvited visitors, including Sigmund, 

end up in a pot—seasoned with thyme, pepper and basil and breaded in ashes. As Tetom 

recommends, the best way to achieve well-done missionaries is by placing hot stones into 

their bellies (16). And the fingernails poked through eyes give the victims a touch of 

delicacy before being served as a festive meal. Tetom's recipe not only imitates the 

savage sacrifice of foreigners that opens Nestroy's story, but it emphasizes the 

are cannibals [...].' The natives: "And you are God-eaters, you parsons!" (Der Pater Mhr seid 
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significance of the "savage feast" motif because, as Biberhahn says, "discourses come 

and go, but the appetite remains" ("Die Diskurse kommen und gehen, der Appetit bleibt," 

25). 

Menschcnfresscr [..Ncuseclandcr "Und ihr seid Gottfresser, ihr Pfaffcn."" 4). 
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Chapter 3: Francine's Liberation in Pavane fur eine verstorbene Infantin 

Pavane fur eine verstorbene Infantin (Pavane for a Dead Princess, 1983)' is a 

novel that contains extraordinary literary qualities in spite of the fact that Momkova 

writes this work at an early stage in her literary career. The protagonist in Pavane, 

Francine Pallas, a Czech Germanist, teaches three courses at the university of Gottingen. 

She offers a seminar entitled "Criticism [Projected] through Wit" ("Kritik durch Witz," 

18) that focuses on the German author Amo Schmidt, a course on Kafka and one on 

women's literature entitled "Conditions of Literary Production" ("Bedingungen der 

literarischen Produktion") based on Virginia Wolfs A Room of One's Own (23). 

Francine's female students are more interested in discussing their personal problems than 

the reading material, which results in a conflict between the students and their instructor. 

These challenges reveal Francine's complex personality that is characterized by an 

inferiority complex and insecurity well-hidden by her intellectual acuity, a profound 

knowledge of literature and culture, a strong almost adacious sense of humor, biting 

irony, hightened sensibility, and an egocentrism that renders difficult her professional 

position as a teacher. 

As an expatriated female intellectual living in a hostile patriarchal world, Francine 

experiences a trauma that leads her to believe that she is handicapped. She quits her job 

and purchases a wheelchair in order to display her physical and internal emotional 

disability. Already in the first pages, the reader learns about Francine's hip pain that is 

accompanied by her Portuguese neighbor's repulsive spasms of coughing (10). The noise 
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that he makes in clearing his throat and consequent spitting flows into the silent pain of 

Francine's hips that have been hurting since an encounter with the caretaker^ in the 

German Department at the University of Gottingen where she was teaching a class on 

Prague Structuralism. In Francine's opinion, the caretaker's aggression had caused a 

fluttering sensation that located itself in her hip (45). She is thus convinced that she is a 

victim of her profession ' and of her hostile environment (127). Francine constantly feels 

harmed in her host-country and claims that the unfriendliness of people in Germany adds 

to her health problems (45). She observes, "During the day I sometimes forget [the pain 

in my hip], but in the darkness [.. -] I sense how the previous day, each individual 

conflict collects at this one spot [...] since my arrival here" ("Tagsuber vergesse ich [den 

Schmerz in meiner Hiifte] manchmal, aber in der Dunkelheit [...] spure ich, wie sich der 

vergangene Tag, jeder einzelne Konflikt in diesem Punkt sammelt [...] seit meiner 

Ankunft," 12). 

While in the wheelchair, she is drawn to texts that discuss disability. 

Furthermore, she highlights the most violent scenes in Akira Kurosawa's samurai film 

The Forty-Seven Ronin (1941), Luis Bufiuers exemplary movie Los olvidados (The 

Forgotten, 1950) and a number of short films presented at the film festival in Oberhausen. 

She also discusses four musical pieces, Leo§ Janacek's composition "Intimate Letters," 

Maurice Ravel's "Pavane pour une infante deflmte" (Pavane for a Dead Princess, 1899), 

Allan Pettersson's "Symphony No. 6" (1963-66), as well as the Beatles song "She's 

' All translations arc mine, unless otherwise indicated. 
" The man stopped her at the door and said, "Miss, your bag, but make it quick" ("Fraulein, Ihre Tasche, 
aber dalli," 45). 
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Leaving Home" (1967). Each composition allows Francine to make "incisions into 

history that [she] passed by" ("Die Einschnitte der Geschichte, an denen [sie] entlang 

kam," 78), thus displaying the theme of grief, mourning, war, or rupture. RavePs 

"Pavane" is the cornerstone of the novel, since it indirectly frees Francine from the 

memories of her troubled past in Czecho-Slovakia and thus helps her assemble her 

Augmented identity. The composition makes Francine imagine herself as Queen Libuse, 

the legendary founder of Prague, who returns to the place of her origin and corrects 

Czech history. In the process of undressing in front of a mirror, the mythical queen cures 

her body and regains Francine's characteristics. On the 3"* of June, which is the death 

anniversary of both Franz Kafka and Amo Schmidt, Francine bums her wheelchair with a 

straw doll and several other objects in it that remind her of the pain of her past. She thus 

frees herself from physical and psychological suffering, performs a dance and is healthy 

again. 

Francine's personal liberation allows her a new perspective on literary texts which 

contain aspects of violence, marginalization or displacement. Francine acts like a 

political activist who saves the oppressed protagonists and offers alternative narratives, 

thereby curing the novels of their malaise. Apart from rehabilitating the Barnabas family 

from their position of outcasts in Kafka's Das SchloB (The Castle, 1926), she also 

rectifies the fate of the main characters in Der Prozefi (The Trial 1925), Dobrv voiak 

Sveik (The Fateful Adventures of the Good Soldier Sveik. 1921), and Pale Fire. Pavane 

thus breaks with the literary model presented in Monikova's debut Eine Schadieung (An 

' Monikova also saw herself as a victim of her profession. In her last interview conductcd by Petr Kyncl 
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Injury, 1981), a story of female victimization documented through a real and ideological 

rape.'' 

Francine presents herself as an "intellectual who does not put up with the 

everyday, unreasonable expectations of her environment, who also thoroughly and 

rationally analyzes them and finally 'strikes back' in her own way" (Monikova, 

"Women's Writing" 8). Thus, she opens the door to independent female intellectuals 

who participate in several of Monikova's works'^ in spite of the fact that "an intellectual 

woman was not a welcome theme in 1983" ("Women's Writing" 8). 

Monikova's feminist approach incorporates a strong critique of feminist 

dogmatism of the 1970s that she introduces in an unusual way. She mentions her French 

friend Genevieve who performs a song that she used to play in Feme. The narrative 

suddenly jumps to Feme where the rude, sexist female rights German journalist offends 

Francine by referring to other women using the derrogatory term Weiber. The narrator 

furthermore reports on a women's festival in Copenhagen where she has a chance to see 

.\ngela Davis, a feminist activist who was the candidate for vice-president on the ballot 

of the US Communist Party in 1980. Davis, who arrives in a limousine forty-five 

minutes late, declares, "freedom, sisterhood, brotherhood, black and white together, 

peace ... I am happy to be here" (Pavane 70). Francine criticizes Davis' "smashing 

she states that writing literary texts is a murderous profession (KyncI "Spisovatelstvi"). 
* The book opens with a violent scene in which a police officer forces a young woman Jana to sexual 
intercourse and whom Jana kills with his own club. 
• A large number of Monikova's protagonists are male characters. Four men play out the plot of 
Monikova's most successful novel (The Facade). Her novel Treibeis (Drift Ice) also presents a Czech 
professor of literature Prantl. and the chief character of her last novel Per Taumel (Dizziness) is Jakub 
Brandl. However, all female characters, regardless the fact whether they are protagonists or not, are strong, 
witty, sharp and intelligent professionals. The supporting characters like Karia (Treibeis) or Halina 
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words" ("Schmetter-Worte," 70) with a sarcastic remark, "The crowd reacts to every 

word as if they have never heard it before. [...] A great day for the ten-thousand 

[participants]" ("Auf jedes Wort reagiert die Menge, ais hatten sie es noch nie gehort. 

[...] Ein groBer Tag fur die Zehntausend," 70-71). Through her critique of Davis' 

automatic reproduction of the dogmatic key words, Monikova highlights the need for 

critical awareness in the feminist movement. Simultaneously, she underscores her 

discontent with the dogmatic aspect of feminism in 1970s. 

Francine's feminist awareness, her perception of the world and her own identity is 

heavily influenced by the state of her health. The narrative offers an elaborate list of 

Czech mushrooms, which gains significance when Francine believes that she has been 

poisoned by the mushroom delicacy that her partner Jakob prepared for her. This episode 

highlights Francine's obssession with her body and reveals her tendency to hypochondria 

emphasized by her interest in objects related to the condition of disability. Francine 

changes her life direction and buys items necessary for her wheelchair, such as a sliding 

board, a lambskin pillow, a rain coat or "a shopping net that can be fixed to the handles" 

("Einkaufsnetzt, das an den Griffen zu befestigen ist," 108). She wishes to avoid the pain 

caused by excessive sitting and therefore feels the necessity to obtain anti-decubitus gel 

that should help her relieve the expected discomfort. Her household is equipped with a 

catalogue, from which she acquires her technical knowledge of crutches, splints, walking 

aids, bandages, cervical vertebra corsets, and other medical instruments. 

Potocka (DcrTaumcl) are not less convincing than Leonora Marty who is the protagonist of Monikova's 
novel Verklarte Nacht (Transfigured Night). 
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In the first part of the novel Francine's obsession with disability lends her a 

heightened perspective of its ocurrence in her environment. She observes that, "there are 

so many crippens in Germany" (12). A mixture of hostility, audacity, and solitary 

bitterness convey observations on the advantages of physical disability. Francine realizes 

that physically challenged people are served faster in stores and attract more attention, 

which seems to influence her decision to bargain for an old-fashioned wheelchair and to 

showcase her state of health. She purchases the "vehicle" for thirty-seven marks, which 

allows her to enter the second part of the novel as disabled. 

Francine's wheelchair that she terms "ambulant throne" ("ambulanter Thron," 

147) allows her to screen her envirormient through the theme of displacement, suffering, 

mourning, marginalization, pain, violence and biting, at times even morbid, sense of 

humor. The reader has a chance to see Francine in her attempt to cross the street in her 

wheelchair. However, the curb presents an obstacle that she cannot overcome since she 

controls her "vehicle" with difficulty. Thus, she has to stand up and use her supposedly 

paralyzed legs. She realizes that her condition might lose credibility by doing this. 

However, she consoles herself with the idea that "nobody can know what kind of 

disability I have" ("niemand kann wissen, welche Behinderung ich habe," 126). 

Francine's encounter with a disabled man in an electrical wheelchair is also 

described with a dark, even brutal sense of humor. The episode climaxes in the moment 

when the man passes Francine's old and shabby vehicle with ease and speeds up every 

time Francine tries to catch up with him. She cannot bear the feeling that the "electro-

asshole" ("Elektroarsch," 136) is better equipped. She projects her anger mixed with 
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envy onto the "limousine affectations of the well-provided disabled" 

("Limousinenalluren des versorgten Behinderten," 136). At a junction where the man is 

waiting for the light to change to green, Francine gets off her "throne" and passes her 

rival walidng. This episode ridicules Francine's eagerness to compete, reveals her 

inferiority complex, and breaks with the rigid seriousness that veils numerous female 

characters in feminist literature.^ 

Simultaneously, the fact that Francine, who is perfectly capable of walking, 

competes with a disabled person contains brutal chatacteristics that reveals her own 

troubled state of mind. Francine's disability thus gains significance not only as a literary 

experiment—Francine asks "[w]hat haven't 1 tried, yet?" ("[w]as habe ich noch nicht 

probiert?" 136)—, but also as a series of complex psychological processes that are linked 

to her identity. 

Francine's troubled past that she spent in a totalitarian society becomes her 

physical and psychological burden. In their enlightening article entitled "Kafka Spoke 

German with the Same Accent as I," Dana Pfeiferova and Milada Vondrackova present 

Francine's physical condition as a consequence of her political trauma (5). The Czech 

literary critics read Francine's physical limitation as a metaphor for the political 

restrictions of the communist regime. It may seem that by leaving her country Francine 

also gives up her struggle against political oppression. However, she, like Monikova, 

remains "politically wide awake" ("politisch hellwach")^ (Delius, "Rede" 52) regardless 

® In "Women's Writing." Monikova complains about the lack of humor in women's literature. "What I still 
miss for the most part is literature by women that is funny, humorous, biting, satirical. Self-pity has 
diminished, but self-irony is still rare" (8). 
^ Dclius dirccts this characteristic to Monikova. 
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of her place of residence. Francine rejects any kind of ideology, refuses any dichotomy 

between "good and evil" or "communism and capitalism." She continues to defend the 

rights of the weak against "fat ignorance" ("fettes Nicht-Wissen," 41). She is upset by 

the general ignorance of the Germans who, like the Nazis, continue to call her country 

"Tschechei" (41, 7). Moreover, the displaced professor condemns the arrogance that the 

left-oriented Western students and tourists demonstrated when visiting Prague in 1968. 

Furthermore, she draws a parallel between two different kinds of barriers that divided 

both political blocks during the Cold War and thus represented two types of oppression. 

The Nato-wire constitutes a "more inconspicuous form of political subjugation." whereas 

the oppressive role of "the thorny conventional barbed wire that I would have avoided in 

a timely fashion" is more obvious. ("Es ist Nato-Draht, der unauffalliger ist als der 

domstrotzende konventionelle Stacheldraht, dem ich rechtzeitig ausgewichen ware," 82). 

Thus, Francine reveals that the policy of oppression is not unique to the Eastern Block 

countries, where the Iron Curtain locked in millions of people, but is also present, albeit 

in a more concealed way, on the other side. She finds Tampax on a shelf of a Karstadt 

drugstore that reminds her of the capitalist bloodsuckers who exploit female menstruation 

(65). In order to take revenge on capitalist companies, she steals a bar of Nina Ricci soap 

(65), which portrays her as angry, bitter, and resistant to any imposed power. 

Modzelewski comments, "Francine has felt this remarkable psychosomatic affliction in 

her hip joint. Likewise from the beginning she has been deprived of the ability to gain 

her balance in the society of West Germany" (26). 

" Karstadt is a department store chain in Germany. 



Francine's unhappy life in her country of origin as well as in Germany is the 

principal cause of her identity problems, as can be seen in the first pages of the novel. 

The book opens with the sentence, "1 turn on [the TV and enter] into a report on 

foundlings from the end of the war" ("Ich schalte ein in einen Bericht uber die 

Findelkinder vom Kriegsende," 7). The sober syntax throws the reader into a text that 

maintains this fragmented quality. Within the span of three pages, the reader visits the 

film festival in Oberhausen, watches a Yugoslavian contribution entitled "The Ram" 

("Rammer"), observes Francine who abandons her favorite cat in a wooded area, and 

witnesses several Dutch people being taken hostage. Different degrees of suffering, 

horror, and brutality strike the tone of the opening scene, culminating in the report on the 

children of war, which presents a disturbing aspect of the total loss of identity that results 

in displacement: "[The children] do not know their birthplace and date of birth, their age 

can vary up to two years. Most of them have already had several names. One man's 

name was changed five times" ("[Die Kinder] kennen ihren Geburtsort und ihr 

Geburtsdatum nicht, ihr Alter kann bis zu zwei Jahren differieren, meist haben sie schon 

mehrere Namen gehabt. Einem Mann wurde der Name fiinfinal geandert," 7). The 

Yugoslavian contribution to the festival features hatched chicks on a chicken farm in 

which the weak chicks are squashed to a pulp and used as chicken feed. Modzelewski 

compares the conveyor belt of the farm to an "arena of life and death" (22). Also, the 

documentary on Dutch hostages depicts the despair of people who had been locked in a 

train for twelve days. Even after they were released some of them "had not overcome 

[this experience] to this day" ("[a]ndere haben es bis heute nicht iiberwunden," 8). 
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The disturbing nature of violence, humiliation, and brutality can be also found in 

two distinct movies that Francine briefly mentions. She compares her husband Jan to 

"Oishi Kuranosuke who avenges his master and thus saves the honor of the Samurai for 

the following centuries" ("Oishi Kuranosuke, der seinen [...] Herm racht und die Ehre 

der Samurai fur die folgenden Jahrhunderte rettet," 81). This strange link between a "true 

samurai" of 18"" century Togukawa Japan and Jan who "is equally determined to save 

face" ("ist aber genauso entschlossen, sein Gesicht vor sich zu wahren," 82) refers to 

AJcira Kurosawa's famous The Forty-Seven Ronin (1941), also called Chinshingxira. 

Francine depicts the scene in which the principal counselor and ronin' leader Oishi 

Kuranosuke falls down drunk in a street and provokes laughter from all passers-by. A 

Satsuma^^ man who sees the samurai lying in his vomit becomes upset by Kuranosuke's 

lack of courage in avenging his master Takumi noh Kami and by his behavior that casts a 

negative light on all samurai. The man kicks the ronin in his face and spits at him, which 

is the greatest insult that one can direct at a samurai. This moment drives Kuranosuke to 

gather forty-six ronins together who conquer the Satsuma man Kotsuke noh Suke and 

thus avenge their master. Francine does not highlight hierarchy, honor, and loyalty that 

are the key-terms of the movie, but rather focuses on the most humiliating and shocking 

scene that links Kurosawa's feature film with Luis Bufiuel's Los olvidados. In Bufiuel's 

movie, Francine selects the episode in which "children pull a crippled man out of his 

wheelchair in order to ride it down the street" ("Kinder setzen einen beinlosen hinaus, um 

' Ronin is a masterless samurai. He is a renegade who lost his honor and the protection of the society. 
Satsuma is a province in SW Kyushu. It used to be controlled by the powerful clan Shimazu. The capital 

Kagoshima was a center of western influence in Japan (The Columbia Encyclopedia). 
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in seinem Wagelchen die Straik hinunterzufahren," 132). Francine comments on this 

scene, "1 could have experienced even worse things" ("Ich hatte auch Schlimmeres 

erleben kotmen," 132). Modzelewski proposes that "Mom'kova's aggressive melancholy 

culminates in an offensive and malicious tone. Does she use the depiction of cruelty for 

the purpose of shocking the reader? Are these elements necessary for conceptual and 

contextual purposes? Or is this perhaps a crude literary sadomasochism?" (23) These 

open questions neglect to take into account Francine's statements that link the disturbing 

scenes with the context of the novel. The parallel between Jan and the samurai is similar 

to Francine's juxtaposition to the man without legs in Buiiuers Los olvidados. Both 

scenes point to inhuman brutality with which society treats its outcasts. Francine thus 

projects herself onto the characters in both films. 

Francine's instable psychological state influences her relationships with her 

husband Jan and her lover Jakob, which reveals the link between her emotional and 

physical pain. Francine makes love with both men and observes, "The first one is softer, 

heavier, more violent, I feel my hips only later, but my pain is stronger. The other one is 

very conscious, considerate of my health condition, tenser, more important to me. In his 

case my pain is secondary" ("Der eine ist weicher, schwerer, heftiger, die Hufte spiire 

ich erst spater, aber starker. Der andere ist sehr bewuBt, sehr auf mein Befinden bedacht, 

verkrampfter, mir wichtiger, bei ihm ist der Schmerz eine Begleiterscheinung," 13). Her 

emotional dissatisfaction crystallizes in her hips, thus showing the link between her 

emotions and body. 



On a different occasion, Francine claims that the sexual intercourse between the 

protagom'st and her husband Jan is restricted to a "violent horrific [state of] being 

together" ("heftige, schreckhafte Gemeinsamkeit," 50) that Francine uncovers in her 

cold, impersonal, almost technically matter-of-fact statement, "Did sexuality take place? 

Yes, it did" ("Fand die Sexualitat statt? Ja, sie fand statt," 50). The complex relationship 

between Francine and her husband is characterized by loneliness, sadness, and bitterness 

(138) on both sides. Francine states, "I find myself in the same loneliness" ("Ich befmde 

mich in der gleichen Einsamkeit," 49). which results in a temporal separation of the 

couple. 

The impossibility of expressing feelings is reflected in a dream, in which Francine 

is physically incapable of confessing her love for her husband, "I know that I cannot 

speak the one true sentence—that I really cannot live without him" ("Ich weiB, daB ich 

den einzigen wahren Satz nicht sagen darf—daB ich ohne ihn tatsachlich nicht leben 

kann," 138). Although this statement refers to her inability to express her emotions, 

Francine resorts to the novel to disclose her feelings. 

Meanwhile, Francine has a playful adventure with the mathematician Jakob. 

Even in this relationship, both partners meet in the space of mutual loneliness; however, 

Francine and Jakob engage in games of conquest'' that add color and joy to their love. 

Jakob seems to understand Francine's sense of humor when he leaves her a note in which 

he imitates the syntactic word order of Francine's mother tongue, "Just watch out! [It is] 

'' Francine reports. "I give him a hug and kiss his sweaty neck. [...] He places his fingertips delicately 
together praying with a pious smile like an old woman who devours cakes. I throw myself on him with a 
loud cry 'Atari' and throw him on the floor" ("Ich umarme ihn und kusse seinen verschwitzten Nacken. 
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you [that] I love!" ("Pafi bloB auf. Dich liebe ich!" 130). This grammatical twist 

between the subject and the direct object of the sentence emphasizes Francine as the 

object of Jakob's love. Although both characters enjoy their witty games, their 

relationship does not burst into boundless passion. 

The soap-opera relationship between a displaced, emotionally dissatisfied woman, 

her mathematician-lover and a weltfremd scientist-husband looses its kitschy facade once 

Janacek's tunes overpower the words that never reach the precision of musical 

expression. Francine lets the tunes of "Intimate Letters" express her emotions. They do 

not offer any release, but carry Francine until "both the cramp and the language dissolve" 

("bis sich der ICrampf und mit ihm die Sprache lost") (Momkova, "Begegnungen" 42) 

and only music remains: 

I am listening to "String Quartet No.2: Intimate Letters" [composed] by 

Leos Janacek. The tunes emerge with an intensity that does not break and 

reflects an ostinato convulsion like that which occurs in the aura of 

epilepsy, in sexuality. [It occurs] with intensification, acceleration, with a 

strays into a side cramp, terminating in exhaustion rather than relief 

Ich hore das 2. Streichquartett von Leos Janacek—Listy duveme, 

Vertrauliche Blatter. Die Tone kommen mit einer Intensitat, die nicht 

abbricht und einen ostinaten Krampf spiegelt, wie er in der Aura der 

Epilepsie, in der Sexualitat zutage tritt, mit Steigerung, Beschleunigung, 

[ .  . . ]  E r  l e g t  d i e  F i n g e r s p i t z c n  a n e i n a n d e r .  z i e r l i c h  b e t e n d .  m i t  e i n e m  f r d m m l i c h e n  L a c h c l n .  w i c  e i n e  a l t e  
Tortenfresscnn. daO ich mich mit cinem lautcn 'Atari!' auf ihn sturze und ihn zu Boden wcrfe!" 116). 
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mit einem Ausweichen in einen Nebenkrampf, der in Erschopfimg, nicht 

Erleichtemng, endet. (40) 

Monikova chooses the music of her Moravian compatriot for the powerful melody 

charged with emotions and the vibrant rhythms that remind his listener of the pleasures of 

sexuality that are linked with cramps and epilepsy. His music gives birth to a curious 

combination of love and disease that suits Monikova's literary production extremely well. 

The musical support of the novel is vital, since it not only projects the written narrative 

into a dependent, even disabled position, but mainly highlights the virtual quality of the 

link between the text and the music. Monikova pastes parts of Janacek's "Intimate 

Letters" into her novel and expects the reader to read particular passages of her text with 

the accompaniment of specific parts of this musical piece. 

Pavane displays text and music in a simultaneous symbiosis that highlights the 

influence and relationship between both entities. Ravel's "Pavane for a Dead Princess,"'* 

the key to Monikova's text, enters the novel through a brief introduction, "After 

[Janacek's "Intimate Letters"] 'Pavane'" ("Danach die Pavane," 40). Francine explains 

the background of the title of Ravel's composition, "Ravel did not compose the tunes as a 

dirge, he just liked the sound of the title 'Pour Une Infante Diftinte'" ("Ravel [hat die 

Tone] nicht als Trauermusik komponiert, ihm gefiel der Klang des Titels—'Pour Une 

Infante Difunte,"' 40). 

Ravel's composition is not the only title of a musical piece that Monikova borrowed for her novel. She 
also used the title of Arnold Schonberg's musical poem "Transfigured Night" ("Verklarte Nacht," 1899) for 
her novel written in 1996. The Czech author Jitka Henrykovi, who has been living in exile since the 
Prague Spring, also borrowed the title of Ravel's "Concert for the Left Hand" (1930) for her novel that was 
published in Aeon. Lugano. Ravel composed this concert for the pianist Paul Wittgenstein, who lost his 
right arm in the war. 
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Francine weaves the melancholic title into her text because she wishes to reveal 

the process of her liberation, the keystone of the novel. Ravel's music reminds Francine 

of the death of a bird, "We cry: a soaked bird / has brought a bad news" ("Placeme: 

zmacene ptace / doneslo novinu zlou," 40). Monikova translates this Czech dactyl into 

German, ("Wir weinen: ein durchnaBter Vogel hat / eine Schlimme Nachricht gebracht"). 

Ravel's "Pavane for a Dead Princess" is a nostalgic composition characterized by 

classical melody and distinct rhythms. The title of this piece as well as its musical 

characteristics foreshadow death as a result of pain and disease. Therefore it seems 

almost natural for Francine to explain her perception of Ravel's composition as a 

preparation of her own symbolic funeral (40): "The pavane gives meaning to my death" 

("Die Pavane gibt meinem Tod eine Bedeutung," 41). This statement arouses the 

expectation that Francine may die. 

However, Francine does not die, but rather metamorphoses into the Czech Queen 

Libuse. Ravel's composition prepares Francine's transformation when she explains, "I 

am a pagan princess lying on a stone catafalque, her body bound tightly, as the tradition 

dictates, to the point of breathlessness. She is the queen, she may not move, she redeems 

her people with her living a death. There dies the great queen of Bohemia" ("Ich bin eine 

heidnische Fiirstin, die auf einem steinemen Katafalk aufgebahrt liegt, den Leib nach 

dem Brauch zur Atemlosigkeit verschnurt. Sie ist Konigin, sie darf sich nicht bewegen, 

sie erlost ihr Volk mit ihrem Tod bei Leben. Da stirbt die groBe Konigin von Bohmen," 

41). 
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It is not by coincidence that Monikova chooses the historical figure of Libuse, 

with whom she shares her city, name, and gender and who is believed to have ruled the 

tribe of the Czechs in AD 1000. The Prague author juxtaposes Francine with the queen at 

a moment when Libuse acquires extraordinary political power, which illustrates the 

matriarchal structure of early medieval Czech society. As a ruler, judge, and lawmaker, 

Libuse occupies a significant position in ancient Czech history. She founded the first 

Czech royal Premyslid dynasty, laid the cornerstone of the fortress-castle Vyxhrad and 

thus established the city of Prague.'' The Czech matriarchal tradition ends at the precise 

moment when the center of Czech statehood is established. Libuse "s marriage to Pfemysl 

1 terminates the political power of Czech women and subjugates them for the next 

millenium. 

The grammatical form in which Francine depicts her transformation into the 

figure of Libuse alternates between first and third person singular. This I-she 

permutation bridges and at the same time separates Francine's and Queen Libuse's 

identities, which illuminates the necessity for "a woman like Libuse" who was able to 

save the country during periods of occupation and national subjugation of the Czechs. 

In her essay entitled "My Encounters with Germans" ("Meine Begegnungen mit Deutschen.'' 1991), 
Monikova expounds the background of the Prague legend. "The legendary princess Libuse sent out her 
men saying: 'You will find a man who is building the threshold to his house. I want to build a city on that 
spot' " ("Die mythische Furstin Libuse schickte ihre Mannen aus: Ihr werdet eincn Mann finden. der die 
Schwclle eines Hauses zimmert. An dieser Stelle will ich eine Stadt crrichten ") (Rcdcn uber Deutschland 
2 131). Once the city was established. Libuw foresaw a thousand years' glory for her "Threshold-City" 
saying. "1 see a big city the glory of which reaches the stars" ("Eine grofk Stadt sehe ich, dercn Ruhm an 
die Sterne reicht") (Reden uber Deutschland 2 131). This statement is taught in history classes throughout 
the Czech Republic since it reveals the secret of the name of the Czech capital Prague. Its Czech version 
Praha is semantically derived from the word prdh meaning threshold and thus constantly reminds the 
Czechs of the founder of their metropolis. 
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In the role of the Czech matriarch, Francine visits the crypt of Czech emperors, 

kings, and queens in the city of her origin. At the place where her ancestors and 

successors are buried, she encounters an animal that resembles the creature in Kafka's 

story "Der Bau" (The Construction). She describes the beast as "strong, but not gigantic. 

It has a sturdy body" ("kraftig, aber nicht riesig, hat einen gedrungenen Korper," 78). 

She follows the beast through the metro tunnels and the canals close to the riverside up to 

Libuse's Vyxhrad. At the "place of her origin," Francine has a chance to observe the 

animal: 

[...] [Its] mane wet, matted, its hind legs skinny, the skin hanging. The 

growth on its head which appears so diseased, [...] due to which it has 

been dying slowly, maybe for the last thousand years. It is the crown—the 

torn tail, the heraldically split tail of the Bohemian lion. [...] [W]e face 

each other at the end of our futile history—the princess and the heraldic 

animal. 

[...] [D]ie Mahne durchnafit, verfiltzt, die Hinterbeine mager, mit 

hangender Haut. Die Wucherung auf seinem Kopf, die so krankhaft 

anmutet, [...] an dem es langsam, vielleicht seit tausend Jahren zugrunde 

geht. Es ist die Krone—der [...] zerrissene Schwanz der heraldisch 

gespaltene Schweif des bohmischen Lowen. [...] [W]ir stehen uns 

gegenuber, am Ausgang unserer vergeblichen Geschichte—die Furstin 

und das Wappentier. (79) 
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Francine-Queen Libuse meets the Bohemian lion at the moment when this symbol 

of Czech national independence is worn down by a disease. Its damaged crown reflects 

on a series of historical subjugations that result in "the end of our futile history" and the 

military occupation in 1968 known as the Prag;ue Spring. The weakened heraldic animal 

epitomizes the political and cultural devastation of Czecho-Slovakia. It also symbolizes a 

critique of the Czechs who accepted the occupation of their country without resisting the 

Eastern Block armies. In Pavane. Francine-Queen Libuse rebels against the "conformist 

beer obesity, the noisy camaraderie [of the Czechs], the flirtatious fatality of habitual 

losers" "([gegen die] konforme Bier-Obositat, der larmenden Kumpelhaftigkeit. der 

koketten Fatalitat habitueller Verlierer," 21), which induces the "lukewarm death" 

("Warmetod," 36) of the nation. She also protests against the lethargic attitude of the 

Czechs during the period of "normalization" of the 1970s.''* The political oppression that 

grew into her personal, psychosomatic experience of pain leads Francine to abandon her 

country. She explains, "I lef^ out of grief for an entire nation" ("Ich bin aus der Trauer 

einer ganzen Nation weggegangen," 134). 

Francine's encounter with the Bohemian lion results in her political decision "to 

return from her exile and take over the business of government" ("aus dem Exil 

zuruckzukehren, die Regierungsgeschafle zu uberzunehmen," 139). She intends to return 

to the place of her origin as the legendary queen who has a ftill political agenda to reform 

the university, to enforce transactions between the Bodleian Library and the National 

Library in Strahov in order to acquire Kafka's books, to rectify Czech and Slovak 

Monikova offers a detailed insight into the pcnod of the "normalization politics" in her final novel 
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geographic boundaries, to pass a law mandating that all visitors to her country speak 

Czech, and to set national holidays on the day of Hus' victory'^ and the day of the 

publication of Karel Jaromir Erben's ballad "Polednice."'^ This agenda discloses an 

ironically colored history of discrimination and oppression and simultaneously displays 

Francine's intention "to put Czech history right" (Haines 506). 

Monikova choreographs the encounter between the animal and the princess to 

draw attention to Czech history and politics as well as to express her patriotism ad 

extremis, as she explains in her interview with Braunbeck, "[Francine] is ready to 

sacrifice herself for her country. She imagines that she will be buried alive so that her 

country can continue to exist" ("Die Frau ist bereit. sich fur das Land zu opfem—sie 

[stellt sich] vor, daB sie [...] bei lebendigem Leibe begraben wird, damit das Land 

fortbestehen kann," 455). It is no coincidence that Francine's last name Pallas, 

semantically close to Palach, evokes a link between the displaced professor and the 

Czech martyr, Palach, who set himself on fire on January 16, 1969 in order to awaken his 

nation from the lethargy of the normalization period." 

TTie final Queen Libuse scene manifests Francine's victory that also reveals her 

political and personal losses. In front of a mirror the professor/queen takes off all her 

clothes and accessories, removes her wig, dentures, breast prothesis, and finally stands 

entitled DerTaumel (Dizziness. 2000) that I analyze in Chapter Four. 
Jan Hus, English trans, John Huss (13697-I415). a forerunner of the Protestant Reformation, martyr and 

a national hero. He attacked the clergy for its abusive policies for which he earned hostility from many 
priests. He represented Czech interests in conflict with Germans. "The pope excommunicated him [...] 
and Huss presented himself at the Council of Constance in 1414. He was imprisoned and tried as a heretic. 
[...] The Council condemned his writings and sentenced him to be burned at the stake, where he died 
heroically" (The Columbia Encyclopedia). 
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naked displaying her vulnerability. She then proceeds to identify her weak points, "I 

count my openings—I have ten of them and tlirough each and every one of them I am 

mortal" ("Ich zahle meine Oflhungen, es sind zehn, durch jede bin ich sterblich," 141). 

Monikova explains the project of disrobing Libuse as drawing attention to the lack of 

human warmth in powerful political regimes. Monikova states, "[Francine] is a kind of a 

doll, as if power or an illusion of greatness, also of historical greatness, were connected 

with the loss of sensibility, warmth and humanity" ("[Francine] ist eine Art Puppe. als 

ware Macht oder eine Vorstellung von GroBe, auch von historischer GroBe, mit einem 

Verlust an Sinnlichkeit, an Warme, an Menschlichkeit verbunden") (Braunbeck, 

"Gesprache" 455). Libuse thus not only confesses her democratic principles that 

disqualify power as a political means of oppression, but also liberates herself from all 

elements that corseted her in the position of a displaced subject. This symbolic 

undressing shows Libuse's transformation into her original figure of Francine and 

allegorically reflects on Francine's healing process. She distances herself fi^om all of her 

diseases and traumas and performs a dupdk, a camp-fire dance, to exorcise her past. 

Francine says, "No inflammations, no rheumatic fever that caused Mozart's death when 

he was in my age. [...]! perform a "dupak," a tramp dance, then the Slovak variant 

"odzemok." [...] I am healthy" ("Keine Entzundungen, kein gelenkrheumatisches 

Fieber, das Mozart in meinem Alter krepieren machte. [...] Ich vollfiihre einen 

Karel Jaromir Erben (18 ll-l 870). a leading poet of Czech romanticism, known for his collection of 
ballads entitled Kvtice (The Bouquet. 1853). 
" See Chapter One of this dissertation. 



"dupak"—einen Trampeltanz, dann die slowakische Variante "odzemok" [...] Ich bin 

gesund," 142). 

Francine's dupdk performance shows her not only as healthy, but also as 

politically free, a condition underscored in a scene that reflects on the death exorcism 

ritual practiced in several Czech villages. Apart from a straw doll, a pair of shoes, and a 

hair strand, Francine reserves a place for her sister's picture in her burning wheelchair, 

which consequently transforms her sister, a representation of Francine's past identity. 

into the ancient Slavic goddess Morena cremated annually in several Slavic countries at 

the end of winter. Francine pushes the burning wheelchair, a metaphor for political 

oppression, and its occupants who have controlled her, into a quarry that reflects the 

multiple separations and displacements that make up her life.This seemingly violent 

act also ends Francine's physical disability and the scarred memories of the totalitarian 

regime in her country of origin. Simultaneously, this scene reverses Josef K.'s murder in 

Kafka's The Trial, which also occurred in a quarry, into a liberating motif 

The historical figure of Libuse constitutes a steady point of departure for 

Francine's journey through Czech history and mythology. Music is a driving force in this 

journey. Whereas Ravel's "Pavane" reminds Francine of Queen Libuse, Allan 

Pettersson's "Symphony No. 6" brings up the images of a Prague that had suffered the 

consequences of the Battle of the White Mountain,'^ "I see Prague frozen, lost in the 

'* Wolfgang Coy. Monikova's closc friend from Berlin, suggests this reading in his email dated June 5. 
2001. 
'""The Battle of White Mountain (1619) constitutes a milestone in the Bohemian phase of the Thirty Years 
War (1618-1621). Predominantly Protestant Bohemian estates confronted the centralizing efforts of the 
Catholic Habsburg dynasty. The Bohemians deposed King Ferdinand II and crowned Frederick V of the 
Palatinate as "Winter King," which led to the Battle of White Mountain near Prague. The two hours' war 
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Thirty Years War, robbed, lifeless [...] everything is numb, under an ice-storm all the 

way to the horizon. Nothing moves anymore, only the wind that places my city under 

ice" ("Ich sehe Prag vereist, im DreiBigjahrigen Krieg verloren, ausgeraubt, leblos [...] 

bis zum Horizont ist alles erstarrt unter einem Eissturz, es bewegt sich schon lange nichts 

mehr, nur der Wind, der meine Stadt unter Eis legt," 76). This imagery draws a stark 

parallel to the normalization period known as the communist Ice Age. 

Francine's ultimate liberation resonates with the Beatles song "She's Leaving 

Home." The 1967 Lennon/ McCartney song is an intertext that draws attention to 

Kafka's The Castle and the pop-culture of Monikova's generation. The novel ends with 

the words "she's leaving home, bye bye" (148) depicting Olga's departure from her 

family, thus suggesting a liberation for the family Barnabas from their position of 

outcasts'" as well as Francine's leave taking of her old self The Beatles lyrics 

underscore Francine's rupture with her past as the climax of the trip through Czech 

history. The process initiated with Ravel's "Pavane" neatly ends in the euphoria of the 

1960s.-' 

resulted in the total victory of the Catholic League and the Habsburg troops. As a consequence of this 
conquest, Catholicism was restored. King Frederick fled and 27 leaders of the insurrection were executed. 
This battle is commemorated as the commencement of lost national independence and the history of 
subjugation of the Czech people. 
•" Haines argues that this witty construct undermines Olga's liberation,"" which contradicts Monikova's 
intention to underscore the liberating motif of the book. 

Monikova comments on the role of the song in her text, "Pavane ends with a Beatles song. [...] It refers 
to Olga Barnabas who leaves behind her family with their self-chosen pariah-rolc and who no longer 
participates in the collective castle-projection of the village. As a member of the sixties-generation—we 
grew up with the Beatles—I could have finished [my novel] Verklarte Nacht (Transfigured Night) with 
another song by the Beatles; "All You Need Is Love.' This simple recipe could work for the relationship 
between Czechs and Germans" ("Pavane endet mit einem Lied der Beatles. [...] Es bezieht sich auf Olga 
Barnabas, die ihre Familie mit ihrer selbstgewahlten Paria-Rolle hinter sich laBt. an der kollektiven SchloC-

Projektion des Dorfes nicht mehr teilnimmt. [...] [A]ls Angehorige der Sechziger-Generation—wir sind 
mit den Beatles aufgewachsen—konnte ich 'Verklarte Nacht' mit einem anderen Song der Beatles 
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Throughout the novel, Francine alludes to her passion for living and writing 

literature. Like Monikova, she is exceptionally fond of Kafka with whom she shares" 

her name—Francine's nickname Franza*"^ establishes an onomastic bond between the 

lecturer and her literary idol. Additionally, their common accent"** strengthens a mutual 

understanding that in Francine's imagination grows into friendship. One day Francine 

returns home drunk from tasting wine, falls down on the floor in her apartment and in her 

alcoholic stupor hallucinates a conversation with Kafka: 

From a comer, I see a man sitting in my only easy chair. I recognize him. 

[...] He leans forward and looks at me at close range, he too [is] eager, he 

has not seen a living face for a long time. We stare at each other for a 

while. 1 want to get up and reciprocate his clear gaze. I want to be ready 

the next time when his eyes brush against me. He does not speak, maybe 

he is waiting for me to say something. 

Aus einem Winkel [...] sehe ich in meinem einzigen Lehnstuhl einen 

Mann sitzen. [...] Ich erkeruie ihn [...]. Er beugt sich vor, sieht mich aus 

der Nahe an, auch er gierig, er hat schon lange kein lebendiges Gesicht 

gesehen, eine Weile starren wir uns an. Ich mochte mich aufnchten. 

abschlieBcn: 'All you need is love.' Fur die Bcziehung zwischen Tschechen und Deutschcn konnte dieses 
einfache Rezept funktionieren") (Engler 23). 
" Literary critic Helga G. Braunbeck sees Francine as Kafka's successor and underhnes the fact that Kafka 
is omnipresent in the text ("Gesprache" 463). Sibylle Cramer goes even further when she identifies 
Francine as a female Kafka and the paraphrase of The Castle as the climax of the novel (Cramer. 
"Asthctik" 72). 

Francine's sister Marie addresses her sibling living in Germany as Franza (39). Franza shares a name not 
only with Kafka, but also with the protagonist of Ingeborg Bachmann's novel Der Fall Franza (The Book 
of Franza, 1979). 
'* Francine states, "He had the same accent in German as 1" ("Er hatte denselben Akzent im Deutschcn wie 
ich," 95). 
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seinen hellen Blick gefasst erwidem, ich mochte vorbereitet sein, wenn er 

mich nachstes Mai mit seinen Augen streift. Er spricht nicht, vielleicht 

wartet er, daB ich etwas sage. (92) 

This affectionate moment makes Francine feel nervous and insecure. At first, she is 

afraid that Kafka may answer her questions in Czech "with errors that would ridicule 

him. make him look childish" ("mit Fehlem, die ihn kindlich, lacherlich machen 

wurden," 95). Francine imagines him remaining silent and communicating through body 

language that assures her that they share a mutual understanding: "He understands my 

thoughts immediately, leans back, and leafs through my Borges" ("Er versteht meine 

Gedanken sofort, lehnt sich zuruck und blattert in meinem Borges," 93). Francine 

gradually gains self-confidence and offers her innermost feelings as a homage to him, 

"How [can] I tell an author that he is the greatest writer of the century? Shall I say it to 

him in Czech? You are the greatest writer of the century ("Wie einem Autor sagen, dafi 

er der Schriftsteller des Jahrhunderts ist? Soil ich es ihm auf tschechisch sagen? 'Jste 

nejvetsi spisovatel stoleti,"' 93). The sudden shift into Czech emphasizes the power of 

the emotions inscribed in this statement. Although German is the literary language both 

use. Francine can voice her feelings for her literary role model only in her mother tongue. 

However, Francine does not uncritically admire her literary idol. Her newly 

acquired liberation allows her to enter the world of literature as an activist who saves 

literary characters. Using Kafka's story "Der Bau" as an example, Francine shows the 

amount of pain and suffering interwoven in Kafka's text and underscores the significance 

of resistance. She claims, "In 'Der Bau' for example, the story is about a creature that 
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would like to live by itself and is happy when it can hit its forehead on a [...] wall till it 

bleeds because it knows that it can now stand up to all strangers. There is no less 

coercion in such a situation than in [a state of] paralysis or leg-amputation" ("Im "Bau" 

Z.B. geht es um ein Wesen, das allein leben mochte und glucklich ist, wenn es sich die 

Stim an der [...] Wand blutig schlagt, weil es weiB, daB sie jetzt auch alien Fremden 

standhalt. In einer solcher Lage ist nicht weniger Zwang als in einer Korperlahmung 

oder Beinlosigkeit," 59). 

Although Francine uncovers victimization and suffering in Kafka's novel The 

Castle, she misses the aspect of resistance present in "Der Bau." Kafka sets the story in a 

town near the castle where the main character, the land surveyor K., struggles with 

bureaucracy to enter the castle. He had been summoned by the castle officials to work on 

an undefined project, but when he arrives at the town, he finds out that his invitation was 

a matter of confusion. K. remains in the town in spite of the fact that he never obtains the 

job at the castle. Meanwhile he meets a wide range of characters such as Arthur and 

Jeremiah, the assistants assigned to him by the castle officials; Frieda, the barmaid at the 

Herrenhof Inn who becomes K.'s fiancee, but later leaves him for Jeremiah; Barnabas, 

the messenger from the castle; and the teacher. K. soon begins to understand the 

complex relationships between the town population and the inhabitants of the castle. Ho 

gradually discovers an extraordinary bureaucratic machinery, unveils the multi-layered 

power struggles that involve all characters and discloses the reasons behind the fall of the 

family Barnabas to the position of outcasts. Olga, Barnabas' sister, explains to K. that 
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this was due to the fact that her sister Amalia had rejected the advances of the castle 

official Sortini. 

Francine's liberating approach rejects Kafka's marginalization of the Barnabas 

without giving them the ability to resist. Francine finds this unacceptable. "What irritates 

me the most is the destiny of the Barnabas. [...] This family is an outcast, lives without 

purpose, without a name, its misery never ends" ("Was mich am meisten aufbringt ist das 

Schicksal der Familie Barnabas. [...] Diese Familie ist ausgestoBen. lebt ohne eigene 

Bestimmung, ohne eigenen Namen. ihre Elend endet nie," 94). Francine lives the 

frustrations that Monikova describes in her interview, "I lived so close to Kafka that I 

could have beaten him up every day" ("Ich lebte Kafka so nahe, daB ich ihn jeden Tag 

hatte prugeln konnen") (Engler 17). She clarifies her rewriting project as follows: 

The rehabilitation of the Barnabas was important to me. Kafka leaves 

them to their fate: the self-initiated fall from their earlier "normal 

existence" in the village community to the role of a pariah. Change has to 

start from the most exploited, most humiliated member of the family. 

Olga does not have the holy or martyr-like appearance of Amalia. [...] 

Her insight into the necessary, no, the changeable is the only solution. 

Die Rehabilitierung der Familie Barnabas schien mir wichtig. Kafka 

uberlaBt sie ihrem Schicksal: dem selbstinitiierten Niedergang von der 

fniheren "Normalexistenz" in der dorflichen Gemeinde in die Paria-Rolle. 

Die Veranderung mufi vom ausgebeutesten, emiedrigsten 

Familienmitglied ausgehen. Olga hat nicht den Heiligen- oder 
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Martyrerschein Amalias. [...] Ihr Einblick in das Notwendige, nein das 

Veranderliche, ist die einzige Losung. (Engler 17) 

Moni'kova creates a situation in which Kafka gives Francine permission to rewrite 

the story. He says, "Then you will have to write it" ("Dann werden Sie es schreiben 

mussen." 95). Francine takes this opportunity, rushes off into the story of The Castle and 

leaves Kafka sitting behind, "So much horror and he is just sitting motionless here" ("So 

viel Schrecken—und er sitzt unbewegt da," 94). In her project of rewriting Kafka's story 

Francine takes advantage of her experiences with marginalization and liberation that 

allow her to cast a new light on Barnabas' situation. 

Francine enters Kafka's novel on three different occasions."" In the first part, 

Francine reflects on Kafka's chapter "Petitions." She tries to improve the economic 

situation of the family when she makes Bertuch"^ insist that Barnabas make his shoes 

instead of Meister Brunswick."' On the second occasion, a letter arrives for Bamabas 

with a job offer as an instructor for the fire brigade at the castle. However, Bamabas 

does not receive the news in time because the letter is delivered first to Brunswick." 

"" Monikova describes her rehabilitation project in SchloB. Alenh und Wunschtorte (The Castle. Aleph. and 
the Wishfilied Cake, 1990). 

The chapters of Kafka's The Castle entitled "Amalia's Secret," "Amalia's Punishment." "Petitions." 
and "Olga's Plans" play a key role in Monikova's project. In "Petitions." where Olga explains how the 
family Bamabas dealt with the disgrace and how it tried to restore its reputation, she also mentions the 
character Bertuch. She says. "Not far from the Castle entrance there's a market garden, belonging to a 
man called Bertuch who sells vegetables to the Castle, and there on the narrow stone ledge at the foot of the 
garden fence Father took up his post. Bertuch made no objection, because he used to be very friendly with 
Father and had been one of his most faithful customers—you see. he has a lame foot and he thought that 
nobody but father could make him a shoe to fit it" (Kafka, trans. Willa and Edwin Muir 280-281). 

In Kafka's story, Brunswick comes from a shoemaker's family. His father "had the biggest shoemaker's 
business in the place, nobody could compete with him" (Kafka, trans. Willa and Edwin Muir 188). 
"" This situation can be juxtaposed to several typically kafkaesque "moments of too late." such as in 
Kafka's "Vor dem Gesetz" (Before the Law) in which the man realizes too late that the entrance to the law 
was meant only for him. 
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Francine saves the seemingly unsolvable situation of the Barnabas in the very last 

paragraph of Pavane when Olga leaves, "She left behind the servants in the stable, her 

siblings and parents. She goes her way ..("Die Knechte im Pferdestall, die 

Geschwis ter  und  El tem hat  s ie  h in ter  s ich  ge lassen .  S ie  wendet  s ich  ihrem Weg zu  . .  

127-128). 

Francine thus reworks Kafka's plan for Olga according to which she should 

search among the castle employees for the person who delivered Sortini's obscene letter 

to Amalia and whom Amalia insulted. This plan does not present any fruitful solution for 

the family. Besides the fact that they will not find the messenger—Olga reports: "We've 

never found the messenger to this day, he must be still with Sortini, who values him very 

highly, and he must have followed Sortini when Sortini retired to a more remote 

department" (Kafka, trans. Willa and Edwin Muir 285),—it also requires that the family 

be fiirther humiliated: "For this purpose it was necessary to be in the Herrenhof every 

night, and people weren't very pleased to see us anywhere, far less in a place like that; 

and we couldn't appear, either, as paying customers" (Kafka, trans. Willa and Edwin 

Muir 284). 

The rehabilitation of the Barnabas is not Francine's only call to justice and 

resistance against power.She weaves her liberating motif into several literary works. 

The scene in which Francine arranges a meeting between Kafka and HaSek is another 

example of her "rectification of literary fates" (10). Both authors discuss their seminal 

works—The Trial and The Fateful Adventures of the Good Soldier Sveik—in a smoky 
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bar and agree that Josef K. and Svejk would play a minor role, assigning their roles as 

protagonists to thugs: "Svejk and Josef K. are then free" ("Svejk und Josef K. sind dann 

frei," 10). Francine casts her liberation on Olga. Svejk, Josef K. or Charles Kinbote from 

Nabokov's Pale Fire whom she raises to Nabokov's Charles K. (95). She allegorically 

cures these characters and thus becomes a "literary doctor." 

In a mental hospital in Prague, in which Francine's sister Marie works as a doctor, 

Francine encounters her former classmate Vera who has attempted suicide. Vera hands 

Francine a notebook that allows her again to enter a text that indicates the disturbed 

mental state of its author. In the diary Vera, the former beauty queen of Prague's 

university, borrows segments from "The Geographic Diary of One Summer" ("Sommers 

Geographisches Tagebuch," 1823) written by the Czech romantic poet Karel Hynek 

Macha (1810-1826). Vera blends Macha's story of a "poor savage," who was led to his 

death by an English soldier, with reports on experiments practiced on humans in Dachau 

and Ravensbriick, the extermination of the Hereros in South-West Africa, and a picture of 

a young man standing with the Czech flag in front of a Soviet tank. The statement that 

accompanies the picture reveals Vera's political suffering, "It is a misunderstanding and 

it will destroy us" ("Ein MiBverstandnis ist es, und wir gehen daran zugrunde," 36). 

Vera's handwriting gradually becomes illegible and her sentences more 

fragmented: "the hopeless government building, the wrong time, the dead palm .. .of the 

Negro, the silent well..." (".. .die trostlose Regierungsgebaude, die falsche Zeit, die tote 

Palme .. .des Negers, der schweigende Brunnen ...," 35-36). The break down of Vera's 

Cramer reads this moment of rehabilitation as an "artistic declaration of a different kind of aesthetics of 
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sentences points to the horrors that cannot be contained in language. The diary reflects 

on Vera's disease and this complements the theme of pain and disability interwoven in 

Pavane. 

Vera's notes finish with the question, "Ci jsem?" in her mother tongue that 

questions her very existence. The fact that the question remains in its original language 

without a translation can be seen as a link or a secret code between Vera and Francine. 

The question can be translated into English in two different ways, "What is my name?," 

which discloses the loss of Vera's identity. Simultaneously, it can also mean "Where or 

to whom do I belong?" that points to Vera's concern about her political displacement as 

well as the marginalization caused by her disease. Vera lives in a totalitarian country 

where political disagreement and mental disease go hand in hand, and electric shocks 

treat both. 

Francine intervenes again and interrupts the fateful flow of Vera's life. As in the 

case of the characters Olga, Josef K., Svejk, and partially Charles K., Francine attempts 

to save her former classmate. She sharply disagrees with her sister about Vera's 

treatment. Whereas the doctor prefers handling Vera's suicidal attempts with electric 

shocks, Francine wants Vera to be released to allow her to solve her health problems 

independently like Olga, the character in Kafka's The Castle. When Francine cannot 

arrive at any compromise with her sister regarding Vera's treatment, she instantly leaves 

Prague. 

resistance" ("kunstlerischc Bekcnntnis zu eincr anderen Asthetik dcs Widerstands," 72). 
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Francine narrates her relationship with her sister that plays an important role in 

the novel through their common childhood. She recalls: "I was somber, hatched from 

black eggs, made from black flour. I couldn't even speak properly, 1 was a disgrace. 

[My sister Marie] forgave me wherever she could" ("Ich war duster, aus schwarzen Eiem 

gekrochen, aus schearrzem Mehl gemacht, ich konnte nicht einmal richtig sprechen, 

machte Schande. [Meine Schwester Marie] verzieh mir, wo sie nur kormte," 145). On a 

different occasion, Francine describes Marie's superiority: "We follow our sister and 

watch with pleasure and pride how self-confident she is, friendly, she does not pay 

attention to anybody [...]. The younger brother carries his swan next to us. He is in our 

row as well, she walks one step ahead; she is important and we are only here in order to 

acknowledge it" ("Wir gehen der Schwester nach und sehen ihr mit Vergnugen und Stolz 

zu, wie selbstsicher sie ist, freundlich, auf niemanden achtend [...]. Der jungere Bruder 

tragt den Schwan neben uns, auch er in unserer Reihe, sie geht einen Schritt vor uns, sie 

ist wichtig, und wir sind nur da, um es wahrzunehmen" (30). The feelings of insecurity, 

impotence, and injustice invoked by her bitter memories of being controlled suddenly 

unmask her vulnerable child-like identity, which opens up a new horizon for her 

narrative. Marie is not only Francine's sister, but metaphorically she may represent 

Francine's past spent under an oppressive communist regime. Although Francine 

demonstrates strong patriotic feelings for her country of origin, she shows no respect for 

Czecho-Slovakia's totalitarian regime reflected in Francine's cold relationship with her 

sister.^" The distance between Francine and Marie, her past identity, represents the 

Francine continuously refers to her doctor sibling as "my sister" and keeps her name anonymous, which 
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political distance between Prague and Gottingen. When Francine leaves Vera without 

being able to improve her condition, she also leaves her oppressed identity behind. By 

taking a train to Gottingen, Francine, like Olga in Kafka's The Castle, again leaves her 

family, city and the subjugation they represent. She thus travels in real and allegorical 

terms. 

Kafka's The Castle is not the only example of literature as intertext. Francine 

mentions the titles of many books, such as Stanislaw Lem's Die volkommene Leere 

(Complete Emptiness, I97I), "Die Maske" (The Mask), and Virginia Woolf s A Room of 

One's Own (1929), all dealing with the search for identity. Besides Kafka, she peppers 

her narrative with quotes by famous authors, such as Amo Schmidt and Katherine 

Mansfield. Also, Vera's diary explicitly highlights the title and the year of publication of 

Macha's "Geographic Diary." Although Francine has quit her teaching job, she 

continues to lecture her reader on literature by leaping from text to text, which also 

creates the effect of dancing. The colorful diversity of numerous literary titles and names 

forms the ground on which Francine dances her "Pavane for a Dead Princess."'' 

Pavane begins a new epoch in Monikova's writing because of her perspective on 

feminism that breaks with female victimization, her liberating motif, clever literary style, 

and the intrinsic composition of the text that challenges all linear structures."'* 

points to the impersonal relationship between both women. This apathy is mutual, which Marie's colleague 
discloses when he meets Francinc for the first time. "This is then your little sister. Marie, and you kept her 
[secret] from us for such a long time" ("Das ist also deine kleine Schwester. Marie, und die hast du uns so 
lange vorcnthalten?" 36). 

The pavan is a French double time dance very popular in the late 16"* and early 17'*' century. The word 
pavan (French pavane) is believed to originate in the name of the Italian town Padua or the Italian word 
pavone. which means peacock. 

Due to its complex structure. Pavane is considered Monikova's pivotal work and her first novel. 
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Monikova's form of intertextual collage provides the basis for the complex structure of 

the novel/'^ The writer explains the principle of her intertextual production in Jana 

Hadkova's documentary entitled Scenv ze zivota. literaturv a filmu (Scenes of Life, 

Literature and Film, 1998); "From books arise new books. Books also come into being 

from dreams, experiences, and fantasy. In my [literary] production, motion pictures play 

an extremely important role." Thus, Monikova creates Francine as a figure who is 

programmed to live an intertextual life. Francine states, "My life is a sequence of 

literary episodes and movie scenes, arbitrary quotations that I cannot always immediately 

categorize" ("Mein Leben ist eine Abfolge von Literatur- und Filmszenen, willkurliche 

Zitate, die ich nicht immer gleich einordnen kann," 19). The literary style that imitates 

disability and rupture, the overarching themes of the narrative, holds together the densely 

layered segments of the novel. 

Monikova introduces the short movies presented at the film festival in sentences 

that lack verbs. She writes, "The festival of short films in Oberhausen." [...] The 

Yugoslavian contribution "The Ram" ("Das Festival der Kurzfilme in Oberhausen. [...] 

Der jugoslawische Beitrag 'Die Ramme,"' 7). The abrupt change of verb-free sentences 

In Redcn uber Deutschland 2. Monikova refers to Pavane as her key work. This statement might have 
influcnccd the judgement of several literary critics, i.e. Hiltrudis Maria Arens in her dissertation entitled 
Eine Herausforderung fur Germanistik. p. 334. Friedrich Cristian Delius in "Rede auf die FGrstin Libuse." 
p. 50 who conceptualize this novel as Monikova's literary point of departure. In her conversation with 
Jurgen Engler. Monikova qualifies the book as "novel" or a "novella" ("Roman" oder Kurzroman." 12). 
^^In "Women's Writing." Monikova states, "I not only want women to see (and represent) themselves more 
clearly and convincingly as intellectuals rather than as weak, manipulated victims, but above all to fulfill 
expectations of form when doing so. A private history does not interest me if it is not of high literary 
quality. [...] The main thing is that the writing is strong" (8). Furthermore. Monikova argues that 
"women lack a certain ease [...] when dealing with larger thematic areas and quantities of material: 
beyond the horizon of the persona!" (8). 
^ John Pizer arrives at a similar conclusion. He claims, "intertextuality represents not simply a stylistic 
choice, but reflects the character of [Francine's] own life" (Pizer 156). 
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Strongly accelerates the reading, replicating the structure of the film. Monikova thus 

accommodates the syntax of her sentences to that of movies. Simultaneously, the wide 

range of unrelated images abruptly following one another disturbs the textual fluidity and 

almost results in a textual disability. The technique that merges different documentaries 

resembles a textual surgery that foreshadows the theme of displacement and disability. 

The fragmented writing style is not restricted to the passages that thematize movies. 

Monikova achieves the same effect of textual disability when she introduces Ravel's 

"Pavane for a Dead Princess" with just two words, "After [Janacek's "Intimate Letters"] 

"Pavane" ("Danach die Pavane," 40). 

This broken quality of both intertexts reveals Francine's love for music since the 

pauses inserted between individual words create a staccato pattern that produces a certain 

musicality that is also woven into the title of the novel. The whole narrative is 

characterized by its dynamic nature and linguistic musicality. In an interview with 

Jurgen Engler, Monikova reveals her recipe for this refreshingly new writing style. She 

says: 

The present [tense] is much faster, it accelerates the events and the editing 

process [derived from] the film is not difficult to find in my texts. The 

syntax has its roots in the Czech language—the verb can be found 

immediately, one doesn't need to grope for long periods [of time] in 

search of its end and significance. That is why Kafka is so comforting— 

brief, quick, "to the point"—like Kleist. 
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Das Prasens ist viel schneller, es beschleunigt das Geschehen, und die 

Schnittechnik aus dem Film ist in meinem Schreiben nicht weit zu suchen. 

Die Syntax hat ihre Wurzeln im Tschechischen—man findet das Verb 

gleich, mufi keine lange Perioden muhsam nach ihrem Ende und Sinn 

abtasten. Dadurch ist Kafka so wohltuend—knapp, schnell, "zur 

Sache"—wie Kleist. (Engler 19) 

In Pavane. Monikova not only takes the liberty of merging Czech and German 

sentence structures, but also of using several other languages. Francine expresses her 

thoughts and converses with other characters in German and Czech and includes 

occasional statements in French and English. She translates some of the statements into 

German, but leaves many in their original version, thus presenting a challenge for literary 

interpretation and showing Francine as an intellectual cosmopolitan with abilities in four 

languages. Her use of Czech emphasizes furthermore her background that plays a 

significant role in her multicultural identity 

At times, Monikova substitutes Francine's identity with her own "literary /." A 

series of facts from the life of the author as well as several real figures are integrated into 

this novel which explains why Pavane is referred to as Mom'kova's most personal 

novel.^"^ Yet, the work is not conceptualized as an autobiography, as the writer explains 

in her interview with Braunbeck, "The autobiographical moments are also just material, 

and 1 take and use them wherever they fit into my plot. The chronological or logical 

sequence of individual scenes is not of primary importance" ("Die autobiographischen 
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Momente sind auch nur Material, und ich nehme sie und gebrauche sie dort, wo sie mir 

2XIT Handlung passen. Die Chronologie oder die logische Abfolge der einzelnen Szenen 

ist nicht primar wichtig [...]") (Braunbeck, "Gesprache" 459). 

John Pizer argues, "[Francine's] life is drawn from that of her author, both are 

Prague natives who left that city after its slide into a benumbed apathy following the 

1968 Soviet invasion. Both became instructors of literature in Germany who experience 

profound discontent with their students and col leagues (Pizer 156). In addition to the 

fact that both women share a profession, conditions of expatriation and displacement, as 

well as literary and artistic interests, there are many more parallels between them. 

Francine's physical appearance which is depicted with sarcastically as "too tall, 

too skinny, too dark" ("zu groB, zu mager, zu dunkel," 56) is strikingly close to 

Monikova's self-portrait. Also Francine's difficulties during the first years in Germany 

are identical with the discontent that Monikova felt after leaving Czecho-Slovakia,"'^ 

which she describes in 1991, "In my first years in Germany 1 was not happy" ("In den 

ersten Jahren in Deutschland war ich nicht frohlich") (Reden uber Deutschland 2 130). 

Francine's husband Jan Herzog shares the same last name, the position of a student and 

There is no doubt that several other works by Monikova combine elements from her life. Verklarte 
Nacht (Transfigured Night) is another book that carries the attribute "the most personal." 
^ Monikova also claims that the experience in her seminar on women's literature is grounded in her own 
experience. 

She describes her situation in a letter addressed to her colleague and compatriot Alena Wagnerova 
written on February 12, 1978: "[M]y husband is a student and [has not received] any scholarship for a year. 
I have a four-hour teaching contract with the University of Bremen" ("mein Mann ist Student und schon ein 
Jahr ohne Stipendium—und ich habe einen vierstundigen Lehrauftrag an der Universital Bremen") 
(Wagnerovi, "Die Teilung" 130). 
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the later profession of a scientist with the writer's husband Michael Herzog.^^ Also 

Monikova's sister Marie, a medical doctor, may have inspired the writer in creating the 

character Marie, Francine's sister, a doctor who also represents Francine's troubled past. 

Monikova writes her novel from numerous angles. She portrays Francine's physical and 

psychological disability as a rich metaphor for the environment that marginalizes her 

protagonist, thus drawing a parallel to her own past. Francine's physical, emotional and 

political liberation is more than a victory of Monikova's protagonist. It heralds a 

breakthrough moment in Monikova's writings. 

Francine says: "It is my husband's farewell from the place of his education, his deformation to a 
scientist" ("Es ist dcr Abschied [meincs Mannes] von der Stelle seiner Ausbildung. seiner Deformation 
zum Wissenschaftler [...])" (47). 
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Chapter 4: Perspectives on Art, Politics and Science in Per Taumel 

Next to The Facade (1987), the posthumously published novel Per Taumel 

(Pizziness, 2000)' was to become Libuse Monikova's major literary work. The Prague 

author had plarmed about four hundred pages for this final novel, but she had completed 

only half of this project' when death overtook her on January 12, 1998. 

Monikova was first diagnosed with cancer in 1996/97. In March 1997, an 

operation on the vocal cords area literally silenced the author for several months.^ A 

stutter as well as experiencing a violent change in her voice made communicating almost 

impossible for the writer. In addition to her problems with her speech, Monikova 

experienced difficulties concentrating. In the last interview that she offered in her native 

language, the writer describes the side effects of the medication that distorted her face 

beyond recognition: "Every morning when 1 look into the mirror I ask myself who is 

washing her hands next to me" (Kyncl, "Spisovatelstvi"). 

This critical state of health mercilessly pointed to the upcoming end of her life;'* it 

forced Monikova to begin writing what became her final book^ which she had plarmed 

' All translations are mine, unless otherwise indicated. 
• Monikova wrote to her friend Erica Pedrctti. "[The novel] will contain some 400 pages" ("[Der Roman] 
wird uber400 Sciten haben") (Pedrctti, "Das Leben" 58). 
' In a letter addressed to the editor of Literaturmagazin Delf Schmidt dated November 28, 1997, Monikova 
describes her physical state after the operation, "I have been in convalescence after a complex operation [. 
..] in March 1997, which prevents me from traveling, writing, simply from living as a writer" ("[S]eit Marz 
1997 bin ich nach einer schweren Operation—knapp am Sprachzentrum vorbei—in Rekonvaleszenz, die 
mir nicht eriaubt, reisen. schreiben, einfach. als Schriftstcllerin zu leben") (Monikova. Literaturmagazin 44 
152). 
•"Pedretti recalls Monikova's words: "[Death] plays against the time. It does not know that for someone 
like me time is an enemy. Always on the side of the sure winner [that is] death. I do not like mortal 
games" ("[Der Tod] spielt auf die Zeit. Er weiC nicht. daB bei jemandem wie mir die Zeit der Gegner ist. 
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indirectly out of the poor state of her health.^ 

The grief over the loss of her city and country that marked all of Monikova's 

works' is particularly visible in this final novel, in which the transplanted Prague author 

returns for the last time to the Prague of the normalization period. The clearly defined 

time frame, the year 1978, and the precisely described geographic location of the Czech 

capital are two significant references that frame the story of the main character Jakub 

Brandl, an internationally renowned free-lance painter and a lecturer at the School of 

Arts, who is a victim of severe persecutions and an undefined disease. 

The main character Brandl functions to introduce readers to the diverse milieu of 

Czech art and culture that Monikova portrays as a battlefield of multiple political forces. 

Brandl does not accede to the complicity of his compatriots; he defies any categorization 

and he does not identify with any group or organization even though he unwillingly 

becomes president of the Association of Artists. The loner-artist does not care about 

fame, nor does he need contacts. He refuses to prostitute his art for any reason. Brandl is 

not a political activist who would publicly call for resistance. However, the 

interrogations he endures and his unwillingness to collaborate with the secret police 

Immer auf dcr Seite des sicheren Siegers, des Todcs. Ich mag nicht [...] die todsichcrcn Spicic") ("Das 
Lebcn" 56). 
" "In the situation where nothing is certain any more except for the fact that f do not have much time left. I 
ask myself what will remain of me" ("In dieser Situation, wo nichts sicher ist—aufier ich habe nicht viel 
Zeit—. frage ich mich, was von mir bleibt") (Pedretti. "Das Lcben" 57). 
^ Monikova writes. "In the middle of this condition. I started writing a book—maybe my last one—and I 
have to take use of every minute in order to finish it" ("Mitten in diescm Zustand begann ich ein Buch zu 
schreiben—vielleicht mein letztes—und mui3 jede Minute nutzen, es zu beenden") f Literaturmagazin 44 
152). 
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clearly draw a parallel with the witch-hunts against Charta if members. He represents 

the last Hunger Artist of Prague whose desire for freedom and strong sense of justice 

disassociates him from any social, political, economic or institutional machinery. The 

narrator comments, "Between him and the world there is a crack that cannot be sealed" 

("Zwischen ihm und der Welt ist eine Spalt, der nicht gekittet wird," 15). 

Brandl is periodically summoned to political interrogations at the city court in 

Prague One where the lieutenant Schramm holds "personal interviews" with the artist. 

The policeman accuses him of possessing unregulated foreign currency, of tax evasion, 

and slandering the republic.' He also attempts to force Brandl to report on his old 

classmate Machor and on the art group, "the Wild," on their meetings and manifestos. 

Although Machor irritates the professor/artist Brandl with his "banana art"'" as well as 

^ All of Mom'kova's novels refer directly or indirectly to her country of origin. In her last interview 
Monikova states that her profession is a compensation for the painful loss of her city and country 
(Monikova. "Tyden" 56). 
" The Charta 77 was a human rights movement founded in 1976/77 as a reaction to the Helsinki Treaty. 
Although the communist Czecho-Slovakia signed this Treaty, it continued to disrespect the civic, social, 
cultural, and political rights of its citizens. The Charta 77 became the center of communist opposition and 
was signed by 242 freedom fighters such as Ludvik Vaculik, Pavel Kohout. Vaclav Havel, and Jin 
Dienstbier whose primary goal was restoring justice. In 1978, the members of the Charta 77 established a 
Committee for the Protection of the Unjustly Persecuted (VONS) and in 1989 Charta 77 activists founded 
the Civic Forum that formed the basis of the first post-communist government. Throughout its history, all 
members of the Charta 77 were severely persecuted. The political activities of this human rights 
movement officially ended in 1992. 
' Monikova writes. "What do they want from him? Just because he has lent books on art and theory to a 
few friends and one of them had used his manifests on surrealism in his collagcs that were successfully 
published abroad, [now he is accused of] possessing unregulated hard currency, tax evasion, slandering the 
republic" ("Was wollen sie von ihm? Weil er ein paar Bekannten Bucher geliehen hat, iCunstbucher, 
Theorie und einer sich seines surrealistischcn Manifests bedient hatte fur seine Kollagen. die dann im 
Ausiand erschienen und Erfolg hatten—Devisenhinterziehung, Steuervergehen, Verleumdung der 
Republik." 10) 

Machor glues letters from Brandl's books onto different objects, such as bananas, plates and stones. 
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with his materialistic and sexist attitudes, Brandl sticks to his principles and refuses to 

offer any kind of information on his wealthy colleague Machor." 

Unlike other places of interrogation, such as the jail in Ruzyneox in 

Bartolomejskd Lane, where law enforcement officials use brutal methods, the location of 

the court in Prague One is supposed to guarantee civility. Yet, the interrogation of 

Brandl in Schramm's "old fatherly chancery" ("in dieser altvaterlichen Kanzlei") points 

to a different reality; the lieutenant embodies the totalitarian regime in its unpredictable 

brutality (58). The narrator describes the dire consequences for Brandl at the hands of his 

interrogators: "After [Brandl's] forehead struck the desktop, something burst in his head" 

("Nach dem Schlag seiner Stim auf die Tischplatte platzte etwas," 10). The policeman 

who used force has permanently damaged Brandl's health to such an extent that it 

deteriorates from this point on. Brandl's head injury, possibly brain injury, that draws a 

parallel to the title of Monikova's novella Eine Schadigung (An Injury, 1981), 

conceptualizes the keystone of the novel. The head, which is the most complex part of 

the human body, the site of thought production and sensual perception, presents an 

allegory for resistance. 

Brandl's poor health results from political oppression, his disability is inflicted on 

him from the outside. The vivid descriptions of a sense of dizziness underscored by the 

title, light headaches, epileptic attacks, and occasional fainting spells, that become 

gradually more frequent, refer to a more profound metaphorical cancer of political 

'' Mom'kova reports. "Brandl notices [Schramm's] intention to persuade him to go against Machor and he 
is disturbed. He will not talk about others with this official, not even about Machor with whom he was 
seriously upset in the last weeks" ("Brandl merkt die Absicht. ihn zu bewegcn. gegen Machor loszulegen. 
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oppression that spreads virulently. Like a tumor, the tentacles of the totalitarian state 

probe into all levels of Brandl's existence—they damage his health, interfere with his 

family, professional life, and friendships. He is separated from his wife who buys into 

the regime and who would have liked to see a "disciplined militariness" in him ("straff 

militarisch," 86). Brandl does not try to offer his children a different political sensibility. 

Instead, he apathetically accepts the loss of his family and dedicates himself fiilly to his 

profession. 

The secret service also follows Brandl's interaction with his neighbor Antonin 

Proch^ka who studies at the School of Medicine in Prague. The professor Brandl and 

the future doctor Prochazka share an interest in Egyptology and thus find many topics to 

discuss. They also seem to share political views.'* Given the fact that the totalitarian 

regime finds the work of both intellectuals suspicious, Brandl suggests that the men 

should exchange their reading material in the laundromat. But his presumption that he 

has found a fnend turns out to be a fatal mistake. Brandl sees Proch^ka at the city court, 

which arouses an avalanche of questions that will never be answered.'"' Brandl will never 

find out whether Prochazka, which literally means a walk, alludes to a walk between the 

role of a victim and that of perpetrator. Brandl will never know whether Proch^ka is his 

neighbor coincidentally or whether the government uses the future doctor to pry into 

und ist vcrstdrt. Mit diescm Bcamtcn wird cr nicht ubcr andcrc sprcchen. nicht cinmal Qbcr Machor. der 
ihm in den Ictzten Wochen cmsthaft im Magen liegt." 57). 

Proch^ka wanted to pursue a degree in tropical medicine and Egyptology, but since this interdisciplinary 
career was contradictory to the principles of Marxist ideology, he had to register at the School of Mcdicine. 
On numerous occasions, he expresses his disagreement with the totalitarian regime. 

Brandl sees "his neighbor with his [Brandl's] Egyptian tomes. Prochazka. the shy student, disappears into 
the court house, doesn't see him [Brandl]" ("Sein Nachbar, mit scinen agyptischen Banden. Prochazka, der 
schuchteme Student, verschwindct im Gerichtsgebaude. sieht ihn nicht," 67). 
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Brandl's privacy. The narrative points to the suspicion and fear that take hold of people's 

lives and impede any sense of community. The regime instills fear to control its citizens. 

Brandl does not know the true identity of his neighbor, nor does he ever discover the 

reason for the accusations that the secret police fabricate against him. Fear and a foggy 

uncertainty permeate the entire novel, which evokes a perfectly kafkaesque scenario and 

a connection between Brandl and Josef K. In her portrayal of Brandl, Monikova pays 

tribute to her professional model, compatriot, and literary sustainer Kafka and exposes 

the communist regime in its entire monstrosity. 

As in most of her previous works, Monfkova describes the city and country that 

suffer the consequences of the Soviet occupation, but this time she proposes an approach 

that goes beyond the conventional attitude of victimization and nostalgic reminiscences. 

She observes: "Nobody asks what it looks like fiom within" ("Wie es drinnen aussieht, 

fragt keiner"), which draws attention to the internal dynamics of Czech society (55). She 

examines how corruption, conspiracy, fear, and moral decay cauterize the country that 

had once proudly rejected the "brotherly invasion" ("briiderlicher Einmarsch")'"* of the 

Soviet army (7). Ten years after the Prague Spring, apathy and collaboration with traitors 

is Czechoslovakia's new hallmark. The narrator comments bitingly, "What else do 

people do other than get drunk and curse their lot? [...] The gray zone keeps its mouth 

shut" ("Was machen die Leute sonst, als saufen und auf die Umstande schimpfen? [...] 

Die graue Zone halt den Mund," 54). The book thus presents a unique literary testimony 

Although after the Warsaw Pact military invasion of Czecho-Slovakia the country's political leadership 
opted for resignation rather than a direct military confrontation, the vast majority of the Czech population 
stood against the Warsaw Pact troops. The defense initiative of individual Czech military units, such as the 
Seventh Parachutc Regiment of Hole^v. was doomed to failure. 
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that challenges the simplistic concept of a singular conununist oppression and 

homogeneous resistance. Mom'kova does not project the majority of the Czech 

population as victims, but rather shows how they participate in a complex web of 

complicity. Her sharp radical investigation thus redefines the concepts of oppression and 

victimization. 

In Per Taumel. Monikova meticulously explores the intersection of art and 

politics and thus documents the historical reality of severe interrogations and consequent 

imprisonment of the Charta 77 signatories, primarily artists and intellectuals, who 

became the main target of political persecution in the second half of the 1970s. Although 

the totalitarian regime leaves no space for opposition, Monikova shows that there are 

numerous artists who adhere to their principles and do not express interest in power. 

They are relegated to the position of second class citizens and manage to survive by 

cleaning windows or sweeping streets (23). Embittered they raise the intellectual level of 

Czecho-Slovakia's proletariat and thus improve the reputation of the country's labor 

force. 

Monikova also offers a critical insight into the milieu of "protest artists" through 

the eyes of the main character Brandl. The Prague scene of rebels harbors characters like 

Machor, Brandl's former classmate and a painter, who treats his female colleagues with 

disrespect.'^ Brandl laughs at the so-called "action art [against] the stagnation in the 

country" ("Aktionskunst gegen die Stagnation im Lande") that Machor and his group, 

also known by the name "The Wild," produce and thus pretend to participate in the world 
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revolution (30). Paradoxically, Machor exhibits his work in rich private galleries in the 

West that are run by leftist snobs who consider it "authentic art" (28-29). Brandl shows 

that the so-called protest artists, who are considered freedom fighters, are not free of 

discriminating practices. Furthermore, he deliberately exposes the link between Czech 

protest artists and western art dealers'^ and thus reveals the fact that the driving force 

behind the artistic creativity of Machor's group is money rather than political conviction. 

Naturally, not all Czech artists join in the underground movement. Monfkova 

also depicts intellectuals who willingly choose the career of political informants and thus 

actively participate in the web of complicity. Furthermore, she also addresses 

intellectuals and artists who show their compliance with the system in a less visible 

manner. They are "not members of the Communist Party, which means that they are 

considered decent people. With [their] western decor and relaxed lifestyle behind their 

own four walls" ("keine Parteimitglieder, also anstandige Leute in den Augen der 

Umgebung. Mit westlicher Einrichtung und lockeren Lebensformen hinter den eigenen 

vier Wanden," 54). 

Although Per Taumel highlights the labyrinth of the secret police and the 

complexity with which surveillance is interwoven into social structures, the novel is not 

conceptualized as a horror story of betrayals and conspiracy. Particularly young female 

characters add dynamic freshness and generally enliven the gray socialist reality. Brandl 

As I have shown in Chapter One of this dissertation, the Prague underground scene harbored many sexist 
voices. 
"• Monikova writes, "The worst thing is that they interpret every artistic failure as a political statement. 
The observers and buyers, gawkers from the West, naively impressed by the authenticity, do not dare look 
into [art] more closely and critically" ("Das Schlimmste ist. jedes kunstlerische Versagen [...] wird 
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often interacts with young people, such as Dora and Tina who model for his painting 

class. Both students of the renowned School of Arts'^ provide a "diversion from his 

lonely evenings and long nights" ("die Zerstreuung seiner einsamen Abende und langen 

Nachte," 26). They represent "the bright youth of Prague" ("die kluge Jugend von Prag," 

44) who resuscitate the lonely and bitter professor with their audacity, eagerness for 

knowledge, and sharp sense of humor. The narrator describes the friendship between the 

professor and his art class models. "They have adopted him. They visit him regularly, 

plunder his fridge, [...] ransack his shelves, carry off his books" ("[Sie] haben ihn 

adoptiert. Sie kommen regelmaBig, pliindem seinen Kuhlschrank,[...] stobem in 

Regalen, verschleppen seine Bucher," 24). 

The exceptionally beautiful Tereza strikes the forty-eight-year-old painter with 

her freshness, youth, courage and enthusiasm. Tereza is a dedicated animal rights activist 

who has an iguana that she has brought from Mexico and that she keeps in Proch^ka's 

bathtub. Not only did Tereza save the animal from brutal beatings, but she smuggled the 

enormous lizard through the customs at Prague's airport. Blinded by his attraction to her, 

Brandl does not question the political implications of Tereza's close friendship with her 

classmate Proch^ka. Surprisingly, he does not wonder how she got permission to enter 

Mexico, a non-communist country, or how she has the financial means to pay for two 

trans-Atlantic trips to the land of the Aztecs and the Mayas. Brandl just feels "old and 

honored" ("er kommt sich alt vor und geehrt," 150). 

nachtraglich als politischc Aussage interprcticrt. die Beobachter und Kaufer. GafTer—aus dcm Wcsten, 
naiv und von der 'Authentizitat' beeindruckt—, wagcn nicht, es naher und kritisch anzusehen." 118). 

Dora is to become an actress and Tina a dancer. 
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Although Tereza's political background is somewhat dubious, her spontaneous 

character approximates the model of an active Czech woman of whom Monikova speaks 

in her interview with Engler.'** Tereza, however, lacks the calmness and maturity of an 

adult female intellectual, traits that define BrandPs close fnend Halina Potocka, a Polish 

Jew from Grodno. The forty-two year old artist, Potocka, whom the narrator fondly calls 

"Halina," is the most diverse and well-rounded female figure of the novel. When Halina 

was four, she hid herself in a soap-box—a paper box where she usually played, which 

saved her life when the Nazis deported her parents, grandparents, and brother and 

subsequently murdered the entire family in Treblinka. Therefore, when Halina meets 

Brandl, she introduces herself as "Halina Potocka, from Grodno. More exactly, from a 

'soap-box"'("Halina Potocka, aus Grodno. Genauer, aus einer Seifenkiste," 77). Her 

magic soap-box, furthermore, represents a vehicle, in which Halina metaphorically 

underwent her life's voyage through the waterways of Europe. She explains, "The 

soapbox was swimming on the Jordan, from Grodno, from the Vistula ... Visla into the 

Oder ... Odra, across the waterways of Europe ... it swam against the current" ("Die 

Seifenkiste schwamm auf dem Jordan, von Grodno, von der Weichsel.. .Visla, in die 

Oder... Odra, uber die Wasserstrassen Europas ... schwamm gegen den Strom," 78). 

Her last name Potocka emphasizes the diasporic nature of her life—potok means brook in 

Czech and Polish. 

" Monikova comments, "1 camc from a country in which women were usually employed, and in the early 
70s they seemed to be considerably more independent than [their counterparts] in the "West." They were 
more capable, burdened in every possible way—at work, at home, as "citizens," but without 
sentimentality. They were funnier, calmer, without being hard" ("Ich kam aus einem Land, in dem Frauen 
normalerweise berufstatig waren und in den fruheren Siebzigem mir auch wesentlich selbststandiger 
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The fact that Halina is a city-dweller, who feels inextinguishable guilt for having 

been the sole survivor of the Holocaust among her family and who is thus capable of 

extreme suffering (Monikova, "Fragmente" 180) suggests a stereotypical representation 

of the Ashkenazi Jews as assimilated cosmopolitan nomads. Halina's eternal guilt as well 

as her profession as an artist who lives in the diaspora suggest that Monikova reproduces 

a traditional western view of the Jewish other. However, the fact that Halina manages 

her professional independence breaks with the cliche of a subordinate Polish Jewish 

woman and deconstructs the anti-semitic stereotype that focuses solely on Jewish men.'^ 

Halina and her French friend Adriena, who is an artist as well, are professionals whose 

achievements receive international recognition, which stands in stark contrast to the 

submissive position of the vast majority of the Czech women. Adriena and Halina can 

thus be viewed as figures who embody Monikova's understanding of feminism. They are 

Mom'kova's feminist witnesses who help us understand the dynamics of gender in her last 

novel. 

Monikova's critical and ironic reckoning with her country of origin as well as her 

own past steadily build upon the author's sense of humor and her understanding of 

feminism as reflected in her entire literary work. In her last interview held only a couple 

of months before her death, Monikova responded to Petr Kyncl's question "Are you a 

schienen als im "Wcsten." Sie warcn fahiger, in jeder Hinsicht belastct—im Beruf, zu Hausc. als 
"Burgerinnen"—, aber ohne Larmoyanz; humorvoller. gelassener. ohne Harte") (Engler 15). 

In the last decade, numerous cultural critics examined the point at which misogyny and anti-semitism 
meet. Ann Pelegrini's essay "Interarticulations: Gender. Race and the Jewish Question" is one of many 
examples that accounts for a new reading of Otto Weininger's fin-de-siecle dissertation Sex and Character 
in which the Viennese anti-semitic author writes the Jew as a woman. Pellegrini reworks Weininger's 
fusion of anti-semitism and misogyny when she asks. "[W]hat room does Weininger's intensely anti-
semitic and misogynist identification of male Jews with 'women' leave for Jewish women? If all Jews are 
womanly, are any women also Jews?" (51). 
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feminist?" with the retort: "Naturally. As a woman I cannot not be one. The worst is the 

Czech avowal that I am not a feminist") ("Spisovatelstvi" 54). 

In this novel, Monikova solidifies her feminist perspective and condemns the 

stubbom rejection of feminism in Czecho-Slovakia. She depicts a country in which 

women are invisible without men. She claims that women in Czech society are 

recognized primarily for their cooking skills and their physical appearance. Additionally, 

she shows how Czech women are exposed to sexist remarks that comprise a significant 

part of the active Czech usage. The stultifying situation of women in Czecho-Slovakia 

has political, historical and socio-economic roots that communism did not rectify. On the 

contrary, in a communist society, the feminist movement was subordinate to the interest 

of the Communist Party, which caused many Czech women to turn their backs on the 

women's movement. 

This information about the indifference on the part of many Czech women to the 

women's movement is particularly significant for my analysis of feminist concepts 

explained in Per Taumel. Monikova skillfully avoids a dichotomy of feminist west and 

feminine east since her perception on gender issues takes into account her cultural 

background. When the narrator describes how Halina and her French friend Adriena 

wrestle with the sexist society of Czecho-Slovakia, there is no allusion to feminist theory 

grounded in western epistemology. This absence of feminist theory is not a coincidence, 

but rather a proof of Monikova's culturally based aversion to "-isms," which, however, 

does not diminish the significance of gender awareness in her text. Halina's and 

Adriena's professional achievements, their intellectual strength and elegance provide a 
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handy armament for their feminist critique of the oppression of women in Czecho

slovakia. Per Taumel offers an approach to feminist concerns that involves critical 

thinking, biting humor, and above all a supreme literary quality, all of which is 

demonstrated in Brandl's interaction with women. 

Monikova lends a complexity to female characters that escapes Brandl. Through 

Brandl, the narrator takes issue with the sexist discourse. For example, Brandl's aversion 

towards artists' widows (114) as well as his observation that "Women have it easy.[...] 

When cooking, they just follow their instinct of pleasure [...]" ("Frauen haben es 

leicht [...] Beim Kochen gehen sie nur ihrem Vergnugen nach [..113) contain a 

sexist connotation that is part of daily Czech culture. 

A closer look at the cooking scene, in which Monikova describes Halina's French 

friend Adriena preparing a liver delicacy, casts a different light on Brandl's statements. 

This scene introduces a series of episodes in which both female artists subvert misogynist 

terms with ease and humor. Adriena is not a woman whose life revolves around 

household chores. Besides her extraordinary culinary talent, she is an exceptional artist 

whose pictures convey a strong political "message, an accusation" ("eine Botschaft, eine 

Anklage!" 114). Her pictures portray "mouths stitched together, eyes stitched together. 

Plugged up noses, skulls sown together" ("zusammengenahte Munder, zusammengenahte 

Augen. Verstopfte Nasen, zusammengenahte Schadel," 114). Adriena's "big city 

voodoo style" (114) discloses not only the oppression in Czecho-Slovakia, but speaks to 

the sudden loss of her husband Jifi, also a renowned painter, who passed away at the age 
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of forty-nine because of negligence by hospital personnel.'" This tragedy transforms the 

French artist into a widow who complains "Women without husbands are barely 

considered here" ("Frauen ohne Manner sind hier kaum angesehen," 173). Adriena thus 

elegantly confronts Brandl's prejudice. 

Halina also challenges with biting humor the feeling of superiority that Czech 

men harbor, "Next to the Czech women, the Czech men stand out with their potbellies, as 

comfortably as a pile of shit" ("Neben [den Tschechinnen] nehmen sich die tschechischen 

Manner mit ihren Schmerbauchen bequem wie ScheiBhaufen aus," 172). This type of 

feminist critique that ridicules Czech men with a subtle mix of charm and vulgar anger is 

foreign to Czech women who do everything, as Monikova claims, "[The women] do 

everything. Cleaning—the streets, the buildings—, the family, work. [...] Czech women 

are the most beautiful women I know, but so oppressed, so exploited" ("[Die Frauen 

machen] alles. Putzen—die StraBen, die Gebaude—, die Familie, den Beruf [...] Die 

Tschechinnen sind die schonsten Frauen, die ich kenne. Aber so unterdriickt, so 

ausgebeutet!" 172). 

Although the communist regime did not take issue with women's submissive role, 

the young generation, represented in Dora and Tina, brings a spark of hope for a change 

in the future. Both students are too smart and quick-witted for the socialist system (44). 

They also dare to express a feminist awareness even though they carefully keep their 

distance from the women's political organization (47) that is affiliated ideologically with 

Jifi died of pneumonia in a hospital where he underwent an operation. As a matter of fact, the country's 
regime and its corruption can be considered the indirect cause of his death. A nurse did not close a window 
in his hospital room in winter since she had not been bribed adequately, leading to pneumonia and 
subsequent death. 
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the Communist Party. The two women prepare a dramatic dance performance focusing 

on "moving scenes from the lives of great women" ("bewegende Szenen aus dem Leben 

groBer Frauen," 46). They choreograph a hilarious comedy about Isadora Duncan"' and 

Sarah Bernhardt" which involves a dancer, among other things, with an amputated leg, a 

coffin, and a Bugatti car. Although Tina and Dora do not offer details on their 

performance, both students seem to create it with a great amount of enthusiasm. 

Halina's reminiscences of her visit with Egyptian women in Deir el-Medineh, 

from whom she learns the art of producing ornaments, add a new dimension to 

Monikova's discussions on feminism. This scene contains a richly layered description 

that prepares the ground for meaningful female encounters""' that underscore the aspect of 

feminist multiplicity and the significance of the local condition. Halina's hosts are 

female silversmiths who live in the mountains of the Egyptian Sahara and who can read 

and write, handle metal, and produce weapons. The exclusively female community 

creates swords, knives, daggers, pots, and pans, which transforms them into craftswomen 

and warriors who have conquered a traditionally male profession and moreover made 

themselves independent from their brutally aggressive male counterparts. These unbound 

Amazons live and literally die struggling for their rights. Halina reports, "They could 

defend themselves with their weapons. [...] In earlier times, they used to be attacked, 

Isadora Duncan (1878-1927) was a world renowned US dancer considered to be the mother of modem 
dance. 
~ The Duncan's contemporary, Sarah Bernhardt was a successful writer, playwright, director, actor and 
dancer. 
^ The friendliness with which the Egyptian women accept their Jewish guest not only examplifies of a 
strong female bonding, but also transmits a political message that transcendentally suggests a peaceful 
solution of the intricate yet extremely acute conflict between the Jews and the Arabs. Their companionship 
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raped, castrated. The women were whipped, dragged to death.[...] Later on, not any 

more" ("Sie waren wehrhaft, mit ihren Waffen. [...] Fruher gab es Oberfalle. 

Vergewaltigimgen, Kastrierungen, die Frauen wurden ausgepeitscht, totgeschleift [...] 

Spater nicht mehr," 91). Their courage, independence, dedication, comradeship, and 

professional expertise dismantle the Western stereotypes of subordinate oriental 

women."" Moreover, the lives they lost and the suffering they underwent in their struggle 

contrast with the comfort of Western feminism. Monikova includes these female nomads 

of Deir el-Medineh in her text to point to the remarkable margin of freedom that women 

in ancient Egypt could enjoy and thus to highlight the roots of and possibilities of female 

independence."^ 

Monikova does not mention Hatshepsut in Per Taumel. but her reference to Deir 

el-Medineh may suggest a link to the first female pharaoh who appears in her novel 

and mutual understanding that avoids masculine political theorizing and deviates from political institutions 
conceptualizes a natural down-to-carth-solution to the history of wars in the Middle East. 
"•'Monikova clearly writes against the cliche that projects oriental women as ignorant, family-oriented, 
tradition-bound, domestic. 
"" In ancient Egypt it was not a rarity for a woman from a wealthy family to read and write. Moreover, 
women could participate in business deals, own land, represent themselves in court, or work as 
silversmiths. Estcban Liagostera Cuenca mentions the case of a female doctor, female judge, and a woman 
inspector of funerary priests (Liagostera Cuenca 2). It was fairly common for the noblewomen to become 
priestesses. However, there were restrictions that made it difficult for a woman to ascend the throne, since, 
as Sameh Arab claims, "few queens could exercise the authority of a pharaoh through regency" (Arab 3). 
The first female pharaoh was the fourth dynasty queen Khent Kaues. who succeeded her husband and 
brother Shapses-Kaf to the throne and became Queen of Upper and Lower Egypt, the mother queen and the 
daughter of the god. Khent Kaues was not the only woman who became a ruler after the death of a 
pharaoh. Likewise. Nitocris. Sebek-Nefru, Tauserf and several others ascended the throne as queens under 
similar circumstances. The famous 18"" dynasty pharaoh Hatshepsut (1473-1458 B.C.E.) followed an 
unusual path leading to the throne of Egypt. Hatshepsut claimed that it was Amon who had chosen her to 
rule and therefore, unlike any other woman in the history of Egypt, she was crowned king. As Arab points 
out. she wore male garb, a false beard (Arab 3) and she carried five royal names, three of which had never 
been granted to any other queen (Arab 4). Pharaoh Hathsepsut organized remarkable expeditions to Punt 
and she had a fabulous temple built in the Valley of the Kings. Undoubtedly. Hatshepsut had to disguise 
herself as a man and thus hide her gender in order to achieve what no woman before had achieved. There 
is no doubt that her deeds led her to extraordinary glory and power, but they can also be seen as a major 
concession to patriarchy. 
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Verklarte Nacht (Transfigured Night, 1996). Thus, it is not by coincidence that 

Monikova situates a group of self-aware female silversmiths in a place that is closely 

linked to Hatshepsut, the most extraordinary and ambivalent female character in Egypt's 

history. Monikova's friend Wolfgang Coy reads the allusion to Hatshepsut in Per 

Taumel as a link to the Czech legendary queen Libuse."^ In his email dated June 20, 

2002, Coy imagines a metaphoric encounter between two distinct matriarchs—the 10"' 

century ruler, judge and lawmaker Libuse, who founded the first Czech royal Premyslid 

dynasty and laid the cornerstone for the city of Prague, and her Egyptian predecessor 

Hatshepsut. This enlightening perspective opens a new horizon that sheds light on 

ancient Czech and Egyptian histories through the lens of matriarchal structures. 

Monikova explores the women of Deir el-Medineh with curiosity and a desire to 

experiment, an approach that leads her to create a male intellectual as the main character 

of her last novel. She states, "Why not write about men, make them the object of our 

literary desire? They used us for their creative fantasies for thousands of years" ("Some 

Theses" 8). Monikova thus challenges feminist writers by exploring the possibilities of 

masculine victimization which offers a new insight into literary masculinity. 

Unfortunately, she uses the same technique of switching the positions of literary 

subject and object even when she writes about the community of the Egyptian 

silversmiths of the Sahara. Rather than having them voice their attitudes and 

experiences, Monikova portrays these proud and brave warriors through Halina's eyes, 

Monikova intertcxtualizcs this extraordinary character of Czech history in her novel Pavane fur eine 
verstorfaenc Infantin (Pavanc for a Dead Princess). In her article "Meine Begegnungen mit Deutschen," 
(My Encounters with the Germans) she lends insight into the Libu^ legend that also reveals the meaning of 
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which turns them into the object of her text. Thus, she silences and marginalizes them. 

Furthermore, her own limitations are revealed in her recourse to stereotypes of exoticized 

women who are "myth protectors" or "guardians of fire." Thus, Monikova's attempt to 

highlight the liberty of these Theban women unfortunately results in turning them into 

nature-bound nymphs. 

In Per Taumel. Monikova similarly relies on stereotypes when she refers to the 

Romany minority in Czecho-Slovakia. She mentions "Miss, Mrs comrade, citizen 

Pampuchova" ("Fraulein, Frau ... Genossin, Burgerin Pampuchova"), a Gypsy prostitute 

from the Slovak town of Medzilaborce, who had sexual intercourse with all the men 

working in the mines in Moravian Valasske Mezincf (133). The communist government 

in Per Taumel refers to her as a "parent ship of germs, public enemy number one, a 

ticking bomb on the board of socialist society" ("Bazillenmutterschiff, offentlicher Feind 

Nr. 1, eine tickende Bombe an Bord der sozialistischen Gesellschaft," 134). Monikova's 

critique intends to ridicule the patriarchal communist system, but ends up stigmatizing 

the Romany population by reducing them to the category of prostitutes."' 

In other cases, such as when Monikova employs witty Czech sayings, her critique 

of the repressive regime is humorous and highly constructive. When Brandl awaits the 

interrogation report and wonders whether he will have to sign it, he recalls five popular 

commandments of the Czecho-Slovak totalitarian regime known as totdc, "1. Po not 

think 2. When you think, do not say it out loud. 3. WTien you say it out loud, do not 

the name of the Czech capital. See my discussion of the figure of Libuse in Chapter Three of this 
dissertation. 

See my discussion of Monikova's projection of the Romany minority in Chapter One of this dissertation. 
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write it down. 4. When you write it down, do not sign it. 5. And when you sign it. 

don't be surprised" ("1. Denke nicht. 2. Wenn du denkst, sprich nicht. 3. Wenn du 

sprichst, schreib nicht. 4. Wenn du schreibst, unterschreib nicht. 5. Und wenn du 

unterschreibst, wundere dich nicht," 59). These sayings alleviate the tension created by 

the serious topic of this novel and show how Czechs use humor to cope with the system. 

Furthermore, humor in this novel can be seen as an indicator of oppression. In her 

conversation with Cramer, Laederach, and Steiner, the author explains, "The more 

repressive the system, the better the jokes" ("Je repressiver das System, desto besser die 

Witze," 191). Monikova's words seem to suggest that Czech subversive humor is the 

driving force of resistance. Surprisingly, Per Taumel offers a different perspective on 

Czech humor, claiming that Czech jokes lead people to a passive acceptance of the 

regime. The narrator in Per Taumel says, "The nation keeps its mouth shut and laughs. 

Jokes keep them above water. No pride" ("Pas Volk halt den Mund und lacht. Mit Witz 

halten sie sich fiber Wasser. Kein Stolz," 171). The narrator's radical stance rooted in 

dignity, honesty and political resistance finds little understanding for ironic popular 

sayings that do not mobilize people to open resistance. In her view, they only justify 

passivity and make the lack of Czech national pride evident." 

Brandl judges the mediocrity of people who "keep their mouth shut" against his 

own silent political resistance, professional excellence and pride, virtues that link him to 

the French painter Henri Rousseau, a genius who spent most of his life in great poverty. 

"" Monikova addresses the topic of Czech patriotism also in her interview with Engler where she declares, 
"The Czechs have never developed a kind of national pride. That could be viewed as a positive 
characteristic. On the other hand, in contrast to the Poles or the Hungarians, [it] could be perceived as a 
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Both painters Brandl and Rousseau connect as marginalized artists. The celebrated 

representative of French primitive"^ art Rousseau suffered much professional ridicule in 

France during his lifetime. Brandl likewise does not receive any professional recognition 

in his country. He becomes an outcast of the society and suffers physical oppression as a 

consequence of the violence inflicted on him by the police official Schramm. Brandl thus 

projects the oppressed part of his identity onto Rousseau and concludes, "[Rousseau] is 

like me" ("Er ist wie ich," 166). 

The professor/artist Brandl underscores the professional achievements of the 

genius Rousseau who ended in a pauper's grave. He enthusiastically lists the titles of the 

Douanier's^° paintings'' and describes them in picturesque details. He talks about exotic 

landscapes, colorful birds, sleeping beauties, mesmeric magicians, eerie images, lush 

vegetation, and offers an entertaining background story, concluding that "every painting 

[is] a drama" ("jedes Bild [ist] ein Drama," 153). Brandl's lengthy description of 

Rousseau's work confirms how strongly he felt that Rousseau's technique was 

revolutionary (154). Furthermore, Rousseau's emotionally charged paintings represent a 

sort of Utopia for Brandl. He has the possibility to seek refuge in Rousseau's fantastical 

imagery that contrasts with the dull reality of communist Czecho-Slovakia. 

weakness" ("Die Tschechen habcn nie eine Art Nationalstolz cntwickelt. Das kdnntc als sympatisch 
angesehen werden: andercrseits. im Untcrschied zu den Polen und den Ungam. als cine Schwachc," 21) 

"Primitive" in this respect is not meant to be judgemental. 
^ Although he was never promoted to the rank of a customs officer. Rousseau is known as Le 
Douanier.which is a nickname he earned during his scrvice at the Paris Cu.stoms Office (1871 -1893). 

Brandl mentions "The SufTering Animal Sheds a Teardrop!." "Then the Sun Goes Down," or "The 
Portrait of Mme A.J." ("Das leidende Tier weint einc Trane!," "Dann geht die Sonne unter," or "Portrait 
Mmc A.J," 153). 
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Brandl's immodest self-identification with the giant of art, Rousseau, opens a new 

horizon for literary analysis when placed within the context of a conversation between 

Rousseau and Picasso that is documented in numerous sources. The narrator in Per 

Taumel recalls the legend according to which Rousseau is believed to have told Picasso: 

"We are the two greatest painters of this era. You in the Egyptian style, I in the modem 

style" ("Wir sind die zwei groBten Maler dieser Zeit, Sie im agyptischen Stil, ich im 

modemen Stil," 165). This statement diminishes the significance of Picasso's Cubism 

and other modem styles that followed his Cubist period and leads the narrator to believe 

that Picasso was influenced^* by Rousseau's painting The War (1895) when he conceived 

his world renowned mural canvas Guernica (1937). Rather than offering a detailed 

comparative study of both brilliant painters and their war paintings The War and 

Guernica, the narrator condenses Picasso's mural with a grain of contempt into two 

minuscule sentences, "Go to Madrid! Picasso had seen this picture FThe Warl before he 

painted Guernica" ("Geh nach Madrid! Picasso hatte dieses Biid gesehen bevor er 

Guernica malte!" 159). The statement greatly undercuts Picasso's artistic achievements. 

Guemica certainly contains aspects that can also be found in Rousseau's 

lithograph The War. The narrator sees similarities between both paintings in "the 

stiffness of die bodies, bloodless, the horror of the yawning wounds. [...] The 

Monikova corrcctly assumes that Picasso did not creatc his work in an artistic vacuum. His sketches, 
paintings and sculptures are full of influences since his cubist style relies not only on an overlapping and 
intertwining that create a revolutionary projection of three-dimensionality onto a two-dimensional canvas, 
but also geometrically fuses distinct styles and specific works. Apart from Rousseau's compositions, the 
Spanish painter finds inspiration in styles as different as Greek and Egyptian art. During his lifelong career 
as an artist he goes through various periods in which he conceives utterly diverse pieces of art that 
integrate elements which appear in Henri Matisse. Georges Braque. Paul Gauguin. Francisco Goya and 
Diego Veluquez, whose works he carefully studies, filters and accommodates to his needs. This complex 
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distortions, the gluttonous grimaces of the war!" ("Die Starrheit der Korper, blutleer, der 

Schrecken der klaffenden Wunden [...] Die Verzerrungen, die gefraiiigen Fratzen des 

Kriegs!," 159). This is a description not only of both masterpieces, but also of BrandPs 

painting. The Prague artist Brandl weaves the same motif into his picture as he 

vigorously paints "tortured, distorted faces and figures, bodies, animals, and people 

intertwined in agony" ("verqualte, verzerrte Gesichter und Gestalten, Leiber, Tiere und 

Menschen ineinander verknauelt, in Agonie," 74). He pays tribute to Rousseau's art 

when he uses the same technique as his French role model. However, Brandl's artistic 

expression goes beyond Rousseau's reflection of anguish. 

In Brandl's painting, rough thin red stripes appear over large white, gray and 

black layers. They symbolize blood streaming out of wounds. The intense red that 

powerfully strikes against the predominantly harsh colors of the background in Brandl's 

picture alludes to conununism. Thus, Brandl's art indicts warfare, and the atrocities 

committed in the name of the communist regime. It is a dangerous venture, as Halina 

points out: "[W]ith your brushes and colors you caruiot endanger your position, but with 

your pictures you can" ("mit Ihren Pinseln und Farben konnen Sie sich nicht gefahrden. -

Mit Ihren Bildem schon," 76). Adriena's image of heads sown together as well as 

Brandl's distorted bodies primarily account for a strong anti-totalitarian resistance, which 

is not a message that Rousseau's masterpiece would necessarily invoke. 

Although Der Taumel primarily references Rousseau, Brandl's and Adriena's call 

to resistance constitutes the principal link to Guernica, whose anti-totalitarian statement is 

process shows that Picasso is not only a cubist genius, but his art transgresses many diverse styles and 
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as strong as its condemnation of war/"^ Due to its strong anti-fascist legacy, the Czech 

and Slovak communist governments welcomed Picasso's Guernica. In 1981, Czecho

slovakia paid homage to the great painter who joined the Communist Party while in 

exile. Picasso was considered the country's ally, which might be the reason why 

Monikova criticizes him in Per Taumel. The Prague government issued stamps to honor 

the centenary of Picasso's birth and the 45"' anniversary of the International Brigades in 

Spain. This historical and political fact draws attention to a uniquely paradoxical 

situation. Monikova's fictional character Brandl and the world-renowned painter Picasso 

use identical media to express their political protest against two supposedly contradictory 

regimes—Spanish fascism and Czecho-Slovak communism. In Czecho-Slovakia, the 

celebrated Guemica-motif serves Brandl as a weapon against the communist government, 

which points to the ambivalent nature of totalitarian oppression."* 

genres. 
Picasso conceived of his greatest work as a memorial of the fascist air-raid on the Basque town of 

Guernica. The large picture created for the Paris World Fair reveals the most obscure consequences of 
Franco's dictatorship. It clearly transmits Picasso's revulsion against the Spanish Civil War and against 
Franco's totalitarian regime. 
" For unknown reasons. Monikova does not explore this fruitful terrain that could have provided her with 
rich literary material. She continuously avoids any reference to Franco even when discussing Dali. 
Monikova's characters deconstruct the controversial artist as a painter, husband and filmmaker, but they do 
not address the most important aspect of his life, namely his political afTiliation. Monikova's critique of the 
Spanish surrealist is conveyed through Dora's and Tina's account that "Dali is one of the most 
overestimated artists of this century" ("Dali ist einer der am meisten ubcrschatzten Kunstler in diesem 
Jahrhundert" 40). They also find nothing positive to say about Dali's wife Gala. Although she "has 
nothing [interesting to offer]. [...] Dali found her attractive. [She was] his muse. Whereas she was very 
boring, a housewife" ("An der Frau ist gar nichts. [...] Fur Dali war sie attraktiv. Seine Muse. Dabei 
langweilig. eine Hausfrau," 43). Dali's work as a filmmaker does satisfy the two demanding movie fans. 
His excellent groundbreaking movie El nerro andaluz (Andalusian Dog) is. as Monikova reminds her 
readers, "primarily Bunucl's work" ("[ist] vor alleni von Buiiuel," 41). Also, both women criticize the film 
Gesnaltene Seele (The Split Soul) that he made with Hitchcock, as being "weak" ("schwach," 41). It is 
rather surprising that none of the characters mentions Dali's interest in fascism for which he was expelled 
from the surrealist movement. His famous painting Enigma of Hitler underscores Dali's fascination with 
the Fuhrer. Even more striking is the fact that Monikova's last book, which focuses on the intersection of 
politics and art, docs not mention Dali's support of Franco. Monikova is familiar with the fact that Bunuel 
and Dali discontinued working together. However, she does not examine the reasons for the ending of their 
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Art representation dominates not only the content of Monikova's unfinished 

novel, but also its stylistic composition. Furthermore, she developed a syntax peculiar to 

the act of painting. Already in the first pages of the book, the reader has a chance to 

observe her fluid literary style that smoothly links Brandl's state of mind with various 

geographic sites in different historical epochs. Monikova writes: "Buenos Aires, 

Moscow, Petuskin, St. Peter, Prague. Berlin of the 30s, the Paris Commune. Associations 

from innumerable books. His book burst like a sandbox in his head. Names got strewn 

about, quotations, the border between the lived and the read passed unnoticed" ("Buenos 

Aires, Moskau, Petuskin, St. Peter, Prag, Berlin in den DreiUigem, Paris der Kommune. 

Assoziationen aus unzahligen Buchem. Seine Lekture platzte wie ein Sandkasten in 

seinem Kopf auf. Namen zerstreuten sich, Zitate, die Grenze zwischen dem Gelebten 

und dem Gelesenen verlief unmerklich," 6). The sentence structure thus uniquely mimics 

Brandl's profession. 

Monikova repeats this brushstroke-like syntax on a later occasion, when Brandl 

recapitulates his life story as a compilation of cities, artists and paintings he saw, which 

makes him conclude that "the paths to the world were the paths to images" ("Die Wege in 

die Welt waren die Wege zu den Bildem," 66). Brandl thus inaugurates a metaphorical 

professional collaboration. She docs not investigate why Bunuel remained living in exile, whereas Dali 
returned to Franco's Spain in 1955 where he established himself as a leading surrealist artist. It seems 
almost impossible that Monikova's discerning eye and her political sensitivity would miss Picasso's and 
Dali's political orientation, a significant piece of information in the context of this novel. Monikova's 
conspicuous silence directed toward Spain's dictatorship is the missing link in the puzzle that could be 
entitled "The Enigma of Totalitarian Ambiguity." Maybe Monikova intended to disclose the enigma later 
on in her novel. In this fragmented form, however, her intriguing conversations on art mixed with hints, 
unflnished ideas, and stubborn silence undoubtedly transmit a challenging invitation to a literary hide-and-
seek game, which emphasizes the multi-layered interpretative possibilities and proves Monikova's brilliant 
literary style. 
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gallery of his life in which Rousseau's piece "Freedom Invites Artists to the Salon of 

Independent" ("Die Freiheit ladt die Kunstler zum Salon der Unabhangigen ein") clearly 

claims its primacy. The exhibition, furthermore, includes: "Italy: Arezzo—Piero; 

Florence, Venice ... Madrid: Velazques and Goya; Brussels—Bosch, Bruegel: The Fall 

of Icarus... Vienna: The Princesses" (66). The sentence structure of this vibrant verb-

free pastiche combines the names of individual cities, painters and pictures, reminding us 

of dynamic, powerful brushstrokes often used in expressionist paintings as well as of an 

accelerated journey through European art. The eloquent, exact statements, in which 

nouns roll out in their dynamic monotony, imitate the repetitive sound of a train. 

Traveling thus becomes the subject and the object of this passage. This type of 

fragmented sentences can be found throughout Der Taumel as well as in all of 

Monikova's works. 

These passages, in both form and content, reflect the Czech preoccupation with 

traveling underscored by Halina's statement "Everybody wants to travel" ("alle wollen 

reisen," 117). Halina's words hang like an exclamation point that highlights the severe 

restrictions on traveling to capitalist countries, which the communist government 

enforced after the Prague Spring. Only once every fourteen years the citizens of Czecho

slovakia were allowed to apply for a permit to travel to a non-communist country. There 

was no guarantee that the extremely long and complicated process of obtaining the permit 

would be successful. As everywhere in the eastern block countries, corrupt officials 

based decisions on the bribes they were offered. Thus, there were people who could visit 
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non-communist countries on a regular basis. Others, however, were never allowed to 

step beyond the barbed wire borders. 

These conditions created a strong desire on the part of Czech intellectuals to "go 

west." Yet, the eagerness of many to discover the world was not a hobby, but rather a 

necessity since, as Halina argues, being internationally famous is the best protection in a 

totalitarian regime (117). Yet, as Monikova shows, Brandl is reluctant to join the 

whirlwind of voyages because obtaining a travel permit during the normalization era 

requires cooperation with the police. In spite of the fact that he has not stepped beyond 

the border of the Iron Curtain for ten years, he refuses to collaborate with Schramm who 

provokes him with the question "Have you never been tempted to travel? [...] You 

should consider it.... Travel, that is ... There are reasonable opportunities now" ("Hat 

es Sie nie gelockt zu reisen? [...] Uberlegen Sie es sich noch einmal.... Mit der Reise. 

Es gibt jetzt gunstige Gelegenheiten," 65-66). 

Schramm generously offers Brandl a travel permit, which is a ploy to recruit the 

professor to become a spy. The narrator's rhetorical question "Wlio stages this national 

farce of spies and victims?" ("Wer inszeniert diese nationale Posse von Spitzeln und 

Bespitzelten?" 54) displays the complexity of the web of secret police and smoothly 

initiates the reader into a Czech vocabulary lesson that focuses on the seemingly 

unrelated words kapos, hlavicka and fizl meaning political leader, head and spy. 

These three words uniquely contribute to the secrete service theme running 

through the book. The word kapos that in Monikova's text refers to the caretaker in 

Brandl's house is closely related to the German word Kapo meaning a guard in a 
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concentration camp or a prison. This expression acquired its negative connotation from 

its Italian origin capo that can be translated as political head or leader, which corresponds 

to its Czech meaning. Even though the caretaker's name is Jaschke, Brandl refers to him 

as pan Hlavidca—Mr. Hlavidai, which reflects on the Czech word "hlava" meaning 

"head" in its diminutive form. The combination of both Czech expressions kapos and 

Mr. Hlavicka sarcastically reverses the original meaning of hlavicka, which can also refer 

to a smart or capable person. Both words together carry a clear derogatory connotation 

that is meant to reveal the nature of the Czech house-caretakers for whom "friendliness, 

politeness is a sign of weakness" ("Freundlichkeit, Hoflichkeit [ist] Zeichen der 

Schwache," 173). '"^ The fact that they keep the tenants under surveillance the rather than 

protecting them is a result of the system that appeals to the little spy—in other words 

jizl—in them. The concept of the so-called fiesel also transcribed as fizi (plural fizlove) 

alludes to sweaty, sleazy informants who listen to people's conversations in smoky bars 

and report them in writing. The secret police feeds its already fat files with the elaborate 

material provided by these fizlove. 

Der Taumel depicts the quest for socialist cooperation and readiness to help as a 

facade behind which socialist art hides the deterioration of the country's moral fiber. As 

Brandl points out, in communist Czecho-Slovakia, art is abused for the purposes of 

socialist propaganda. Brandl reserves limited space for the definition of Socialist 

Realism. He mentions only one example of an anonymous hay-harvest painting in his 

Francinc Pallas, the protagonist in Monikova's first novel Pavane. observes that German house-
caretakers are equally unfnendly. even hostile. See Chapter Three of this dissertation. 
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gallery, naming it an appendix to true art, "And Prague: the pendant, the hay-harvest" 

("und Prag: das Pendant, die Heuemte," 66). 

These three nominal attributes serve Brandl as a foreword to a more coherent 

definition of art in the country of workers and farmers. Brandl claims: "The most 

important thing is to show aspects of the working world. People want to recognize their 

life with all its problems" ("Hauptsache, etwas aus der Arbeitswelt zeigen, die Menschen 

wollen ihr Leben erkennen, mit alien seinen Problemem," 49). Brandl thus shows how 

painters respect the interest of the working population as well as how the Czech movie 

industry tailors socialist reality to meet the needs of the working masses whose problems 

are positively resolved and they are presented in a Hollywood-like happy end. 

In Der Taumel the fictional character Brandl takes issue with the media at large. 

He decides to familiarize the reader with a real working milieu socialist drama because it 

nicely documents the politics, dynamics and aesthetics of one entire era. He selects a real 

TV soap opera entitled "The Woman behind the Shop Counter," ("Die Frau hinter dem 

Ladentisch"), in the Czech original entitled 2ena za pultem, a twelve part series written 

by the famous screenwriter Jaroslav Dietl that has all the qualities necessary for a 

successful socialist evening entertainment. The protagonist of the TV serial is Anna 

Holubova, a newly divorced shop assistant. Anna's maturity and her life experiences 

help her to maintain a fnendly atmosphere in her family as well as in her grocery store. 

She is the prototype of a dedicated proletarian who meets the expectations of the 

Communist Party. Anna wants the spectator to identify with her as an exemplar of a 

successful socialist worker. 
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The narrator in Per Taumel describes how the whole country anxiously awaits 

each episode of Jaroslav Dietl's 1977 serial, which greatly irritates Brandl and compels 

him to "rectify" the socialist fate of Anna's family. Brandl and Francine, the chief 

character of Monikova's first novel, participate in a very similar process of literary 

rewriting. Francine rewrites Kafka's Castle and thus saves the literary fate of the 

Bamabas. ̂ ^ Similarly, Brandl, in a delicate mixture of sarcasm, anger and despair, 

creates a new version of Dietl's soap opera. The reader follows the twelve episodes of 

the series through Brandl's distorting lens that configures the reader's critical perception 

of socialist art and culture. 

Brandl amuses himself by drinking vodka and writing a parody that transforms 

the shop assistant into a Red Army Inspector in a 1920s Soviet civil war novel. She falls 

in love with a White Guard officer, but does not hesitate to kill him because he represents 

the class enemy of the state. Brandl alters Dietl's story in order to emphasize Anna 

Holubova's communist dedication. He also highlights the political profile of the actress 

Jirina Svorcova who successfully played the role of Anna. Brandl describes the real 

actress Svorcova as "the proper fighter with the proper class awareness who stops at 

nothing and is ready to shoot at her lover from behind" ("Diese Schauspielerin war genau 

die richtige, klassenbewuBte Kampferin, die uber Leichen geht und auf ihren Liebhaber 

von hinten schieBt," 51). Even though the narrator does not mention Svorcova's name, 

the political history of this actress who has been an active member of the Communist 

Party since 1946 was common knowledge in Czecho-Slovakia. More importantly. 

^ For more information on Francine's literary rewriting see Chapter Three of this dissertation. 
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Svorcova was a leading personality in the witch-hunts against the Charta 77 that 

suppressed the movement and deprived free-thinking intellectuals of all rights. 1977 was 

a break-through moment in the life of the actress Svorcova since it is the year in which 

her zn\.\-Charta 77 involvement collides with the production of this successful TV drama. 

Brandl plans to expose the TV serial as kitsch. The vodka he drinks fuels his 

anger and influences the further development of his story. The inebriated professor 

hallucinates sweet revenge against the ideologically aware comrade Anna. In his version 

of the screenplay, Brandl creates a wicked setting that leads to an unavoidable family 

disaster; Anna's medical exam shows traces of breast cancer, her daughter suffers from 

leukemia and the unstable husband gets caught in the "traps of shady elements" ("der 

labile Ehemann gerat in die Fange unzuverlassiger Elemente." 52). He invents a lover 

who stands for the "concubine of the nation" ("Die Konkubine der Nation," 52). In 

addition, the son becomes a drug addict, at which his employer intervenes: "The works 

council jumps in. Confronts him with his responsibilities. Gets a dog" ("Der Betriebsrat 

springt ein. Konfrontiert ihn mit Verantwortung. Schafft einen Hund an," 52). Brandl 

finally weaves into his parody a surrealist happy-end in which Anna and her daughter 

Michaela get cured, the son's dog rescues the family from burglars, the dog saves a 

drowning child, it wins first prize at a dog show and takes pride of place in the Holubova 

family. The family celebrates its fake happiness by taking a trip during which the father 

receives a mysterious envelope in his coat pocket. 

Brandl provides a critical insight into the grocery store milieu, but in his alcoholic 

stupor he forgets to address the main point of this series. He does not mention how 
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unusually full the shelves are in Anna's store and that they are packed with domestic and 

western delicatessen, an important fact in the context of the novel. The abundance of 

products camouflages the situation in Czech stores that are otherwise yawning empty 

spaces; "By the time people get out of work, there is no milk or yogurt left" ("Wenn die 

Leute aus der Arbeit kommen, keine Milch mehr, kein Joghurt," 71). In the original 

show, Anna's work place is used to display the prosperity of the Czech economy during 

the normalization era. The delicatessen she sells reveal how film and art in general are 

used to manipulate public perception. 

Throughout the novel, Brandl proves himself as a successful painter and an 

imaginative professor of art. His clever parody of the successful TV soap opera as well 

as the genre of socialist realism also reveals his understanding of literature. Monikova 

thus creates Brandl as a talented versatile character whose paintings, writings, and 

teaching wed art and politics and show them through the lens of Czecho-Slovak socialist 

reality. Moreover, Brandl's interests are not limited to art and creativity. He leads 

intense conversations with his neighbor Prochazka on anatomy, craniometry and a wide 

range of other scientific topics, which demonstrates Brandl's profound interest in the 

sciences that are related to his health. They furthermore examine parallels between 

Linne's botanical tables and Savigny's and Geoffrey's theses on comparative 

morphology. They look at Michurin's experiments in grafting and cross-hybridization 

through the lens of the Soviet plan economy and laugh at the Czech astronaut Vladimir 

Remek. They also exchange knowledge in embalming techniques, discuss the role of Ibis 

and analyze the political rights for ownership of the stone of Rosette. Finally, they agree 
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on the fact that even though Napoleon's expedition ended in disaster, the dwarf-size 

French emperor opened the door to a new science that is documented in a ten-volume-

collection entitled Description de TEgypte. 

Brandl owns two supplementary volumes on Napoleon's Description de 1'Egypt 

printed between 1809-1828, which allows him to dive into the world of science and look 

for signs, symbols and connections, restore a fineze or an obelisk, and decipher the stone 

of Rosette. His interest in the sciences includes searching for the elixir of life and the 

magic formula of the stone of wisdom (26). The art professor approaches science with 

passion, innocence and the excitement of a child who discovers the mysterious world of 

alchemy and passes it with enthusiasm onto his students. Brandl tickles his friend 

Tereza's child-like curiosity with a fairy-tale-like story of an anatomy theater in Uppsala 

where surgeries were publicly performed in the 1 century (146). He describes the 

spooky magic of this rare but real showcase that invited spectators to watch "how this 

man on this anatomical table will cast off his shell" ("wie dieser Mensch auf diesem 

anatcmischen Tische seine Hulle auflegen wird," 146). The scene that reminds us of 

Frankenstein-like horror stories, neatly unites medicine and theater through the act of 

performing and operating, which can be seen as an extraordinary semantic incision into 

the expression "to perform an operation." This linguistic act reveals once again the 

careful attention that Monikova pays to language. Brandl's reference to the poetic texts 

of the famous 17"* century researcher Olof Rudbeck"*^ only intensifies the 

Anders Backlund from the Department of Systematic Botany at Uppsala University offers general 
information on the famous researcher, Olof Rudbeck (1660-1740) who "defended his first dissertation 
"Propagatio piantarum" in 1686 and his second "De fundamentali plantarum notitia" in Utrecht in 1690. In 
the latter he discussed the principles of systematics in plants, in 1691. he succeeded his father as professor 
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interdisciplinary conversations of the science enthusiasts Brandl and Tereza, the latter a 

future doctor. Brandl especially highlights the fact that Rudbeck was not only a medical 

doctor, architect, and researcher, but also a linguist. 

The link between language and science that Rudbeck and the Uppsala anatomy 

theater undoubtedly represent, becomes more apparent in Prochazka's medical analysis 

of a skull that sits on his shelf. Prochazka reads the head: "The circular stitch, trace, 

wound behind the ear on the right temple. Trepanation. The skull had to be opened. A 

man - the eyebrows, eye sockets [are] bigger than a woman's. Age? Between forty-

eight and fifty-two" ("Die kreisformige Naht, Spur, Wunde hinter dem Ohr, auf der 

rechten Schlafe. Trepanation. Der Schadel muBte geoffhet werden. Ein Mann-die 

Augenbogen, Orbitae groBer als bei einer Frau. Alter? - Achtundvierzig bis 

zweiundfunfzig," 129). The yellowish-gray skull reveals a tumor that pressed on the 

man's brains, which impaired his vital functions. The surgery did not stop the growth of 

the tumor, causing him horrible physical and psychological suffering and driving the 

cancer victim to suicide. The pressure he felt and his desire to live is documented in his 

dense but picturesque poetry. Prochazka concludes: "The man did not have a single 

minute to lose. To live" ("Der Mann hatte keine Minute zu verlieren. Zu leben," 130). 

Prochazka's exact, emotionless, technical medical analysis highlights Monikova's 

technique of literary borrowing. In addition to an artistic analysis of a painting, or an 

academic lecture on the comparative morphology of insects and plants, which she does 

of medicine at Uppsala University. Like his father he was also interested in philology, leaving a 10 volume 
manuscript "Lexicon harmonicum" where he attempted to prove a similarity between, for instance. Lappish 
and Hebrew" < http://www.systbot.uu.se/dept/history/rudbcck.html> 

http://www.systbot.uu.se/dept/history/rudbcck.html
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not hesitate to cross with poetic statements or passages, Monikova imitates equally well 

the language and style of a very formal medical diagnosis. She reproduces texts and 

grafts them onto her novel. Monikova thus becomes a stylistic juggler who copies with 

surgical precision a variety of styles, allowing her to move elegantly between different 

disciplines. At the same time, the stylistic variety of her texts points to the literary 

hybridity of the author whose literary style includes the arts, humanities, and the sciences. 

Monikova's parallel between surgery and theater performance is only one 

example of the numerous interactions between sciences and humanities in her text. 

Proch^ka expresses interest in Brandl's painting classes because drawing and artistic 

perception are useful tools in Prochazka's anatomy class. Their collaboration shows the 

porous border between visual arts and medicine. Even more striking is the symbiosis 

between craniometry and literature. Prochazka's diagnosis of the dead poet's head relies 

on his knowledge of forensic medicine and craniometry. This transdisciplinary science 

that is based on measurements of the human skulls reads the head as a multi-layered text 

containing the profound secrets of human nature, which resembles the process of literary 

interpretation. This science, however, does not resemble literary criticism solely in 

metaphoric terms, but it also incorporates literature in its research methods, as the case of 

the 9"' century Tajik poet Abu Abd Allah Ja'far ibn Muhammad Rudaki proves. 

Monikova includes the story of the poet Rudaki as an example of a revolutionary 

craniometric theory formulated by Mikhail Gerassimov that Prochazka mentions in his 

conversation with his neighbor Brandl. Prochazka explains that the Tajik poet Rudaki 

was believed to have spent his life in the dark world of the blind, but the measurements of 
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his unnaturally large eye scx:kets prove that he was not bom with impaired vision, but 

rather blinded by a burning sword later on in his life. In order to specify the time of this 

cruel incident, Russian craniometrist Mikhail Gerassimov had to consult Rudaki's literary 

testimony. On the basis of his knowledge of literature, the scientist Prochazka concludes, 

"[Rudaki's] ghazal and qasida^^ verse forms contain a scale of colors that a blind person 

could not have conceived" ("[Rudakis] Ghaselen und Khassiden enthalten eine Skala von 

Farben, die ein Blinder nicht zuwege gebracht hatte," 128). This evaluation of Rudaki's 

poetry led the scientist to the conclusion that the founder of Perso-Tajik literature lost his 

vision towards the end of his life. 

Prochazka's thrilling stories constitute a rich source of information for the reader. 

He fascinates the reader with Gerassimov's analyses of, for instance, the crania of 

Dostoyevsky's mother Maria, Russian czar Ivan the Terrible, and Friedrich Schiller. The 

student of medicine takes pride in explaining that Schiller's teeth and the prolonged 

shape of his skull divulged the identity of the corpse of this German writer, which 

confirms that, as Prochazka claims, "every skull has its peculiarities, its architecture" 

("Jeder Schadel hat seine Eigenheiten, eine Architektur," 128). 

These instructive and entertaining examples combined with Prochazka's medical 

expertise conceptualize Per Taumel as a forum that bridges different literary styles and 

many diverse fields through challenging and finitfiil conversations. This interdisciplinary 

encounter that pairs surgery, theater, craniometry, literature, anatomy and visual arts does 

not follow any structured scheme. Although the multiple dialogues are very informative 

There are four main verse forms in classical Persian and Tajik poetry: ghazal. mathnavi. qasida. and 
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in their nature, they undermine the structured form of a catalogue or encyclopaedia. 

Their disorderly manner and irregular appearance underscore Monikova's postmodern 

perspective. Furthermore, the fact that Proch^a orchestrates this interdisciplinary 

concert displays his extraordinary intellectual capacity, which foretells great prospects for 

his medical future. He becomes Monikova's Don Quijote of science who is slightly 

carried away, maybe irritating at times, but in spite of his dubious political background he 

is the catalyst of her literary style."^^ 

The enriching information on diverse medical disciplines guides the reader's 

attention toward Brandl's state of health that indirectly shapes the lay-out of the entire 

text. Monikova interweaves her novel with Brandl's states of indisposition and physical 

trauma that have affected him on an irregular basis ever since he first visited the 

interrogator Schramm. Monikova describes with familiar meticulousness his frequent 

cranial explosions and sensations of dizziness, reflected also in the title of the novel, that 

result in his stuttering and fainting attacks. Brandl's intention to look for the elixir of life 

and to merge the fi^gments in his head metaphorically divulge his fervent desire to cure 

his undefined disease, a condition that is simultaneously accompanied by his occasional 

hallucinations, choking fear and a sense of insecurity. These symptoms transparently 

roba'i that remained resistant to any change throughout their one-thousand-year history. 

In her interview with Engler. Monikova describes the role that scientists play in her novel The Facade. 
Her definition of the castic restaurateurs perfectly matches also the figure of the future doctor. "I noticcd 
that I greatly enjoyed writing about the most disparate fields using their specific technical terms. With the 
possibility of introducing the figure of a slightly engrossed scientist, worthy of love, only that he goes on 
others' nerves with the drive for knowledge and its transmission. Simultaneously, he is a bearable figure, a 
catalyst of the plot, dubious but mainly constructive" ("Ich merkte, daC es mir eine Freude bereitete. Qber 
die disparatesten Bereiche zu schreiben. mit ihren Fachtermini. Mit der Mdglichkeit. die Gestalt eines 
Icicht entruckten Wissenschafllers einzufuhren. liebenswurdig, nur geht er mit seinem Wissens- und 
Mitteilungsdrang den anderen auf die Nerven. Gleichzeitig eine sehr tragfahige Gestalt. ein Katalysator 
des Geschehens. dubios, aber im Haupstrang konstruktiv," 20). 
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bridge the professor's condition with the health of the dead poet with whom he also 

shares his age/" Brandl's deteriorating health condition, moreover, conceptualizes 

disease as a literary method, which Monikova sketches in a fragment: 

Connections, causes and effects. Interlinks, knots, small irregularities 

with big consequences. The knots meant lymphs, tumors, hereditary 

preconditions. Burials. Plots, conspiracy, the abuse of ideals, betrayal. 

Masses of betrayed ... The century of those buried was knotted and 

undone here. 

Verbindungen, die Ursachen und Folgen. Verkettungen, Knoten, kleine 

UnregelmaBigkeiten mit groBen Folgen. Die Knoten bedeuteten 

Lymphen, Tumore, erbliche Belastungen. Verschuttungen. 

Verschworungen, Konspiration, MiBbrauch von Idealen, Verrat. 

Hekatomben Verratener... Das Jahrhundert der Verschutteten wurde 

hier geknotet und aufgedroselt. (Monikova, "Fragmente" 182) 

This fragment deviates from Monikova's stylistic concept of disability that 

appears in her first novel. Both novels Pavane and Der Taumel thematize the 

differentiated notion of disability. Whereas in Pavane. Francine's internal emotional 

disability displays her trauma as an expatriated female intellectual living in a hostile 

patriarchal world, Brandl's state of health is inflicted on him from the outside. His 

dizziness and epileptic attacks refer to a more profound metaphorical cancer of political 

oppression. Monikova figuratively takes under the microscope the cancerous tissue of 

^ Both characters are forty-eight years old. Adriena's late husband also belongs to the same age category 
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the normalization era. But this time, the precise description of his condition is not a 

result of Monfkova's observation and literary imitation. The invisible tumor that devours 

not only Brandl's mind, but also his country, extends beyond the limits of fiction. It 

reflects on the critical reality of the author's state of health. 

It had never been Monikova's intention to narrate her personal story, nor to give 

birth to a melancholic or sentimental literary farewell. The vivid literary style of this 

novel written on her deathbed displays Monikova's ironical sense of humor, her anger, 

political commitment, feminist awareness, and the strong willpower that accompanied her 

until the last moments of her life.'" This energetic text, therefore, can be read as a report, 

or a travel guide, or maybe even a documentary of a difficult era. Monikova left us with 

a complex book that has a very clear and straightforward message. It frontally collides 

with a political, literary, institutional and theoretical totality. Per Taumel melts borders 

and dismisses douaniers. It can intellectually excite a reader from any part of the world. 

The Czech readers who until recently have had no chance to read Monikova in their 

language should meet their German writer through Per Taumel This book can reveal for 

many even today a little known profile of their country. 

since he passed away at the age of forty-nine. 
•*' In the last phase of her life, writing was a challenging task for Monikova since it consumed all her 
energy, but at the same time it also provided the transplanted Prague author with a refuge and the necessary 
willpower: "1 wouldn't know what to do without my new book. It will [...] cost mc all my energy, but it 
also provides me with the necessary strength" ("Ich wuBte nicht. was ich ohne das neue Buch anfangen 
sollte. Es wird [...] alle meine Kraft kosten. Aber es versorgt mich auch mit der ndtigen Kraft") (Pedretti, 
"Das Lebcn" 58). 
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CONCLUSION 

Libuse Monikova, a renown German writer, employs the concept of Heimat not 

only in the texts that depict her native Czecho-SIovakia. Even when situating some of 

her works in the distant landscapes of Greenland, Siberia, Germany, the Sahara, or "the 

counted down Fourth World," Monikova always finds a curious way to link them to the 

Czech Republic, a country that she loved, but which until recently has not recognized her 

literary achievements. 

h has been my aim in this dissertation to draw attention to the diversity and path-

breaking quality of Monikova's writings by critically exploring Heimat discourse 

inscribed in four of her literary works—Praeer Fenster (The Windows of Prague, 1994), 

"Tetom und Tuba," (Tetom and Tuba, 1987), Pavane fur eine verstorbene Infantin 

(Pavane for a Dead Princess, 1983), and Per Taumel (Dizziness, 2000). 

In order to obtain a well-rounded picture of Heimat, I have examined the 

historical and political context against which Monikova writes her essays. In Chapter 

One I offer an insight into Soviet imperialism, look into German military occupation, 

investigate the multi-layered concept of Central Europe, as well as analyze Monikova's 

witty literary proposal of moving Czech boundaries and reconstructing Europe. 

Furthermore, I explain the multiple changes in naming Monikova's country of origin that 

throw light on the complex and troubled relationships between the Czechs and the 

Slovaks. The disintegration of the federal country of Czecho-SIovakia known as the 

velvet divorce leads to my detailed analysis of Monikova's depiction of minorities living 
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in the Czech Republic. Monikova approaches various ethnic groups with a very different 

attitude. She presents Sudeten German discourse through a thoughtfiil, concrete and 

well-structured analysis, in which Sudeten Germans are portrayed as victims of the 

expulsion launched by dominant Czech culture. Minority discourse thus gains 

significance in her text through the historically remembered expulsion of this ethnic 

group. Monikova also dismantles the negative value judgement of this minority within 

the Czech context. Similarly, she highlights the artistic qualities of Jewish writers who 

have enriched the cosmopolitan culture of Czech cities. On the other hand, Monikova 

says little that is jX)sitive about Slovaks and Roma (Gypsies), and entirely erases other 

groups such as Ruthenians, Ukrainians, Hungarians, and Poles from Monikova's 

discussion on minorities. This inconsistency creates an undesirable polarization between 

a "positive minority" and a "negative minority." Monikova writes Prager Fenster from 

the position of an expatriated female writer, but she fails to include in her Heimat 

discourse the heterogeneous category of minority in its entire complexity as an 

intersection of race, class, gender and ethnicity. 

Monikova's depiction of the Sudeten German expulsion cleverly bridges the gap 

between Sudeten German minority and gender discourses and hence smoothly introduces 

the discussion of feminism into her texts. She portrays Czech women as capable in many 

respects, but simultaneously points to their brutal exploitation at work and at home and 

unmasks their social marginali2ation. Furthermore, Monikova's feminist concept 

critically reckons with the dogmatic rigor of Western feminism. 

In Chapter Two I analyze Monikova's understanding of feminism, the essential 
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part of her Heimat concept, as portrayed in her play "Tetom und Tuba." I show the main 

character Sigmund in his double identity of psychoanalyst/ and secret agent as he claims 

to guide the reader through the sexual world of "savages." Unfortunately, Tuba, a 

"savage" woman and his research object, does not cooperate with the observer's gaze, but 

rather uses Freud's theory against Sigmund. Tuba gradually dismantles all of Sigmund's 

experiments that rely on Freud's theories, such as autoeroticism, narcissism, holy dread, 

the castration complex, Oedipal frustrations, the delire de toucher, and phonemic sounds, 

and turns the scientist Sigmund, who undergoes multiple transformations, into the 

specimen of his own research. This theoretical deconstruction shows Freud's theory as 

entirely detached from reality. Furthermore, Tuba castrates the scientist and the theory 

he represents. She terminates her struggle in a "savage" execution of Sigmund that 

conceptualizes her feminist revenge. Thus, Monikova's feminist feast lends a uniquely 

new insight into Western psychoanalysis and Nestroy's "Hauptling Abendwind" as well 

as into feminist discourse. 

Monikova does not hesitate to accent her text with her sharp sense of humor. The 

grotesque nature of "Tetom und Tuba" is more than a mere identification with the genre 

of parody. It is a resolute political decision to deconstruct the established norms that 

define comedy, grotesque, parody, operetta, or musical as "light or even low genres" 

because of their perceived naive simplicity. Monikova's humor smoothly complements 

the complexity of her theoretical deconstruction of Western epistemologies. At the same 

time, the intelligent comical nature of the play unveils the author's understanding of 

feminism. Monikova creates Tuba as a sharp, politically alert, action-focused character 
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who personifies a differentiated notion of female subjectivity. Although Tuba is a 

"savage" and supposedly an uneducated woman, she fights against female subordination 

with her natural intelligence and contagious sense of humor, avoids any particular 

feminist theory and thus and strips feminism of its ideological idealism. 

The play located in the "counted down Fourth World" offers an innovative 

perspective on Mom'kova's Heimat concept. Sigmund's identity as a Soviet secret agent 

alludes to the imperialist savagery of the Soviet Union, creating a parallel between the 

Soviet colonization of the Big Lulus and the Soviet occupation of Czecho-Slovakia. The 

terms "Orient" and "East" are thus united through the concept of imperialist oppression. 

Monikova's cleverly wicked narrative simultaneously allows for an entirely different 

interpretation that projects the "East" through Soviet rule and the regime it represents. 

Furthermore, Tuba's natural intelligence overshadows Sigmund's regression from 

science and ridicules a hegemonic division of the world based on the concept of the 

masculine West and the feminine East. Simultaneously, it condemns the superior western 

gaze directed toward the "savage Orient," thus deconstructing not only the polarity 

between the Orient and the Occident, but also the implication that the former is non-

civilized as opposed to the latter. Monikova conceives a perspective originally 

introduced in Edward Said's 1978 influential work Orientalism in which the Palestinian 

theorist highlights the civilized properties of the Orient. Furthermore, the play merges 

orientalist discourse with Freudian theories and feminist ideas when Monikova 

scrutinizes the concept of "Third World savagery" through her feminist lens. This 

perspective enriches Monikova's Heimat construct. 
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Chapters Three and Four show how Moni'kova employs disability in a distinctive 

way as an allegory of the totalitarian regime in Czecho-Slovakia, thus unfolding another 

layer of her Heimat discourse. In Chapter Three, I explore the concept of liberation 

inscribed in Monikova's novel Pavane fur eine verstorbene Infantin that depicts the main 

character Francine Pallas, a displaced Czech Germanist who leads an unhappy life in 

Gottingen, Germany. Francine purchases a wheelchair through which she displays her 

trauma as an expatriated female intellectual living in a hostile patriarchal world. 

Francine's memories of being controlled by her elder sister Marie, her feelings of 

insecurity, impotence, and injustice suddenly unmask her vulnerable child-like identity, 

which opens up a new horizon for her narrative. Marie is not only Francine's sister, but 

metaphorically she seems to represent Francine's past in her country of origin benumbed 

by its totalitarian regime, a condition leading to her internal emotional disability. 

Although Francine demonstrates strong patriotic feelings for her country of origin, she 

shows no respect for Czecho-Slovakia's sinister regime reflected in her cold relationship 

with her sister. The distance between Francine and Marie, her past identity, represents 

the political distance between Prague and Gottingen. 

Ravel's composition "Pavane pour une infante deflmte" (Pavane for a Dead 

Princess) projects Francine's liberation through her encounter with the Bohemian lion, 

the symbol of Czech nationhood, and through her metamorphosis into Czech Queen 

Libuse, the legendary founder of Prague, who corrects Czech history and cures her 

centuries old illnesses. The figures of the weakened heraldic animal, a representation of 

the political and cultural devastation of Czecho-Slovakia, and Queen Libuse shed light on 



Czech national mythology and the Great Czech History, (discussed in Chapter One), thus 

adding yet another layer to Monikova's Heimat. Francine's liberation depicted through 

her relationship with her sister as well as through her metamorphosis into Queen Libuse 

conceptualizes a breakthrough moment in Monikova's writings. 

Monikova's final, unfinished novel Per Taumel narrates the story of the main 

character Jakub Brandl, an internationally renowned free-lance painter and a lecturer at 

the School of Arts in Prague, who is a victim of severe persecutions and an undefined 

disease. The narrator describes the dire consequences of the violence with which the 

interrogator Schramm treats the main character Brandl, permanently damaging his health. 

Monikova's first novel Pavane fur eine verstorbene Infantin as well as her last 

novel Per Taumel thematize the differentiated notion of disability. Whereas Francine's 

agency chooses disability as a metaphor for her troubled past, as well as her condition as 

a displaced female intellectual living in the patriarchal world, in the latter novel a 

disability is inflicted on the main character Brandl. His dizziness and epileptic fits not 

only lend a challenging perspective at literary masculinity by exploring the possibilities 

of masculine victimization, but also refer to a more profound metaphorical cancer of 

political oppression. Monlkova figuratively takes under the microscope the cancerous 

tissue of the normalization period. Furthermore, the invisible tumor that devours not only 

Brandl's mind, but also his country, extends beyond the limits of fiction. It reflects on 

the critical reality of the author's health in the last moments of her life. TTie novel in its 

fragmented form does not offer any liberation for Brandl and his country. Since the 

novel abruptly ends in the middle, it is difficult to predict the development of individual 
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characters and the plot in its entirety. Therefore, we will never know the direction 

Monikova would take in her discussion on Heimat in Per Taumel. 

Monikova has left us with immensely rich and complex works in which there is 

no single concept that would adequately define her understanding of Heimat. Rather, as 

my analysis of her writings shows, Monikova moulds her Heimat construct as a mosaic 

of images, a series of perspectives and anti-totalitarian strategies that include topics such 

as gender discourse, Sudeten German minority, historical and political power struggles, 

deconstruction of Western epistemologies. Orientalism, projections through mythology 

and disability as well as challenging discussions on art, culture, and sciences. The 

transplanted Prague author used her Heimat as a lens through which she viewed the world 

and which reflected her identity as a patriotic writer and political activist. I have 

attempted to highlight the fact that Monikova, as no other German writer, informs 

German readers about her native Czecho-Slovakia, thus contributing to Czech-German 

political and cultural relations. Furthermore, it is my intention to engage Monikova's 

critics from different countries and continents in a fhiitful inter-cultural discussion. Thus, 

my dissertation stands at the borderlands of Czech, German, and US literary criticism, an 

approach that underscores Monikova's cosmopolitan identity. 
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